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Summary 
The thesis can be conveniently divided into three parts: 
(a) Sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds, (b) New routes to sulphur-
nitrogen compounds and (c) Sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 
Several possible new routes to both c y c l i c and a c y c l i c sulphur-
nitrogen-carbon compounds are reported and discussed. I t has been 
shown that the compound H^NCR^SO^H, unlike most other compounds 
containing -NIL>, does not react with PCl^ to form a trichlorophosphazo 
derivative, and that the introduction of a carbon atom between the 
sulphur and nitrogen atoms, has a profound e f f e c t on the chemical 
behaviour of such molecules. The reaction of sulphur monochloride with 
certain azomethines i s also reported. 
(b) New routes to sulphur-nitrogen compounds. 
Several types of reaction have been considered as a basis for 
possible new routes to sulphur-nitrogen compounds. The use of 
condensation reactions by elimination of H^ O, CC^ or H^S and the 
possible use of R^.SOCl^ compounds as dehydrating agents are discussed. 
Comment i s made on the behaviour of sulphur (IV) compounds as Lewis 
acids. Reactions involving SJJ_0 and SJT_C1 are also reported. 
(a) Sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds. 
- ( i v ) -
(c) Sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 
The main part of the thesis deals with the synthesis of new sulphur-
nitrogen-metal compounds. I t i s shown that the reactions between S^N^ 
i n thionyl chloride and metal halides lead to a variety of new sulphur-
nitrogen-metal compounds. 
The possible structures are discussed and i n many cases the 
formation of new sulphur-nitrogen or sulphur-nitrogen-metal ri n g systems 
ap» proposed. The reactions of S^N^-metal halide adducts with thionyl 
chloride are also reported and discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
The chemistry of sulphur-nitrogen compounds may conveniently be 
divided into the following sections: (a) sulphur n i t r i d e s , (b) sulphur 
nitrogen hydrides, (c) sulphur nitrogen oxides, (d) sulphur nitrogen 
halides, (e) sulphur nitrogen oxyhalides, ( f ) sulphur nitrogen metal 
compounds, (g) sulphur-nitrogen carbon compounds and (h) other sulphur 
nitrogen compounds with e.g. phosphorus which w i l l not be discussed 
here. 
(a) Sulphur n i t r i d e s . 
The chemistry of the sulphur n i t r i d e s i s dominated by the parent 
compound, tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e , S^ N^ , which was f i r s t prepared 
by Gregory i n 1835 and characterised i n 1896, when a molecular weight 
1 
determination proved i t s molecular formula, 
( i ) Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e , S^Njf* 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e i s an orange-red c r y s t a l l i n e substance, 
insoluble i n water, but soluble i n benzene, carbon disulphide, carbon 
tetrachloride and l i q u i d ammonia. The melting point i s I78-18O0 and 
impure samples have been known to explode a t temperatures approaching 
the melting point.^ The s p e c i f i c gravity i s 2*2 (20°) and the dipole 
moment 0»72D. The s o l i d i s i n the monoclinic system (space group C ? h ) 
with l a t t i c e constants: a = 8*74, b = 7*14 and c = 8*645. There are 
four SiN. molecules i n the unit c e l l . The compound i s diamagnetic, toxic 
and has found limited use as a pesticide. Small quantities have been 
added to d i e s e l fuels to f a c i l i t a t e ignition,, 
1 
A variety of preparations are reported. The o r i g i n a l synthesis 
from ammonia and sulphur monochloride i s s t i l l used. The mechanism of 
the reaction i s not f u l l y understood, but i s thought to involve three 
main reactions:-
(a) 5S 2C1 2 + 8NH5 — > 6S + N 2 + oNHjCl 
(b) 10S + ^ NH^  V 6H2S + NjS^ 
(c) S 2 C 1 2 + H2S + 2NH5 — • 3S + SNHjCl 
Other methods of preparation involve the use of the dichloride i n 
benzene or ether solution, the use of the fluoride, SF^, or the 
reaction between elemental sulphur and ammonia, as i n ( b ) . The 
reaction i s reversible and the forward reaction i s only favoured when 
the hydrogen sulphide i s removed by the addition of a soluble s i l v e r 
s a l t to the l i q u i d ammonia, 
' The structure of S^N^ has been the subject of conjecture since i t s 
f i r s t preparation. Structures with polycyclic arrangements of atoms 
•z 
were proposed as early as 1896. One of the e a r l i e s t structures based 
on X-ray data postulated an arrangement of atoms as two concentric 
distorted tetrahedra. The fundamental assumption for t h i s structure 
was that the c r y s t a l was orthorhombic. Later X-ray analyses have shown 
13 
the c r y s t a l to be monoclinic. The e a r l i e s t proposed structure based 
on chemical properties was: 
- 3 -
S £ / \ / \ 
< N N N \ / \ / 
S S f > s — s / \ / \ 
12 
A more detailed X-ray examination, vapour state electron d i f f r a c t i o n 
5 122 measurements and molecular o r b i t a l calculations show a bisphenoid 
of sulphur atoms with nitrogen atoms along the four edges i n square 
configuration. X-ray data of bond distances and angles are summarised 
i n Figure 1, and these agree with those obtained from electron measure-
ments. 
Electron spin resonance measurements give a value of 1»63A for 
the S-N distance. This value l i e s between the value for an S-N single 
bond (1«7^A) and that for an S-N double bond (1»5^A). An S-N distance 
n 
of 1»63A corresponds to a bond order of This may be explained 
by a it-electron system due to p^ - d^ overlapping between the sulphur 
and nitrogen o r b i t a l s . For t h i s , and si m i l a r ring systems (e.g. 
borazoles and phosphonitrilics) two concepts of the electron 
g 
distributions are possible. Craig explains the uniform S-N distances 
by assuming delocalised it-bonds, as i n benzene, and t h i s i s supported by 
Figure 1. Bond distances and angles i n S.N 
2-586 
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electron spin resonance measurements on sulphur n i t r i d e ions. Dewar, 
on the other hand, regards the Tt-bonds as being separate and involving 
three-centre bonds, each involving one nitrogen and two sulphur atoms, 
xyith two electrons accommodated i n each of the bonds. This explanatior 
seems l e s s probable. I n the case of p^ - p^ overlapping, the de-
l o c a l i s a t i o n energy i s greatly reduced i n non planar rings. This effec 
i s l e s s marked i n the case of p^ - d^ bonding because of the greater 
extension of the d-orbitals, and i n the case of sulphur, the a v a i l a b i l j 
- 5 -
of empty d o r b i t a l s . 
1 2 The distance (2»58A) between the sulphur atoms not linked by a 
nitrogen atom, i s substantially shorter than the sum of the van der Waals 
r a d i i (3*7A), and somewhat longer than an S-S bond ( 2 » 0 8 A ) . Lindqvist 
1 0 
has suggested that there i s some in t e r a c t i o n between these sulphur 
atoms and assumed t h i s to take the form of a p-bond. Molecular o r b i t a l 
122 
calculations indicate a bond order of j u s t less than 0»5 fo r the S-S 
bond. The equivalence of the sulphur atoms that results from the 
structure of the S^ N^  molecule has also been noted by Faessler and Becke-
1 1 
Goehring. Apart from small refinements the structure of S^ N^  i s now 
known with certainty. A l l data presently reported are consistent with a 
puckered eight membered r i n g or cage with S-N l i n k s and "•g- bonds" betv/een 
each pair of sulphur atoms on the same side of the square of nitrogen 
atoms. 
I t i s from S^ N^  that many other sulphur-nitrogen compounds are 
synthesised, and the reactions of S^ N^  are summarised i n Figure 2. 
( i i ) Tetrasulphur d i n i t r i d e , ^ i^^' 
Tetrasulphur d i n i t r i d e , s i F N 2 ' m a ^ b e P r eP a r e d^^ b y t h e reaction 
between S 2C1 2 and Hg^(NS)g i n CS2, or by combination of S0 2 with NH^ at 
o 57 80 , followed by hydrolysis. Other products are formed i n the l a t t e r 
reaction, including S^ N^ , sulphur, and sulphamic acid. 
- 6 -
1A 
OJ to 5 
to 
CO to 
X +> CO O 
OJ ^-S 0) X / - N o j CO CO 
OJ CO CO CO CO to 
CO v—' 
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to 
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Sj^N^ i s a dark-red diaraagnetic o i l which s o l i d i f i e s at 19°5 and 
decomposes at 25°« I t i s soluble i n benzene, nitrobenzene, CS2, CCl^ 
58 
and d i e t h y l ether. Molecular weight determinations i n benzene support 
the formula S^ N.,. I t i s qua n t i t a t i v e l y hydrolysed by sodium hydroxide: 
2£.N- + 180H~ + 3Ho0 » 7S_0_ 2" + 2S" + 8NH, 
*f d. c. tL 5 ? 
and r e d u c t i o n ^ using SnCl^ or LiAlB^ i n ether gives the imine S^(NH)2. 
The electron spin resonance spectrum^ 0 i n cone. H2^°Zf £ i v e s a weak 
signal which may be due to the possible reaction: 
S ^ N 2 " 6 — * S N 2 + 5 3 
( i i i ) Disulphur d i n i t r i d e , S2^2' Polysulphur n i t r i d e , ( N S) X» 
Sublimation of S^ N^  at 80 and 10 mm. through s i l v e r wool ' 
heated to 300° gives a mixture of S^ N^  and S2^2* Disulphur d i n i t r i d e , 
S 2N 2, may be re c r y s t a l l i s e d from d i e t h y l ether at -70° ; i t i s endo-
thermic, explodes on rubbing, and although stable at - 7 0 ° , i t 
polymerises slowly at room temperature to S^ N^  and (SN) x. I t i s 
diamagnetic, a semiconductor, and i s easily hydrolysed to NH^ and 
2-
S-pO^  . Reaction with S.pCl2 gives S^N^Cl, and reaction with f i n e l y 
divided metals (e.g. Pd, N i , Co) results i n the formation of metal 
t h i o n i t rosyls: 
2S 2N 2 + Pd 1 Pd(SN)^. 
Nickel carbonyl also reacts with t o s i v e Ni( S N)^« Liquid ammonia 
- 8 -
and S^ N^  react at -70° to give a deep red, e l e c t r i c a l l y conducting 
solution from which can be separated, a red unstable compound S^H^oNRjt 
This reacts with NaCPh^ i n ether to give the brown NaCNSNSNH^), which 
i n excess of NaCPh, gives the highly explosive Na,(NSNSN)• 
Polysulphur n i t r i d e may be prepared by the anhydrous polymerisation 
of S^ N^  at room temperature, a ^ a r ^ blue compound with a 
metallic l u s t r e . I t i s insoluble i n organic solvents, and acts as a 
semiconductor. 
( i v ) Sulphur n i t r i d e , SN. 
The diatomic species, SN, may be prepared by the action of an 
62 
e l e c t r i c discharge on a mixture of sulphur and nitrogen vapours, or 
on a mixture of elemental sulphur and nitrogen gas. I t has also been 
prepared by the reaction of H^ S with atomic nitrogen, and i t s presence 
as an intermediate i n reactions of some sulphur-nitrogen compounds has 
Zjo 63-67 
been invoked. The emission spectrum has been studied i n d e t a i l 
and four bands have been observed at 3900, 3953» 3968 and 4900S 
respectively. The i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of the spectrum i s s t i l l the subject 
of controversy. 
(v) S2N, S j j , S 1 5N 2 and S ^ . 
An e l e c t r i c discharge between aluminium electrodes at 80-100° 
produces a blue-black substance with an iodide l i k e odour, S^N2, and a 
- 9 -
deep black amorphous pov/der, S^ No The l a t t e r decomposes above 100° to 
give a mixture of S^ N^  3 1 1 1 ( 1 ^jN^, 3 1 1 ( 1 reacts with HCl to give NH^Cl and 
sulphuro 
Sulphur monochloride and sulphur dichloride react with S^H i n CS^ 
69 
to give the sulphur n i t r i d e compounds S^iSJH) ^  and SCS,^),, respectively, 
b) Sulphur-nitrogen hydrides. 
( i ) Cyclotetrathiotetraimine, S^NjH^. 
Cyclotetrathiotetraimine i s conveniently prepared by the reduction 
70-72 
of S^ N^  using an alcoholic solution of SnC^ i n benzene. The 
compound i s readily reoxidised to SjN^ by chlorine, and i n a i r at 110° 
to 120 i t i s oxidised to the tetrameric thionylimide (OSNH)^. 
SjN^H^ i s reduced * by Na/EtOH to sodium and ammonium sulphides, and 
2-
hydrolysed by a l k a l i to NH^ and S^ O^  . The sodium s a l t , Na^S^N^ has 
been prepared by reaction of S^ N^ H^  with NaCPh^, and i s an orange red, 
75 
highly explosive substance which detonates on exposure to moisture. 
Mercuric acetate i n methanol reacts with S^ N^ H^  to give a compound 
72 
Hg^(NS)g, which has been shown to be a molecular complex of 3Hg(NS)2 
76 
and Hg^CNS)^. Reaction with mercuric n i t r a t e i n dimethyl formamide 
leads to a precipitate of the polymeric [Hg(NS)2X» 
77 78 79 The infra r e d and Raman spectra, and X-ray d i f f r a c t i o n studies ' 
show S^ N^ H^  to consist of an eight membered puckered r i n g with alternate 
sulphur and nitrogen atoms. The S-N bond lengths are a l l equivalent 
- 10 -
C1•6?4A), the dihedral angle i s 99°24' and the bond angles N-S-N 
and S-N-S are 108°2*f' and 122°12* respectively. From a study of the 
infrared spectrum, the hydrogens are thought to be attached to the 
71 
nitrogen, rather than the sulphur atoms, and there i s evidence of weak 
hydrogen bonding with a bond length of 3'16A. 
S^ N^ H^  has found l i m i t e d use as an additive i n the rubber industry. 
I t increases and improves the physical properties of b u t y l rubbers and 
improves t h e i r resistance to ozone.^ 
( i i ) Heptasulphurimide S„NH 
The compound heptasulphurimide, S^ NH, i s formed under conditions 
similar to those which give r i s e to SjN^, and i s often a contaminant 
i n the preparation of S^ N^ . The reaction between sulphur monochloride 
and ammonia at -15°, and subsequent extraction of the product with 
81 
methanol gives S^ NH. Similar reactions at 30° to 50° i n chloroform, 
82 
carbon tetrachloride or dimethyl formamide give lower yie l d s . The 
8 3 
reaction between ammonia and sulphur i n ^ C l ^ i s reported to give 
a 19$ y i e l d (bases on S ^ l ^ ) of S^ NH, and a chromatographic separation 
. 84 of the products of the S^l^/NH^ reaction gives a very pure product. 
SrjNH may be r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from methanol to give colourless 
rhombic pyramidal crystals. The melting point i s 109° and i t decomposes 
at 250° with the l i b e r a t i o n of ammonia, and the formation of sulphur 
and S^N2» S^ NH i s hydrolysed by bases to give NH^ and the polysulphides, 
- 11 -
and i t reacts with HgCOAc^ to give Eg(S^t\)^» The sodium s a l t , NaS^ N 
has been formed by reaction with NaCPh^, an acetate S^N(OAc) i s also 
reported, and benzoyl chloride reacts to give heptasulphur benzamide. ' 
69 
The reaction of S^H with sulphur chlorides has been used to prepare 
S^ N^^  3 3 1 ( 1 S 16 N 2° B o r o n "trichloride and tribromide react with S^H 
to give S^NBCl^ and SjNBBr^ respectively, B I ^ causes destruction of the 
S^ N r i n g . 8 6 
The structure of S^H consists of an eight-membered puckered r i n g 
87 
of orthorhombic symmetry and has been postulated to arise by in t e r a c t i o n 
of elemental sulphur with S-Cl^ to give Cl-S -CI followed by r i n g 
closure by reaction with NH,. 
S-S-S-Cl H S-S-S / \ / \ 
S + NH • S NH + 2HC1 \ / \ / 
S-S-S-Cl H S-S-S 
S^ NH has found use as a fungicide and i n the preparation of 
pharmaceuticals.^ 
( i i i ) Hexasulphurdiimide, SgCNH)^. 
Three isomers of hexasulphurdiimide, SgCNH)^, are formed i n low 
yields i n the reaction between &2p^2 N H 3 *a d i m e t h y l f ° r m a m i d e a t 
88 
low temperature. The three isomers are a l l eight membered puckered 
87 
rings analogous to Sg with two sulphur atoms replaced by NH, and have 
the structures ( a ) , (b) and ( c ) . 
- 12 -
/ \ / m \ / N \ 
a s I s f f 
S S S S S NH 
I I "I I I I S S S v NH S v S 
(a) m.p. 155° (b) m.p. 133° (c) m.p. 130° 
89 
Pure samples c r y s t a l l i s e as colourless rhombic crystals from 
solutions i n CS2« 
( i v ) Sulphur imide, SNH, and diimide, S(NH) 2. 
When S^ N^  i s treated with a solution of KNH^ i n NH^ at -33°» a 
yellow precipitate i s formed, and has been shown to be an equimolecular 
mixture of SNK and S(NK),,. Both compounds are very moisture 
90 
sensitive and decompose rapidly i n a i r . Mercuric iodide i n l i q u i d 
ammonia reacts with (SNCl)^ to give a greenish-yellow precipitate of 
o 91 
Hg^S.NH^, which loses ammonia i n vacuo at 90 to give the yellow 
HgNpS. The imides are only known i n the form of metal derivatives, 
which are extremely moisture sensitive. 
(c) Sulphur-nitrogen oxides. 
( i ) Thiodithiazyl dioxide, SJ* 2 0 2 . 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e reacts with t h i o n y l chloride, i n the 
- 13 -
presence of sulphur dioxide, arsenic t r i c h l o r i d e or n i t r i c oxide to 
92 
give S^2^2* Becke-Goehring lias used labelled sulphur i n t h i o n y l 
chloride to show that the sulphur atoms i n the t h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide 
originate from the S^ N^  and SOCl^, but was unable to obtain any S^ 2 ° 2 
from the reaction of these compounds alone. Recent research i n these 
laboratories however, has shown (see p»56 and r e f . 40) that S^l^P^ ^ s 
formed i n small yields i n the reaction between SOGl^ and S^ N^ , the 
major product of the reaction being S^N^Gl. s ^ 2 ^ 2 ^S a ^ s o o b t a i n e d i * 1 
the reaction between S^ N^  and certain metal halides i n t h i o n y l chloride, 
(see pp. 122 - 124 ) . The author proposes that the mechanism of 
the reaction involves SN or fragments. 
— * 2 S 2 N 2 J S 0 C 1 ^ = = = ^ [S0C1] +C1~ 
+ Dsoc i ] + c i"—y Cs-^2 0 - 1 + C 1 2 
2[S 3N 2 0] » S / 2 ° 2 + S 2 N 2 + S 
S^N2°2 c a n a l s o b e prepared i n about 10$ y i e l d (calculated on SOC^) j 
by passing t h i o n y l chloride vapours over a mixture of hot sulphur or 
93 
sulphur chloride and ammonium chloride. 
S + 6S0C1 2 + NH^Cl » 2 S / 2 ° 2 + 1 6 H C 1 + S ° 2 
S 2 C 1 2 + 8S0C1 2 + oNH^Cl » 3S-^2°2 + Z l m G 1 + S 0 2 
Thiodithiazyl dioxide i s a yellow c r y s t a l l i n e s o l i d , ra.p. 1 0 1 ° . I t turns 
red on heating to 8 0 ° and at 300° i t gives a yellow vapour which i g n i t e s 
- Ik -
i n a i r . I t can be p u r i f i e d by sublimation i n vacuo at 35°» L i t t l e i s 
known of i t s chemical r e a c t i v i t y . I t reacts with SO^ to give an 
ah. 
adduct , S^C^.aSOy which on heating forms S 0 2 and S^O^. I t also 
reacts with SbCl,. and Ti C l ^ to give S^N^.SbCl^ and S^N^TiCl^ 
95 
respectively. The structure of the l a t t e r i s thought to involve 
chlorine bridging groups, 
96 
The c r y s t a l structure of S ^ 2 ° 2 1 1 8 1 1 5 t e e n reported by Weiss; 
the molecule consists of a planar zig-zag chain of sulphur and nitrogen 
97 
atoms, and i s not cyclic as o r i g i n a l l y thought. 
° 0 S l-N = 1.69A, S2N = 1-58A, 
S 2 ^ 3 ' \ N ^ 2 S2-0 = L 3 7 A , S l-S 2 = 2.83A 
NS^ = 95*3°, NS20 = 115»3°, S1NS2 = 120°. 
( i i ) Other sulphur-nitrogen oxides, Sy^O,., S^ N.,0^ , S^ N^ Og, SQN^Q^. 
9k 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e reacts with SO^ to give two adducts, 
S^N^.2S0^ and S^ N^ .^ O.. Thermal decomposition of these compounds at 
about 5 0 ° , or the reaction of excess of SO^  on S^ N^  produces S^ 20^. 
Thiodithiazyl dioxide also forms a 1:1 adduct with SO^ , which readily 
9k 
converts to S^X^O^ on heating. The structure of t h i s i s not known 
but Goehring and Heinke have postulated a s i x membered r i n g : 
- 15 -
f f 
S^ 20^ reacts vigorously with water, evolving S0 2 and forming 
sulphamic acid and sulpharaide. 
Thionyl chloride reacts with Hg,_(NS)g to give a red compound 
S^N20. This compound i s soluble i n a variety of organic solvents and 
98 
i s decomposed by a l k a l i ; 
S^O + kOE~ + H20 — > S 20 5 = + SO^ " + 2NH3 
The compound i s thought to be a d i i s o t h i a z y l sulphoxide, (NS)2S0. 
(d) Sulphur-nitrogen halides» 
( i ) Thiazyl bromide (NSBr) x < 
When bromine i s allowed to react with S^ N^  i n CS2, a bronze 
coloured compound, (NSBr) x i s formed. This compound, which was f i r s t 
synthesised^ i n 1896, has been l i t t l e investigated since, and i n the 
absence of a molecular weight determination i s s t i l l formulated 
(SNBr) . 
( i i ) Thiazyl chloride, NSC1. 
Reaction between NSF and C l 2 yields gaseous NSC1, which can also 
19 
be prepared by the thermal decomposition of N^S^Cl^ i£ vacuo. The 
structure of t h i a z y l chloride i s analogous to that of the f l u o r i d e . 
- 16 -
( i i i ) Thiazyl f l u o r i d e , NSF. 
Fluorination of S^ N^  with HgF^, leads to the formation of the 
unstable, colourless gas, t h i a z y l f l u o r i d e , NSF. The compound has a 
pungent odour and decomposes rapidly i n the presence of moisture, 
15 
probably via (HNSO), to give a blue p r e c i p i t a t e , and decomposes 
further to S0^~ and NH^*. On hydrolysis with d i l u t e sodium hydroxide, 
NSF gives a yellow precipitate as an intermediate, which again 
decomposes to S0^~, NH^+ and F . The structure N3S-F was deduced from 
the nature of the hydrolysis products and has been confirmed by 
16 
i n f r a r e d spectroscopy, by measurement of i t s nuclear magnetic 
16 17 resonance spectrum, by electron d i f f r a c t i o n and by microwave 
17 
spectroscopy. The i n f r a r e d spectrum contains three strong bands, 
which correspond to the normal vibrations of a triatomic nonlinear 
molecule. The microwave spectrum indicated that i t was sulphur which 
was the central atom, and that therefore the compound should be 
formulated as N5S-F. 
1.¥f6A 1.646A 




The NSF model agrees considerably better than the SNF model with the 
infr a r e d data, since the S-N force constant derived from the i n f r a r e d 
spectrum''8 corresponds to a bond order of 2»3i and the S-N distance 
- 17 -
7 of 1«¥f6A corresponds to a bond order of 2«5. The S-N and S-F force 
constants based on an NSF model give values of 1»47A and 1»6kk f o r 
the S-N and S-F distances, compared with the experimentally determined 
values of I'kkSA and l-^oA. 
( i v ) Thiazyl t r i f l u o r i d e , RSF_. 
- 2_ 
Fluorination of NSF with s i l v e r d i f l u o r i d e leads to the formation 
of NSF,. Thiazyl t r i f l u o r i d e i s also formed i n addition to NSF when 
ammonia i s introduced i n t o a suspension of sulphur and s i l v e r d i f l u o r i d e 
20 
i n CCl^i the y i e l d however i s low. Considerable amounts of NSF^ 
29 
have been reported to form when i s treated with NH^« 
NSF^ i s a colourless gas with a pungent odour (m.p. - 7 2 « 6 ° , 
b.p. - 2 7 * 1 ° ). I t i s stable up to 5 0 0 ° at which temperature i t reacts 
rapidly with glass to give SiF^, SO.,, S, N^ and metal f l u o r i d e s . I t 
does not react with hydrogen chloride, ammonia or d i l u t e acids, and only 
reacts w i t h metallic sodium on strong heating. Hydrolysis occurs i n 
b o i l i n g sodium hydroxide and sulphamic acid has been detected as an 
intermediate product; t h i s i s converted qu a n t i t a t i v e l y i n t o S0^~ 
and NH,+ on a c i d i f i c a t i o n . Being a Lewis base, NSF, reacts with BF_ ^ 3 3 
21 
to form colourless NSF .BF , which can be p u r i f i e d by sublimation. 
t> 3 
Infrared measurements and molecular weight determinations have shown 
the gas phase to consist of a mixture of equivalent amounts of NSF, 
3 
and BFj. The formulae (a) and (b) have been postulated f o r the 
30 structure of the adduct i n the l i q u i d and s o l i d phases respectively. 
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F F 
F-S5N —>B-F [NSF-]+CBF,]~ 
l l 2 h 
F F 
(a) (b) 
The i n s t a b i l i t y of NSF,.BF, demonstrates the reduced effectiveness of 
3 3 
the donor a c t i v i t y of the lone electron pair on the nitrogen atom 
caused by the S-N t r i p l e bond. 
The structure of NSF, has been deduced from studies of i t s 
3 16 16 31 inf r a r e d , nuclear magnetic resonance, and microwave spectra. . 
NSF, has a similar structure to the tetrahedrally coordinated compound, 3 
OFF,, and has C, symmetry. Calculation of the S-^ J bond strength from 3 3v 
the force constants gives a bond order of 2»7 t and these results are 
31 
confirmed by the microwave spectrum. The s t r u c t u r a l data are 
summarised i n formula ( c ) . 
1.416A y F 




A compound SN^F^ has been isolated i n the reaction between S^ N^  
and AgF 2 i n CCl^. The main product of the reaction, SJNJF^, may also 
28 
be converted i n t o SN.,F2 by re f l u x i n g i n CCl^ f o r long periods. 
SN 2F 2 decomposes at i t s b o i l i n g point (108°) i n t o SNF^ and SNF. 
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( v i ) Thiodithiazyl monochloride, S y^Cl 
Thiodithiazyl monochloride, S^N2C1 may be prepared by the reaction 
of SjN^ with S 2 C 1 2 , or by decomposition2** of S^H^il^. Becke-Goehring 2 6 
has suggested that the reaction may be a complex one, and proceeds via 
some unknown intermediate. The compound may also be prepared by the 
reaction between S^ N^  and N0C1, or by reaction of n i t r i c oxide with 
26 
S^NjCl^ i n nitromethane. 
The compound hydrolyses ra p i d l y i n a i r , and i t s i n s o l u b i l i t y i n 
organic solvents and low v o l a t i l i t y may indicate some degree of 
polymerisation. 
27 
Thiodithiazyl monobromide has also been prepared, but l i t t l e 
information i s available on i t s properties. 
( v i i ) Thiodi t h i a z y l dichloride, S ^ C l g . 
21 22 
Thiodithiazyl dichloride, i s prepared ' by heating S^J^Cl^ i n 
S-,01 . I n the presence of excess of chlorine, i t reverts to S,N,C1 , 
20 27> 24 
whilst further heating » »^ i n S 2 C 1 2 , S C 1 2 or CCl^ gives S^N^Cl. 
24 
J o l l y et a l i a have improved the synthesis of S^i^ll^ by heating 
ammonium chloride and S 2 C 1 2 under an a i r condenser f o r several hours. 
The mechanism proposed f o r the reaction, 
NH^Cl + 2 S £ C 1 2 > NSCl + 3S + 4HC1 
2NSC1 + S 2 C 1 2 f S / 2 C 1 2 + S C 1 2 
invokes the presence of NSCl i n solution as an intermediate. 
- 20 -
122 The structure of S^H^ll^ has recently been elucidated, and the 
compound has been shown to be i o n i c , s y^Cl^Cl , Unlike S^ N-yE^  the 
molecule consists of a puckered sulphur-nitrogen r i n g : 
A 
\ + l ox" 
s — s 
CI 
The use of S^^Cl,, as an intermediate i n the preparation of other 
25 
t h i o d i t h i a z y l compounds has recently been reviewed. Sublimation of 
the compound i n vacuo at 80-95° gives the dark green compound S^l^Cl. 
25 
The chemistry of S^S^pl^ has recently been reviewed. ^ 
( v i i i ) Thiodithiazyl d i f l u o r i d e , S^N^. 
Controlled decomposition of NSF gives green-yellow crystals 
which may be sublimed i n vacuo to give two fractions at k0° and 65 0 
20 
respectively. These sublimates seem to be polymorphous modifications 
20 
of the same compound, t h i o d i t h i a z y l d i f l u o r i d e , S^i^F^i 3 1 1 ( 1 Glemser 
has postulated that of the two possible structures, (a) and ( b ) , (a) i s 
to be preferred since the d i f f e r e n t canonical forms possible could 
account f o r the intense colour of the compound, whereas i n (b) the 
bonds are more localised: 
F-S-N=S=N-S-F F-^ ^ N=S 
F ^ N l r s S 
(a) (b) 
( i x ) T r i t h i a z y l monochloride, S^N^Cl. 
The preparation of the red-brick compound S^N^Cl was reported by 
22 3^ Demarcay i n 1880, and Meuwsen nas reproduced the reaction by treating 
a hot solution of S^N^ i n chloroform with chlorine. Excess of chlorine 
leads to the formation of S^N^Cl^. 
(x) T r i t h i a z y l t r i c h l o r i d e , S ^ C l ^ , 
Whilst on car e f u l fluorination of SjN^, the r i n g remains i n t a c t , 
chlorination, using chlorine i n CCl^, leads to r i n g compression, and 
the formation of t r i t h i a z y l t r i c h l o r i d e , S^N^Cl^. The chloride i s l e s s 
sensitive to moisture than the fluoride, and i s soluble i n benzene, 
carbon disulphide and CCl^. On heating i t forms the monomeric gaseous 
19 
NSC1, which r e a d i l y reverts to S^N^Cl^ o n cooling. 
100°/vacuum 
S y ^ C ^ v, !'?V.i=£- 3NSC1 
room temp. 
On carefu l hydrolysis, sulphite ions are formed which react with more 
S^N^Cl^ *° 6 i v e thiosulphate. With potassium cyanide, S^N^Cl^ forms 
SCN" ions, 
give S ^ . 
 i s , ^ and i n the presence of pyridine i t reacts with S^N^H^ to 
/»S 3N 3C1 3 + JS^kEk » fiS^ + 12HC1 
I n contrast to S^N^F^, the S^N^Cl^ molecule has only one S-N 
distance (1»605A) and the r i n g i s considered to be aromatic, since 
- 22 -
37 delocalisation of the rc~bonds i s indicated. 
/ 2-15A 
1 1 3°48. 123 48' 
S -1 — 
1«605A 
The r i n g i s i n the chair form, and the nitrogen atoms deviate by an 
average of 0«18A from the plane of the sulphur atoms« The chlorine 
atoms are located i n the a x i a l position. 
( x i ) T r i t h i a z y l t r i f l u o r i d e , S ill-
syijCl^ reacts with s i l v e r difluoride i n carbon tetrachloride to 
give the fluorine analogue S^N^F^. 
T r i t h i a z y l t r i f l u o r i d e i s a c r y s t a l l i n e compound, soluble i n 
benzene and GC1^» and readily v o l a t i l e a t room temperature. I t i s 
38 
stable i n dry a i r , but e a s i l y hydrolysed to ammonium fluoride. 
+ 9H20 —» Jtmfi + 3H2S03 
The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum, l i k e that of S^N^F^, shows 
only one resonance s i g n a l , i n d i c a t i n g equivalent fluorine atoms. The 
position of the absorption maximum again indicates that the fluorine 
atoms are attached to sulphur. The conclusion that S^N^F^, l i k e 
S^NjF^ contains l o c a l i s e d double bonds seems j u s t i f i e d , since the 
- 23 -
nuclear magnetic resonance spectra indicate s i m i l a r electron 
distributions- i n the two compounds. 
Hence of the three c y c l i c halides, S^NjF^, S^N^F^ and S y j ^ C l y 
the chloride contains delocalised molecular o r b i t a l s , whereas the 
two fluorides contain l o c a l i s e d 71-bonds. The reason for t h i s i s not 
d i f f i c u l t to explain; the polarization of the sulphur atoms by the 
fluorine atoms causes a decrease i n the lone pair - lone pair 
repulsion between the sulphur and nitrogen atoms, and hence a decrease 
i n bond length. The tendency to double bond formation i s therefore 
enhanced., Alternating double and single bonds i n the ring are also 
favoured with respect to equal bond orders when the gain i n double bond 
energy exceeds the delocalisation energy for equal distances. Such i s 
the case i n S^N^F^, where the position i s i n t e n s i f i e d by the position 
of the fluorine atoms; the N=S-F angle being as wide as possible: 
I I I 
, N 
91 30' Cs 
F ^ 106°12 ' 
The same assumptions hold for S^N^F^. I n S^N^Cl^ however, the chlorine 
does not polarize the sulphur as strongly as the fluorine i s able to i n 
s y j ^ F j , the S-N bonds are longer, the gain i n delocalisation energy 
i s therefore greater than the gain i n double bond energy, and T i -
de l o c a l i s a t i o n occurs i n the r i n g . 
- 2k -
(xLi) The t h i o t r i t h i a z y l halides, S^N^X. 
The t h i o t r i t h i a z y l halides, S^N^X, were discovered by 
22 
Demarcay i n 1880, and although moisture s e n s i t i v e , represent the 
most stable of the sulphur-nitrogen halides. A l l four halides are 
known, but the chloride i s by f a r the most thoroughly investigatedo 
T h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride, S^N^Cl can be conveniently prepared by 
the chlorination of tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e . Many chlorinating 
23 
agents have been used, including S^pi^ i n carbon tetrachloride, 
thionyl chloride, a c e t y l chloride, S 2 C ^ 2 3 1 1 ( 1 s ^ l v e r w o ° l 3 1 1 ( 1 
k2 k diselenium dichloride i n carbon tetrachloride, or thionyl chloride. 
43 
Chlorination of S^NjH^ also y i e l d s ^ S^N^Cl, v i a the intermediate 
adduct S^N^.^HCl. A l l other sulphur-nitrogen halides can also be 
converted to SjN^Cl, e.g. S ^ C l ^ 8 1 1 ( 1 S 3 N 2 C 1 2 b y h e a t i n S wi**1 S 2 G 1 2 
i n CCl^, or S^N^Cl by reaction with SgCl^ i n t h e P r e s e n c e o f chlorine 
and CCl^. The reaction of S^C^ with lithium azide i n benzene also 
gives S^N^Cl; excess lithium azide however, converts the chloride to SjN^. 
S^N^Cl + LiN^ > L i C l + N £ + S ^ . 
T h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride i s a yellow c r y s t a l l i n e compound, stable 
o 
i n dry a i r . On heating i t decomposes i n vacuo a t 170 with the 
formation of SjN^. I t i s insoluble i n most solvents, except thionyl 
chloride and anhydrous formic a c i d . I t can be r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
40 
the l a t t e r i n the form of red needles. I n most organic solvents, 
- 25 -
including acetone, benzene, a c e t i c acid and chloroform i t decomposes 
with the development of a red colour. The course of the hydrolysis i s 
46 
very much dependent on the reaction conditions? i n ice-co l d sodium 
acetate solution, the f i r s t product formed i s the black S^N^OH, whereas 
at room temperature the black (SyJ^0H) 2 i s formed. These hydroxides are 
probably polymeric, and both revert to S^N^ on standing. I n dilute 
hydrochloric acid, NH^Cl and sulphur are formed with the evolution of SO^. 
T h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride undergoes metathetical reactions i n which 
the chlorine may be replaced by other anions. Demarcay prepared the 
n i t r a t e and hydrogen sulphate by reaction with concentrated n i t r i c and 
sulphuric acids respectively, and Muthmann and S e i t t e r obtained the 
yellow bromide and bronze coloured thiocyanide- from concentrated 
solutions of S^N^Cl i n anhydrous formic acid by pr e c i p i t a t i o n with KBr 
and NH^SCN respectively. The methods of preparing the t h i o t r i t h i a z y l 
49 
derivatives have now been refined notably by Becke-Goehring and 
46 
Meuwsen and other derivatives e.g. tetraphenyl borate and hexachloro-
antimonate^prepared. 
The ready exchange of the chlorine i n S^N^Cl makes a s a l t l i k e 
structure such as [S^N^] +C1 probable. This supposition has now been 
50 
v e r i f i e d by determining the molecular weight of the fluoride and 
c h l o r i d e , ^ and showing the cation [ S j N ^ ] + to be monomeric i n solution. 
51 + 
The structure (a) was proposed for the [S^N^] cation; t h i s corresponds 
48 












,52 Weiss has carried out an X-ray study of the n i t r a t e and shovm that the 
CS^N 3 + cation i s a seven membered ringo Further work by Cordes et a l i a * ^ ' 
and spectroscopic studies by Bailey and L i p p i n c o t t ^ have shown the ring 
to be planar 0 The bond lengths and angles are summarised i n Figure ( C ) . 
2» 06 A 
-Tb S v 
110 s_\ 
A l l S-N bond lengths 
are 1»5*fA. 
*) 153° 152° U 
3 ^ 1 1 9 ° 1 1 9 ° ^ s 
(c) 
( x i i i ) T e trathiazyl tetrafluoride SJNJF^. 
Fluorination of S^N^, by s i l v e r difluoride suspension i n CCl^ 
gives colourless c r y s t a l s of t e t r a t h i a z y l tetrafluoride, S^N^F^, 
Tetra t h i a z y l tetrafluoride decomposes below i t s melting point ( 1 5 8 ° ) , 
and hydrolyses completely i n hot sodium hydroxide solution: 
- 27 -
SJNJF^ + 12H20 > ^NH^F + ^ S O ^ 
I t acts as a Lewis base, and forms a green coloured adduct with BF^, for 
which the structure (a) has been proposed,, The adduct 
F S N = S — F 
II l 
N N — > BF_ 
i II 3 
F — S = N — S — F 
33 
(a) 
decomposes a f t e r a few hours, even i n dry nitrogen 
16 
Measurement of the fluorine nuclear magnetic resonance of 
SjN^F^ shows only one resonance s i g n a l , from which i t follows that a l l 
the fluorines are i n s t r u c t u r a l l y analogous positions. The fluorine 
chemical s h i f t deviates only s l i g h t l y from that of SFg, and hence i t 
may be deduced that the fluorines are also attached to sulphur i n the 
35 
compound. The structure has been elucidated by Wiegers and VQS and 
the molecule shown to consist of a puckered eight membered ring. Two 
different S-N distances (1»66A and 1«5*kA) which correspond to bond 
orders of 1«*t2 and 2*0 respectively, demonstrate the existence of 
l o c a l i s e d double bonds, and hence the absence of resonance structures. 
(e) Sulphur-nitrogen oxyhalides. 
Of the sulphur-nitrogen oxyhalides, by f a r the most important and 
int e r e s t i n g are the sulphanuric halides and th e i r derivatives. 
- 28 -
Sulphanuric chloride, or 1,3»5-'trichloro, 1,3,5-trioxo-trithiatriazine, 
99 
(NSOCl)^ w a s f i r s t prepared by Kirsanov i n 1952, when he obtained two 
isomers a, and 0, by the pyrolysis of trichlorophosphazosulphuryl 
chloride, prepared by the action of PC1_ on sulphamic a c i d . 1 0 0 
The reaction mixture obtained by Kirsanov contained at l e a s t three other 
isomers (y» & and £ ) i n addition to the main products. a-Sulphanuric 
chloride (m.p. 145»5°) i s readily soluble i n benzene and ether and can be 
r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from petroleum ether. p-Sulphanuric chloride (m.p. 47»5°) 
i s much more soluble i n petroleum ether, but may be p u r i f i e d by 
sublimation. 
Sulphanuric chloride consists of a s i x membered sulphur-nitrogen 
ring, which can be described as aromatic, since there w i l l be considerable 
7i-delocalisaj;ion of the p^ - d^ o r b i t a l s i n the r i n g . Sulphanuric 
chloride may a l s o be prepared by the oxidation of (NSCl) using SO , and 
from S_C1 /and NH_, although only low y i e l d s are reported i n the l a t t e r 
_H — > Cl^PNSO^l + 3HC1 + POCl 2PC1_ + H_NSO 
(NSOCl), + 3P0C1 3C1 PNS0J31 
2 
3S0 + | 
CI 
N N N f 
S 
+ 3S0 i ^ C l C I s I N CI C I 
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The chemistry of sulphanuric chloride has recently been reviewed i n 
d e t a i l . 
Other sulphur-nitrogen oxyhalides, e 0g« derivatives of sulphamic 
acid are treated i n d e t a i l i n most text books on Inorganic Chemistry. 
( f ) Sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 
103 
I n 1904, Ruff and G e i s e l obtained the ammonia adduct of two 
sulphur-nitrogen metal compounds, PbN^Sg and HgN^S, by the reaction of 
104 
SjN^ i n l i q u i d ammonia with Pbl^ and Hgl^ respectively. Later, Davis 
obtained the compounds, S n C l ^ . a S ^ ; SbClg.SjN^; WCl^.S^N^; T i ^ l g . S ^ N ^ 
and MoCl^.SjN^, and WBlb l i n g 1 0 5 prepared T i C l ^ . S ^ . 
At present, the number of sulphur-nitrogen metal compounds and t h e i r 
organometallic derivatives known t o t a l s l e s s than s i x t y , and these can 
be divided into the following c l a s s e s : ( i ) compounds involving group 
V I I I metals, which are of the type, MelLjN^S^, MeN^S^, MeHN^ S,., MeN2Sg 
(where Me represents a metal atom) and t h e i r derivatives, ( i i ) reaction 
products of the reaction between S^N^.2NH^ and metal s a l t s , ( i i i ) reaction 
products of the reaction between S^N^H^ and metal s a l t s , ( i v ) reaction 
products of the reaction between S^NH and metal s a l t s and (v) addition 
products of S^N^ and metal halides. 
( i ) Compounds involving metals of group V I I I 
(a) Type MeH^S^ and MeN^S^. 
106-108 
Compounds of the type MeH^N^S^ are known where Me = n i c k e l , 
- 30 -
. n .106.108.109 „, 106,108,110 , _ 108,110 _ cobalt ' ' , palladium ' ' and platinum ' . They 
consist of chelate complexes involving two S^N H groups and a metal 
atom, and are formed by the reaction between an alcoholic solution of 
the metal halide and S^N^. 
H 
H 
The platinum compound can also be prepared by the reaction of H^PtClg 
106 
with SjN^ i n dimethylformamide. The compounds decompose on heating 
and are hydrolysed by water. 
The compounds NiN^S^, CoN^S^ and FeN^S^ can be prepared by the 
106 109 
reaction of S^N^ with the metal carbonyl i n benzene. ' 
Ni(GO)^ + SjN^ > NIM^S^ + 4C0. 
These compounds are s i m i l a r to their N^S^H2 analogous i n structure and 
physical properties. NiH^N^S^ i s diamagnetic and CoH2N^S^ and FeN^S^ 
are paramagnetic. 
The hydrogen atoms i n the compounds NiH^^S^ and CoH^^S^ have 
been replaced by numerous organic groups. Most of these derivatives 
have been prepared v i a the s i l v e r s a l t s , formed by reaction with 
AgNO^ i n alcoholic solution, or the lithium s a l t s , formed by reaction 
- 31 -
with methyl lithium. Both the mono- and di-substituted derivatives 
have been prepared and c i s and trans isomers e x i s t depending on the 
geometry of the substituent groups, e.g. NiCCH^N^^)^ i s trans, whilst 
Ni(CH 20S 2N 2) 2 e x i s t s i n the c i s form:-
OH OH I f 
CH^ HC CH 
| / I | | Ni I 
K 
Examples of further derivatives of NiH^^N^ are given i n Table 2. 
(b) Type MeHN^ and MeN^S^. 
I n the reaction described above, which gave r i s e to the formation 
of Ni^S^N^ and CoH^^N^, smaller y i e l d s of other sulphur-nitrogen 
metal compounds have been obtained by a chromatographic separation of 
107 
the products. Piper has obtained, i n t h i s way, samples of NiHN^S^ 




I Me' I 
/ \ ^ / \ /" 
•3 i e. 
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( i i ) Reaction products of the reaction between S^N^.2NH^ and metal s a l t s . 
S^N^ dissolves i n l i q u i d ammonia to form the adduct, S^N^.SNH^. 
Addition of metal s a l t s to the solution leads to the formation of metal 
sulphur-nitrogen compounds, some of which are obtained i n the form of 
adducts with NH^. I n these cases the ammonia adduct usually decomposes 
to give the free sulphur-nitrogen compound on heating i n vacuo. The 
compounds l i s t e d i n Table 3i have been made by t h i s method, or by 
reaction of S^N^.ZNH^ with metal s a l t s i n alcohol or pyridine. The 
X-ray c r y s t a l structures PbN_S_.NH_, T1N_S_ and HgN„S indicate that i n 
d d $ 5 5 d 
the case of the lead and thallium compounds, a c y c l i c metal-sulphur-
114 
nitrogen rxng e x i s t s , 
s 
whereas the structure of HgN^S i s probably polymeric. 
75 90 
The compounds K^ N^ S,, and NaN^S2 have also been prepared' by 
reaction of the S^N^.2NH^ adduct with KNH^ and Ph^GNa respectively. 
( i i i ) Reaction products of the reaction between S^N^H^ 5 1 1 1 ( 1 metal s a l t s . 
Mention has already been made of the reaction between S^N^H^ and 
NaCPh^ or Hg(0Ac> 2 to give N a ^ S ^ or Hg (NS)g r e s p e c t i v e l y . 7 2 ' 7 5 
117 
S^N^H^ also reacts with LiAlH^ to give the highly explosive compound 
- 33 -
Li[AlS^N^]. Becke-Goehring and Zirker have postulated that the 
structure i s as represented i n ( a ) . The copper ( I I ) , s i l v e r ( I ) and 
mercury ( I ) compounds have also been prepared, and correspond to the 
general formula (MeNS)^, the structure of which may be represented by 
(b)o The structure of the anion of the sodium s a l t , Na^S^N^, i s shown 
i n (c)o Copper ( I I ) chloride reacts with S^N^H^ i n the absence of 
moisture to give Cu^Cl^H^N^S^ the structure of which has been shown 
by Becke-Goehring to be s i m i l a r to S^N^H^, with two hydrogen atoms 
each replaced by CuCl as i n ( d ) . 
Mes / \ S Me N N N N N N 
\ \ / S Al , l S & \ L i / N N N N N N 
V \ / S s Me Me 
(a) (b) (c) 







The products of t h i s type of reaction are summarised i n Table 4. 
- 3** -
( i v ) Reaction products of the reaction between S^NH and metal s a l t s . 
The sodium, mercury ( I ) and mercury ( I I ) ' s a l t s ' of S^NH have been 
75 
prepared.. The sodium s a l t i s olive green and has a structure as 
81 101 represented by ( a ) ; the yellow HgCNS^)^ and the bright yellow 
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(v) Addition products of S^N^ and metal halides. 
S^N^ reacts with certain metal halides i n organic solvents to give 
intensely coloured adducts. The adducts aSjN^.SnCl^, S^N^.SbCl , SjiK^.WCl^ 
- 35 -
and S^N^.MoCl were prepared by Davis i n 1906, by mixing chloroform 
solutions of SjN^ and the metal halide. Davis was unable, at the same 
time to obtain adducts of AsCl^, SbCl^ or FeCl^. Wolbling 1 0^ repeated the 
work of Davis and also prepared S^N^.TiCl^ i n 1908. Since then S^N^.TeBr^ 
9k 121 has been prepared by Becke-Goehring and Aynsley et a l . , S^N^.qSbF^ 
by Cohen et a l . 1 1 ' ' and ^ N^.BF^ by Glemser.-5"5 Wynn and J o l l y 1 1 ^ have 
recently obtained SjN^.BF^ by reaction of S^N^ with BF^ i n CH^Cl^ and have 
suggested that the formation of kS^^BF^ may be the r e s u l t of incomplete 
reaction since the adduct re a d i l y loses BF^. These workers have also 
prepared SjN^.BCl^ by a s i m i l a r reaction. S^N^.BCl., i s a moderately 
stable compound - i n oomparioon to S^N^.BF^ - and sublimes i n vacuo a t 115° 
with only s l i g h t decomposition. I n CH 2C1 2 solution the BF^ i n the 1:1 
adduct may be replaced by BCl^ or SbCl^. 
S.N. .BF, + BC1 > S.N. .BC1 + BF^ 
k k 3 3 k k 3 3 
S.N. .BF, + SbCl > S.N. .SbCl + BF, 
k k 3 5 k k 5 3 
I n an attempt to replace BCl^ by SbCl,. however, the compound S^N^.BCl^. 
SbCl_ was prepared. The formation of the mixed adduct i s surprising since 
5 
neither of the diadducts of BC1, or SbCl,. are known. The structure has not 
3 5 
yet been determined but i s thought to be either Cl^B-S^N^-SbCl^ or 
D S ^ B C l ^ C S b C l g r . 
119 
Using hexane or toluene as solvents, Banister and Alange have 
recently prepared 2SjNi+.SnBr^, S^N^.TeCl^ and S^N^.SeCl^ i n these laboratories, 
- 36 -
120 and Fluck and Becke-Goehring have prepared S 2N 2.CuCl 2 and SgNg.CuBr by-
reaction of the copper halide with S^N^ i n dimethyl formamide. 
Only for S^N^.SbCl^ i s the structure known with any certainty. An X-
ray study has shown t h i s adduct to have the structure as shown i n (a) 
SbCl,. 
Few X-ray determinations of the structures of the adducts have been 
made. The d i f f i c u l t y l i e s i n the lack of c r y s t a l l i n e samples of the 
compounds due to t h e i r i n s o l u b i l i t y i n most solvents. Becke-Goehring 
has postulated that by comparison with the adduct TiCl^.POCl^, most of 
the adducts should be dimeric and involve chlorine bridging, e.g.:-
C l 
c i 
T i * ^ ^Ti' 
G l ^ | ^ 0 1 
CI 




Sulphur-nitrogen compounds of group V I I I metals 
Compound Reference Compound Reference 
F e N ^ 106 CoHNjS 111 
C o N ^ 109 NiHN,S_ 107 
N n J ^ 106 PdHN^S^ 111 
CoN2S6 111 CoH^S^ 106, 108, 109 
NiN2Sg 111 106-109 
PdN2S6 111 106, 108-110 
108, 110-113 
Table 2 
Derivatives of N i H ^ N ^ 
RN2S2NiN2S2H R = 
CH. 















R(N 2S 2NiN 2S 2) HOCHCHOH 
CH20CH2 
CH2N(CH5)CH2 







Products of S^ N^ oZNH- reaction with metal s a l t s . 
Compound Colour Reference 
FbNJSL.NH, red 103, 111, 11** 
d. d. 3 
PbN 2 s 2 red-brown 103, 111, 11^ 
2T1N,S_.NH_ red-brown 115 
3 3 3 
inJN^2 red-brown 115 
Tl^IgSg brown 115 
CuN2S2 brown 115 
A # 2 S 2 black 115 
HgN_S„NH_ green 115 
d 3 
HgN-yS green 115 
Table k 
Compound 





C u ^ H ^ 
















Products of the reaction of S^ N^  with metal halidese 
Compound Colour Reference 
S l f N v S b C l 5 red 104 
- 11? 
S^.MoCl,. brown 104 
S ^ . T i C l ^ orange 105 
red 104 
red-brown 119 
S^.WCl^ brown 104 
brown 120 
S^.SeCl^ yellow 119 
S^.TeCl^ orange 119 
S^.TeBr^ orange 9kt 121 
burgundy 118 
SjN^.BC^ red-orange 118 
S^.BCl^SbCl^ yellow 118 
- ^40 -
(g) Sulphur-nitrogen carbon compounds. 
Compounds containing C-NS and G-SN l i n k s are numerous, and belong 
to many classes of compounds. Several excellent reviews have discussed 
124—136 
them i n d e t a i l , and the more in t e r e s t i n g cyclic compounds are 
summarised i n Table 6. 
Table 6. 
Cyclic sulphur nitrogen carbon compounds. 
Compound Synthetic route Reference 
QHp 
G H 2 | 2 
HN •SO, 
C1CH CH^CH(S0.C1)CH, + NH 124 2 d d 3 3 
EN SO 
\ / RHN(CH ) SO CI pyrolysis 125 2 n 2 
S O J I NHR 
P0C1, + 3 126 
^SO^ 
I H2NS02NH2 + RCOR 127 
- If1 -
Table 6 (cont.) 





+ S 0 2 , S 0 G 1 2 129-131 
R ' — C — N 
R C ( S ) N H 2 + R«S0 2 NS0 132, 133 
R—N—S =a 0 
I I 
RHC—CH 
RNSO + RHC=CH, 13*f, 135 
ECr N - ^ 2 
1 I 
H C ^ 3 0 
^ C R ' 





Most of the compounds dealt with were a i r and moisture sensitive, 
and were therefore handled i n a vacuum l i n e or under an atmosphere of 
nitrogen. Before use the nitrogen was passed through a tower of heated 
copper turnings to remove oxygen and through two l i q u i d a i r traps to 
remove water. Preparation of samples f o r i n f r a r e d , u l t r a v i o l e t and mass 
spectra was done i n a glove box. The glove box used ( L i n t o t t I I I B ) was 
set up i n such a way that a f t e r purging the transfer tube and introducing 
the materials required i n t o the box, the nitrogen could be recycled f o r 
several hours (or days i f necessary) through the nitrogen p u r i f i c a t i o n 
system. This involved the use of a small pump f i t t e d inside the box, thus 
removing small traces of oxygen and moisture which may have been introduced 
from the transfer tube. Two l i q u i d a i r traps and a heated copper tower 
were placed i n series i n the recycling system. A further tower containing 
molecular sieve was also used o r i g i n a l l y i n the system, but was found to be 
i n e f f i c i e n t at the high flow rates used. 
Spectra. 
Infrared spectra were recorded on Grubb-Parsons prism grating 
spectrophotometers, the GS2A and Spectromaster i n the range 4000-400 cm. 
-1 -1 
and the DM2/DB3 from 475 c™» to 200 cm. . Most samples were prepared 
i n the form of nu j o l mulls between potassium bromide, sodium chloride or 
- 43 -
caesium iodide plates. Where halogen exchange with the plates was 
possible, polythene sheets were inserted between the sample and the 
plates. 
U l t r a v i o l e t and v i s i b l e spectra were obtained on solutions i n 
benzene, carbon tetrachloride, t h i o n y l chloride or anhydrous formic acid 
with a Unicam SP800 spectrophotometer using quartz c e l l s of 1 cm. path 
length. 
I n t h i s section the following symbols are used to denote the 
re l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y of the in f r a r e d absorptions: vs = very strong; 
s = strong; m - medium; w = weak; vw = very weak and sh = shoulder. 
Mass spectra were obtained with an A.E.I. (MS9) mass spectrometer 
on samples mounted on an i n e r t ceramic and introduced on a d i r e c t 
i n s e r t i o n probe. 
P u r i f i c a t i o n procedures. 
Thionyl chloride was p u r i f i e d by two methods: (a) refluxed with 
flowers of sulphur f o r three hours and rapidly d i s t i l l e d . The d i s t i l l a t e 
was fractionated and the f i r s t (coloured) f r a c t i o n discarded; the 
137 
second f r a c t i o n was r e d i s t i l l e d to give the pure material. (b) T r i -
phenyl phosphite (l60 ml.) was added to the t h i o n y l chloride (1 l i t r e ) 
with vigorous s t i r r i n g f o r 30 mins. The mixture was fractionated through 
a twelve inch column packed with glass helices, connected to a r e f l u x 
d i s t i l l i n g head equipped with a calcium chloride drying tube. After a 
- Mf -
small forerun, t h i o n y l chloride was collected,. R e d i s t i l l a t i o n of t h i s 
138 
with more triphenyl phosphite gave pure 'water white' material,, 
Formic acid was dried over anhydrous copper sulphate and boric anhydride 
and d i s t i l l e d as required; Trimethylamine was d i s t i l l e d onto potassium 
hydroxide and stored under nitrogen at -20°; Trie thylamine was d i s t i l l e d 
onto barium oxide and stored under nitrogen; carbon tetrachloride was 
dried over ^2^5' d i e t h y l ether, benzene, toluene, pentane, hexane and 
heptane were dried over sodium wire. Dimethyl sulphoxide was dried over 
molecular sieve (Linde kk). 
Preparation of s t a r t i n g materials. 
139 1^ (0 
Aminomethylene sulphonic acid. ' 
Aqueous formaldehyde (233*6 g. of a 38$ solution) was s t i r r e d i n 
a one l i t r e conical f l a s k . Ammonium bisulphite (195 mis. of a 1*33 g/ml. 
solution) woro added dropwise with s t i r r i n g . When a l l the bisulphite 
had been added, the solution was heated to 70° f o r twenty minutes. The 
mixture was then cooled and maintained at 40°-55° and aqueous ammonia 
(270 mis. of S.G. 0»88) added dropwise. The solution was again, heated 
to 70° f° r t h i r t y minutes. Concentrated sulphuric acid (55*6 mis. of 
98^0) was then added at 10° and the mixture cooled i n a s a l t / i c e slush 
bath. A white precipitate of aminomethylene sulphonic acid formed on 
standing. The precipitate was f i l t e r e d o f f and dried i n a vacuum oven 
at 60°. Obtained NH_CH-S0,H (125 g.) m.pt. 184° (decomp.) (found 
d d 5 
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C = 10-6; H = k°5l NH2CH2S05H requires C = 10.8; H = 4«5#). 
141 142 Diselenium dichloride. * 
A 250 ml. f l a s k was f i t t e d with a gas i n l e t tube extending to the 
bottom of the f l a s k , and a condenser, adapter and receiver. From the 
receiver an outlet tube was connected via bubblers containing cone. 
sulphuric acid to the fume chamber. Selenium (30 g.) was added slowly 
and with s t i r r i n g to oleum (90 g. of 20$) i n the reaction f l a s k . A 
fast stream of dry hydrogen chloride was bubbled through the reaction 
mixture, which was car e f u l l y heated u n t i l the selenium began to 
v o l a t i l i z e . After f i f t e e n minutes, crude diselenium dichloride was 
obtained i n the receiver, and the rate was adjusted to give 25 g. of 
product i n two hours. The crude product was shaken with cone. HgSO^ and 
l e f t to stand over anhydrous BaCl^ (heated i n a vac. oven at 120° f o r 12 
hrs.); f i n a l l y f i l t e r e d through glass s i n t e r and stored i n a sealed 
ampoule. A dark red o i l y l i q u i d b.p. 127°, y i e l d 25 g. 
Te trasulphur te tranitride.26»54,93,143,144 
Dry chlorine gas was passed through a solution of ^ C l ^ i n CCl^ 
(25 mis. i n 700 mis.) i n a one l i t r e , round bottomed f l a s k , and s t i r r e d 
b r i s k l y u n t i l a d i s t i n c t l y green-yellow layer of gas was seen over the 
solution. The flow of chlorine was stopped a f t e r 40 mins. and the fl a s k 
was cooled i n an i c e - s a l t bath, whilst ammonia was passed i n t o the 
solution. I n i t i a l l y copious white fumes of ammonium chloride were formed, 
- 46 -
but these soon disappeared and the solution changed to a thick brown-red 
suspension. More CCl^ was added at i n t e r v a l s to maintain constant 
volume of solution. After four hours the solution was f i l t e r e d and the 
s o l i d s l u r r i e d with 500 mis. water f o r 10 mins. The remaining s o l i d 
was f i l t e r e d o f f and allowed to dry i n a i r . The dried s o l i d was shaken 
with 150 mis. d i e t h y l ether f o r 10 mins. to remove S^ NH and then 
extracted with dry benzene i n a Soxhlet extractor and r e c r y s t a l l i s e d 
from benzene. Yield 14 g., m.p. 179°. 
T h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride. 2 3»^^ , Z f 6 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e was dissolved i n an excess of t h i o n y l 
chloride to give a yellow solution which turned red on standing and 
deposited f i n e yellow needles of S^N^Cl a f t e r 48 hrs. at room 
temperature. The needles were f i l t e r e d o f f and t h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride 
was r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from anhydrous formic acid. The r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
proved to be d i f f i c u l t , since the s o l u b i l i t y of S^N^Cl i n HCOOH only 
increases r e l a t i v e l y l i t t l e with increasing temperature, but indeed 
proved s u f f i c i e n t to f a c i l i t a t e r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n . (Found S = 62*35; 
N = 20.6; CI = 17*2, calculated f o r S ^ C l : S = 62»3; N = 20»4; 
CI = 17*2&). 
101 
Thiodithiazyl dioxide. 
Equal volumes of benzene and t h i o n y l chloride were added to t e t r a -
sulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e such that a small quantity remained undissolved. 
- k7 -
Sulphur dioxide (dried by passing through concentrated I^SO^) was passed 
through the solution, which was heated at 70° f o r 2 hours. The 
solution turned red-brown i n colour and excess of t h i o n y l chloride was 
d i s t i l l e d o f f under vacuum at room temperature to give a red-orange 
s o l i d , from which S-^2p2. W a s s u b l i m e < a a^ obtained as yellow 
crystals, m.p. 101°. 
104 
Tetrasulphur tetranitridoantimony pentachloride. 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*92 g.) was dissolved i n CCl^ (kO ml.) 
and a solution of antimony pentachloride (1*0 ml.) i n CCl^ added at -20°. 
A precipitate of red needles was formed immediately and f i l t e r e d o f f at 
room temperature. The adduct S^N^.SbCl^ gave a characteristic i n f r a r e d 
spectrum (see p.132) and decomposed at about 220°. 
Bis tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o t i n tetrachloride. ' 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0»92 g.) was dissolved i n CCl^ (20 ml.) 
and t i n tetrachloride (1*3 g«, freshly d i s t i l l e d ) added at room 
temperature. A deep red precipitate of 2S^N^.SnCl^ was formed immediately. 
The compound was p u r i f i e d by washing i n GCl^ and pumped dry, m.p. 165° 
(decomp.). 
105 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o t i t a n i u m tetrachloride. 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*92 g.) was dissolved i n carbon 
tetrachloride (kO ml.) and titanium tetrachloride (0«8l g.) added at 
- 48 -
room temperature. An immediate yellow-orange precipitate of SjJN^.TiCl^ 
was obtained and f i l t e r e d from the solution. The product was washed i n 
CCl^ and pumped dry. 
119 145 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o t e l l u r i u m tetrachloride. ' 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0»46 g.) was dissolved i n toluene (20 ml.) 
and tellurium tetrachloride (0«73 g«) i n toluene (10 ml.) added at room 
temperature. An immediate orange precipitate of S^N^.TeCl^ was formed 
and f i l t e r e d o f f . The compound was washed i n toluene and dried by 
pumping at room temperature. Infrared absorptions occur at: 499m, 
549w, 562w, 597w, 671m, 727vw, 761s, 807m, 925w, 971vs, 990w, 1048vs; 
m.p. 140°. 
Triphenyl arsenic dichloride. 
Triphenyl arsenic dichloride i s usually prepared by the d i r e c t 
reaction between triphenyl arsine and chlorine. The sample used i n t h i s 
case was prepared by the new route of the reaction between triphenyl 
arsine and sulphuryl chloride i n toluene. ' The y i e l d was almost 
quantitative. 
a) Sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds. 
Reaction between aminomethylene sulphonic acid and phosphorus pentachloride. 
Phosphorus pentachloride (165«6 g.) and aminomethylene sulphonic 
acid (43»7 g.) v/ere heated under r e f l u x f o r 74 hrs. i n carbon t e t r a -
- 49 -
chloride (4^0 ml„). Hydrogen chloride was liberated and passed i n t o 
three flasks containing 100 ml. of standard sodium hydroxide, and cooled 
to 0° by i c e / s a l t baths. The volume of hydrogen chloride liberated i n 
the course of the reaction was calculated by t i t r a t i o n of the excess of 
sodium hydroxide against standard hydrochloric acid. After 74 hours 
the solution was allowed to cool and the residue removed by f i l t r a t i o n . 
This was shown to be excess of arninomethylene sulphonic acid. The 
solution v/as evaporated to give a white s o l i d which was r e c r y s t a l l i s e d 
twice from cyclohexane. Found: C = 9*95, H = 1«82, CI = 55»0, P = 8*91, 
N = 7*68, 0 (by difference) = 16-64, S = 0-00$. Empirical formula 
corresponds to CgH^N^PjCl^O,^. 
Reaction between aminomethylene sulphonic acid and t h i o n y l chloride. 
Thionyl chloride (49 g.) v/as added slowly to aminomethylene 
sulphonic acid (22 g.) and the mixture heated under r e f l u x f o r 2 hrs. 
A further amount of t h i o n y l chloride (25 g.) was added and heating 
continued f o r 6 hours. The mixture was allowed to cool and f i l t e r e d to 
remove excess of aminomethylene sulphonic acid. The solution was 
evaporated to give a mixture of ammonium chloride and some unide n t i f i e d 
brown coloured, glue-like s o l i d . 
Effect of heat on Aminomethylene sulphonic acid. 
Amino methylene sulphonic acid was heated under vacuum i n a f l a s k 
f i t t e d with a long a i r condenser and a l i q u i d nitrogen trap. Heating 
- 50 -
was continued at 120° f o r 100 hrs., during which time most of the acid v/as 
converted to ammonium sulphate, and spectroscopic study of the v o l a t i l e 
f r a c t i o n collected i n the l i q u i d nitrogen trap indicated that t h i s was 
12 
a mixture of SO.,, CH^ and CO,,. Therraogravimetric analysis of the 
compound showed that the thermal decomposition was slow and did not 
proceed v i a any discernable intermediate stages. 
Preparation of Sodium aminomethylene sulphonate. 
Aminomethylene sulphonic acid (5*5 g.) was dissolved i n cold water, 
and a solution of sodium bicarbonate (4»2 g. i n 20 mis.) added slowly. 
Carbon dioxide was evolved and a clear solution obtained. The sodium 
s a l t was precipitated with ethanol and f i l t e r e d o f f . The hygroscopic 
s o l i d obtained was taken up i n a water/ethanol mixture and allowed to 
c r y s t a l l i s e slowly. Found: C = 9*0; H = 3*0%; NH^R^SO^a requires: 
C = 9*0; H = 2*2%', m.pt. 2?8° (decomp.). Similar preparations of the 
cobalt, s i l v e r , chromium, calcium and magnesium salts v/ere attempted, 
but were unsuccessful. 
Effect of heat on Sodium aminomethylene sulphonate. 
Sodium aminomethylene sulphonate was heated to 250° under vacuum. 
The v o l a t i l e pyrolysis products v/ere collected i n a l i q u i d nitrogen 
trap and shown to be a mixture of sulphur dioxide and sulphur t r i o x i d e . 
A sublimate of sulphur was obtained on an a i r condenser attached to the 
flask and a black s o l i d residue was obtained but not characterised. 
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Reaction between sulphur monochloride and diphenyl ketimine. 
Sulphur monochloride (0*7 g.) was dissolved i n hexane (20 ml.) 
and diphenyl ketimine (1*7 g.) added at -78°. A white precipitate was 
obtained and the solution was warmed to room temperature. The s o l i d was 
removed by f i l t r a t i o n , washed i n hexane and pumped dry. The infrared 
spectrum indicated that the compound was diphenyl ketiraine hydrochloride. 
Reaction between sulphur monochloride and diphenyl ketiminolithium. 
Sulphur monochloride (0*7 g.) was dissolved i n hexane (20 ml.) and 
diphenyl ketiminolithium (1*8 g.) added at -78°. An immediate white 
precipitate was formed and the solution was warmed to room temperature. 
The s o l i d was f i l t e r e d off, washed several times i n hexane and r e -
c r y s t a l l i s e d from ether to give b i s diphenyl ketimine disulphide, 
S = 15*1$. Infrared absorptions occur at: 459w, 629w, 667sh, 671w, 
693s, 704s, 741W, 777m, 784m, 9l4w, 950m, 999w, 10l8w, 1155w, 1297m, 
1316m, 1377m, l404m, 1449m, 1550w. 
Reaction between sulphur monochloride and tetramethyl guanidine. 
Sulphur monochloride (1*35 g.) was dissolved i n hexane (25 ml.) 
and tetramethyl guanidine, [(Me2N)2CNH] (2«3 g.) added at -78°. A 
white precipitate was formed and on warming to room temperature t h i s 
turned yellow and the solution became viscous u n t i l f i n a l l y i t s o l i d i f i e d 
m.p. 152 Found: C = 74«5; H = 5*01; N = 6»9; 
S = 14»9; [(C^-H_)_CNj_So requires: C = 73*6; H = 4.71; N = 6*6: 
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i n t o a ye l l o w powdero Toluene (20 ml.) was added and the s o l i d r e -
c r y s t a l l i s e d t o give a white powdery s o l i d . The i n s o l u b l e residue v/as 
characterised as sulphur. The white s o l i d product was ch a r a c t e r i s e d as 
the hydrochloride of t e t r a m e t h y l guanidine. Found: C = 39*2; H = 8*9; 
c a l c u l a t e d f o r (Me^OgCNHGl, C = 39'8; H = 8*7%, 
The r e a c t i o n between Sulphur monochloride and Tetramethyl guanidino-
l i t h i u m . 
Sulphur monochloride (0*2 g.) was added t o a s o l u t i o n of t e t r a -
methyl g u a n i d i n o l i t h i u m (0»3 g o ) i n hexane a t -78°. The s o l u t i o n turned 
lemon i n colour and was warmed t o room temperature. At room temperature 
a lemon coloured p r e c i p i t a t e was formed s l o w l y . The p r e c i p i t a t e was 
f i l t e r e d o f f and appeared as a white s o l i d on the s i n t e r e d glass f i l t e r 
when pumped dry. This was ch a r a c t e r i s e d as l i t h i u m c h l o r i d e . The 
s o l u t i o n was pumped down t o give a brown/orange o i l , which was soluble 
i n most organic solvents but would not s o l i d i f y . A nalysis f i g u r e s 
i n d i c a t e t h a t the oempeu&L i s probably impure t e t r a m e t h y l guanidino-
sulphur c h l o r i d e (Found: 0 = 30*2; H = 6*9; 01 = *f9*7; (Me 2N) 2CNSCl 
r e q u i r e s : C = 33*0; H = 6 * 6 ; 01 = 4 6 . * $ ) , 
(b) Sulphur-nitrogen compounds. 
Reaction between Sulphur and Sulphamide. 
Sulphamide (1»2 g.) was heated t o i t s m e l t i n g p o i n t and f l o w e r s of 
sulphur (1»6 g.) added. No r e a c t i o n occurred and the mixture was f u r t h e r 
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heated t o 120° u n t i l both c o n s t i t u e n t s were molten. The mixture remained 
as two separate l a y e r s , the sulphamide above the sulphur, throughout the 
temperature range 120-200°. Fumes were evolved a t 200°, but no H^ S was 
detected, and f u r t h e r heating t o 300°C only r e s u l t e d i n the sub l i m a t i o n 
of the sulphur, and decomposition of the sulphamide. 
Reaction between Dimethyl sulphoxide and Sulphamide. 
Sulphamide (1«7 g») was charged i n t o a f l a s k i n a glove box, and 
dimethyl sulphoxide (9 g», f r e s h l y d i s t i l l e d ) added under n i t r o g e n . The 
mixture was r e f l u x e d a t 80° f o r 108 h r s . under n i t r o g e n . The s o l u t i o n 
was allowed t o c o o l , and the s o l i d m a t e r i a l formed i n the r e a c t i o n 
f i l t e r e d o f f . This was char a c t e r i s e d as ammonium sulphate. The 
s o l u t i o n was d i s t i l l e d under reduced pressure, and the d i s t i l l a t e 
c h a r acterised as dimethyl sulphoxide. 
Reaction between Dimethyl sulphoxide and p - N i t r o a n i l i n e . 
Dimethyl sulphoxide (10 g.) and p - n i t r o a n i l i n e (10 g.) were di s s o l v e d 
i n absolute a l c o h o l (50 ml.) and r e f l u x e d f o r 6 h r s . , i n the presence of 
cone, h y d r o c h l o r i c a c i d (0«5 m l . ) . The mixture was allowed t o cool and 
the s o l v e n t removed. Golden yellow c r y s t a l s were formed on standing and 
these were f i l t e r e d o f f and characterised as p - n i t r o a n i l i n e (9*85 g . ) . 
Reaction between Dimethyl sulphoxide and Phenyl isocyanate. 
(a) I n the presence of moisture. 
Phenyl isocyanate (5*9 g.) was dis s o l v e d i n dimethyl sulphoxide 
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(3" 9 g.) a t room temperature and heated a t 100° f o r 2^ hrs«> C r y s t a l s 
separated out on pumping and were c h a r a c t e r i s e d as (PhNlO^CO. Found: 
C = 73*5; H = 5*9; c a l c u l a t e d f o r C^^NO C = 73*6; H = >7#. 
(b) I n the absence of moisture. 
Phenyl isocyanate (5*9 g«) was d i s s o l v e d i n dimethyl sulphoxide 
(3*9 g») a t room temperature and heated t o 100° f o r 2k h r s . under 
n i t r o g e n . C r y s t a l s separated out on pumping and were r e c r y s t a l l i s e d 
from absolute a l c o h o l t o give (PhNC0)x; Found: C = 71-3; H = k»k't 
c a l c u l a t e d f o r C^^O: C = 70.6; H = k»2%>. The i n f r a r e d spectrum 
of the product i n d i c a t e d t h a t i t was the t r i m e r i c species (PhNCO)^. 
Reaction between Triethylamine and T h i o n y l c h l o r i d e i n Chloroform. 
Triethylamine (2*2 g.) was di s s o l v e d i n chloroform (100 ml.) and 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (1-2 g.) allowed t o condense i n t o the s o l u t i o n a t -78°. 
An immediate orange c o l o u r a t i o n appeared and the s o l u t i o n was allowed t o 
warm up t o room temperature, and evaporated t o 30 ml. An equal volume 
of d i e t h y l ether was added and a yellow p r e c i p i t a t e obtained. This was 
r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from a c h l o r o f o r m / d i e t h y l ether mixture (1:1), and 
chara c t e r i s e d as t r i e t h y l a m i n e h y d r o c h l o r i d e . Found: C = 52*2; H = 11* 
CI = 27*9; c a l c u l a t e d f o r CgH^NCl, C = 52«5; H = 11*6; CI = 25*7%* 
Reaction between Trimethylamine and T h i o n y l c h l o r i d e i n Chloroform. 
Trimethylamine (1«2 g.) was dissolved i n chloroform (50 ml.) and 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (1*2 g.) allowed t o condense i n t o the s o l u t i o n a t -78°. 
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The s o l u t i o n was allowed t o warm t o room temperature and white needles 
obtained,, These were f i l t e r e d o f f under n i t r o g e n and pumped dry, m.pt. 
168.5°, Found: C = 26-1; H = 6« 1; CI = 21* 6$. The product was not 
char a c t e r i s e d . 
Reaction between Triethylamine and Th i o n y l c h l o r i d e i n Hexane. 
Triethylamine (2*2 g.) was dis s o l v e d i n hexane (30 ml.) and t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e (1«2 g.) allowed t o condense i n t o the s o l u t i o n a t -?8°. A 
white s o l i d was formed which decomposed r a p i d l y on removal of the 
sol v e n t . S i m i l a r r e s u l t s were obtained using pentane and petroleum-
ether as so l v e n t s . 
o 
Reaction between Trimethylamine and Th i o n y l c h l o r i d e i n HO-OO Petroleum 
.Ether. 
Trirnethylamine (1»2 g.) was dissolved i n ^ K)-60 0petroleum ether and 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (1*2 g.) allowed t o condense i n t o the s o l u t i o n a t -78°. 
The white s o l i d product obtained was sublimed a t 35°» Found: C = 31*6; 
H = 8«6; CI = *f2»3#» The product was not ch a r a c t e r i s e d . 
Reaction between P y r i d i n e and Thion y l c h l o r i d e . 
Reaction between neat p y r i d i n e and t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e i s vigorous, 
exothermic and leads t o the r a p i d formation of an e v i l s m e l l i n g purple 
s o l i d . 
P y r i d i n e (1*6 g.) was dissolved i n hexane (25 ml.) and t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e (1»2 g.) allowed t o condense i n t o the s o l u t i o n a t -78°. A 
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mixture of white and green p r e c i p i t a t e s were formed which decomposed 
r a p i d l y above -30°. 
Reaction between Trimethylamine and Thionyl c h l o r i d e . 
Trimethylamine (1»2 g.) was condensed i n t o a f l a s k a t -196° and 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (1*2 g.) was condensed i n t o another f l a s k connected 
t o the other by a l e n g t h of glass t u b i n g . The system was pumped down 
and the f l a s k s allowed t o warm up t o -30°. Mixing of the vapours caused 
the formation of white c r y s t a l s above the surface of the t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e . The c r y s t a l s were removed under n i t r o g e n and allowed t o warm 
up t o -20°. No s u b l i m a t i o n occurred and the c r y s t a l s d i d not melt 
below 200°. Many v a r i a t i o n s i n procedure were attempted t o increase the 
y i e l d and t o o b t a i n a purer product but were unsuccessful, and in c o n s t a n t 
a n a l y s i s f i g u r e s were obtained on each sample of product. 
Reaction between Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and Thio n y l c h l o r i d e . 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (^ «5 g«) di s s o l v e d i n excess of t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e (100 ml.) t o give a yellow s o l u t i o n which was s t i r r e d f o r 30 
minutes a t ^0°. On standing a t room temperature f o r k8> h r s . the 
s o l u t i o n turned red and deposited f i n e yellow needles of t h i o t r i t h i a z y l 
c h l o r i d e (2*0 g . ) . These were f i l t e r e d from the s o l u t i o n and 
characterised by t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectrum (see p. 121) and a n a l y s i s . 
(Found: S = 62*35; N = 20.6; 01 = 1?«-2. Calc. f o r S^N^Cl: S = 62-3; 
N = 20«"*f; C I = 17* 2%'. The excess of t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e was removed from 
the s o l u t i o n by d i s t i l l a t i o n a t reduced pressure. The residue was 
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e x t r a c t e d w i t h benzene and the s o l u t i o n allowed t o evaporate s l o w l y 
a t room temperature under n i t r o g e n . Yellow p l a t e s of t h i o d i t h i a z y l 
dioxide were obtained, r e c r y s t a i l i s e d and char a c t e r i s e d by m.p. (101°) 
i n f r a r e d spectrum and molecular weight ( c r y o s c o p i c a l l y i n benzene 152 
and 161, c a l c . f o r S ^ l ^ ^ i 156*2). The i n f r a r e d , u l t r a - v i o l e t and mass 
spectra of a l l the d i s t i l l a t e s , s o l u t i o n s and residues showed t h a t no 
other compounds were present. The i n f r a r e d spectrum of the i n s o l u b l e 
residue i n d i c a t e d t h a t i t was a small amount of S,N,C1. 
h 3 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l d i c h l o r i d e and Thionyl c h l o r i d e . 
T h i o d i t h i a z y l d i c h l o r i d e (0«9 g.) dis s o l v e d i n excess of t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e gave a r e d s o l u t i o n , which on warming t o 60° t u r n s dark green. 
A f t e r 2h hours a t room temperature yellow c r y s t a l s were obtained from the 
s o l u t i o n , f i l t e r e d o f f under n i t r o g e n and ch a r a c t e r i s e d as t h i o t r i -
t h i a z y l c h l o r i d e (0*6 g . ) . The s o l u t i o n was d i s t i l l e d t o give t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e and l e f t a dark brown t a r r y residue which was not c h a r a c t e r i s e d . 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide and c h l o r i n e . 
T h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide (1*6 g.) was di s s o l v e d i n benzene (100 ml.) 
a t room temperature and c h l o r i n e passed through the s o l u t i o n . A s l i g h t l y 
exothermic r e a c t i o n occurred and the s o l u t i o n was r e f l u x e d f o r 30 
minutes. A f t e r standing a t room temperature f o r 12 hours, the benzene 
was pumped o f f t o leave an o i l y residue from which a small amount of 
yellow s o l i d was obtained w i t h the a d d i t i o n of ethe r . The s o l i d proved 
d i f f i c u l t t o handle, was not e a s i l y ground, and immiscible w i t h N u j o l . 
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The presence of S^N^Cl as a r e a c t i o n product was however shown by i t s 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c i n f r a r e d absorption spectrum. No other products were 
i s o l a t e d . 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide and p y r i d i n e . 
P y r i d i n e (1*0 ml.) was added t o a s o l u t i o n of t h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide 
(0*2 g.) i n toluene (10 ml.) a t room temperature. The s o l u t i o n turned 
red i n colour but no p r e c i p i t a t e v/as formed. Heptane (25 ml.) was 
added, the s o l u t i o n c h i l l e d , and l e f t t o stand f o r 12 hours. On 
s l i g h t evaporation of the s o l u t i o n , yellow p l a t e s were obtained and 
r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from heptane. These were shown t o be unchanged SJJ 0 
v/as obtained on working up the r e a c t i o n mixture. 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l d ioxide and b i p y r i d y l . 
B i p y r i d y l (0*8 g.) i n toluene (20 ml.) was added t o a s o l u t i o n of 
t h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide (0*2 g.) i n toluene (20 m l . ) . No immediate r e a c t i o n 
occurred and the s o l u t i o n was heated a t 60° f o r 50 minutes. On removing 
the s o l v e n t , only SJJ_0_ (0«2 g.) was obtained. 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l d ioxide and Triphenylphosphine. 
T r i p h e n y l phosphine (0»52 g.) i n toluene (10 ml.) was added t o a 
s o l u t i o n of t h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide (0*5 g.) i n toluene (10 m l . ) . The 
s o l u t i o n turned orange s l o w l y on standing a t room temperature, and a f t e r 
1 hour a red s o l i d was p r e c i p i t a t e d . The s o l u t i o n was f i l t e r e d o f f t o 
(0«18 g . ) . The r e a c t i o n was re •peated a t -30° and 60° but only SJ4 0 
^ 20 2 * was  
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give a red t a r - l i k e s o l i d , w i t h an extremely s t r o n g odour. This compound 
appeared t o have a m e l t i n g p o i n t close t o room temperature, and decomposed 
about 25° i n d i c a t i n g t h a t i t was p o s s i b l y SjN^. The yellow s o l u t i o n was 
evaporated t o give triphenylphosphine oxide (Found: C = 78*3; H = 5*5; 
c a l c u l a t e d f o r Ph^PO, C = 77-7; H = 5*k%). 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide and Sulphur monochloride. 
Sulphur monochloride (0«5 g«) was added t o a s o l u t i o n of t h i o -
d i t h i a z y l dioxide (0«1 g.) i n benzene (20 m l . ) . No r e a c t i o n occurred 
a t room temperature and the s o l u t i o n was heated a t 50° f o r 1 hour. On 
c o o l i n g the s o l u t i o n gave f i n e y ellow c r y s t a l s of unchanged SJI-O 
Reaction between T h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide and trans 1,4-diphenyl-but-1,3~ 
A s o l u t i o n of t h i o d i t h i a z y l d i oxide (0«2 g.) i n benzene (15 ml.) 
was added t o diphenyl butadiene (0*3 g.) i n benzene (15 ml.) a t room 
temperature. No immediate r e a c t i o n occurred and the s o l u t i o n was heated 
a t 60° f o r 2 hours. On removal of the benzene, only unchanged s t a r t i n g 
m a t e r i a l s were obtained. The r e a c t i o n was repeated i n r e f l u x i n g benzene 
f o r k hours, but again only unchanged s t a r t i n g m a t e r i a l s were obtained 
on working up the s o l u t i o n . 
0
( C 1 g.) 
diene. 
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(c) Sulphur-nitrogen-'metal 1 compounds. 
Reaction between Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and Diselenium d i c h l o r i d e i n 
Thion y l c h l o r i d e . 
Diselenium d i c h l o r i d e (6»0 g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (30 ml.) was 
added dropwise w i t h vigorous s t i r r i n g t o a s o l u t i o n of t e t r a s u l p h u r 
t e t r a n i t r i d e (4<>5 g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (70 ml.) a t 40°. A yellow 
p r e c i p i t a t e was formed immediately. A f t e r standing f o r 12 hours a t room 
temperature the s o l u t i o n was f i l t e r e d and the p r e c i p i t a t e washed i n 
CCl^. R e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from anhydrous formic a c i d gave a yellow compound 
SeS 2N 2Cl 2, m.p. 85.5° (Found: Se = 30*0 (± 3*0); Se + S analysed as 
S = 39*65; N = 11-8; C l = 28.5. SeS 2N 2Cl 2 r e q u i r e s Se = 32'6; 
Se + S analysed as S = 39*755 N = 11-6; Cl = 29*3). I n f r a r e d 
absorptions occur a t : 212m, 227w, 2*f7w, 25*fw, 28lw, 303m, 330m, 463s, 
555m(sh), 562s, 578w, 609w(sh), 6l4w, 6^ 3w, 667w(sh), 683s, 722w, 951VS, 
1008vs, 1171vs. Ether (5 ml.) was added t o the formic a c i d s o l u t i o n 
(20 ml.) and red c r y s t a l s of S^N^Cl were sl o w l y deposited. These were 
converted t o t h e i r usual yellow form on g r i n d i n g and were characterised 
by t h e i r i n f r a r e d spectrum and a n a l y s i s . F u r t h e r q u a n t i t i e s of S^N^Cl 
were obtained as a yellow p r e c i p i t a t e by adding an excess of ether t o the 
s o l u t i o n . No f u r t h e r products of the r e a c t i o n were found. S o l u t i o n s of 
t h i o t r i t h i a z y l c h l o r i d e i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e , and t h i o d i t h i a z y l d i o x i d e 
i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e were t r e a t e d w i t h diselenium d i c h l o r i d e a t 40°. A f t e r 
standing f o r 2k hours a t room temperature each s o l u t i o n was pumped dry 
and examined s p e c t r o s c o p i c a l l y . I n n e i t h e r case were any products other 
than s t a r t i n g m a t e r i a l s detected. 
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Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and t e l l u r i u m ( l V ) c h l o r i d e 
i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
A s o l u t i o n of t e l l u r i u m t e t r a c h l o r i d e (0»^2 g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
(20 ml.) was added t o t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*92 g.) i n t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e (20 ml.) a t room temperature. An immediate yellow-green 
p r e c i p i t a t e was formed and f i l t e r e d from the s o l u t i o n . On removal of 
the l a s t t r a c e s of t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e , the s o l i d apparently decomposed. 
The s o l i d was a l s o unstable i n organic solvents and i n formic a c i d . 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d o t e l l u r i u m t e t r a c h l o r i d e and 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
T hionyl c h l o r i d e (10 ml.) was added t o t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d o -
t e l l u r i u m t e t r a c h l o r i d e a t room temperature. The s o l u t i o n darkened t o 
green immediately and was heated a t ^0° f o r 2 hours. A yellow p r e c i p i t a t e 
was formed on standing. The s o l i d was f i l t e r e d o f f but decomposed t o 
a purple s o l i d on removal of the l a s t traces of t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . The 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e was evaporated t o give more of the yellow compound, but 
t h i s a l so decomposed on pumping dry. 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and t i t a n i u m (IV) c h l o r i d e i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
Titanium t e t r a c h l o r i d e (0*^6 ml.) was added t o a s o l u t i o n of 
t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e (0»92 g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (20 ml.) a t Li0°. 
The s o l u t i o n was heated w i t h constant s t i r r i n g a t 1*0° f o r 21 h r s . 
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The immediate dark green c o l o u r a t i o n disappeared a f t e r about 2 hours and the 
s o l u t i o n became yellow i n colour, w i t h the formation of a ye l l o w 
p r e c i p i t a t e . The s o l i d was f i l t e r e d o f f , washed i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
and pumped dry . Found, S = 21-02; N = 11*26; CI = 45*70; SJ*, T i C I 
r e q u i r e s : S = 20*70; N = 12*06; CI = 45*77• Compound turns dark a t 
135° and. melts w i t h decomposition a t 142°, w i t h the formation of a 
black t a r , and i s i n s o l u b l e i n benzene, hexane, CCl^, SOCl^, pentane and 
toluene. I n f r a r e d absorptions occur a t : 226m, 260vw, 310w, 3l6w, 
339m(sh), 345m(sh), 359m, 364m, 368m(sh), 386vs, 403vs, 415VS, 475s, 
481s, 571W, 623w, ?l4w, 722w, 744m, 820s, 843vs, 848vs, 915W, 942m, 978vw, 
lOOOvw, 1103W, 1193W| 1231VW. 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d o t i t a n i u m t e t r a c h l o r i d e and 
S^N^.TiCl^ (0*37 g*) was dissolved i n an excess of t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
(20 ml.) a t room temperature. An immediate r e a c t i o n took place and a f t e r 
30 minutes a yellow p r e c i p i t a t e began t o form i n the green s o l u t i o n . 
A f t e r 4 h r s . a t room temperature the p r e c i p i t a t e was f i l t e r e d o f f , washed 
i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and pumped dry. Found: S = 28*80; N = 15*3; 
130 (decomp.), i n s o l u b l e i n organic s o l v e n t s . I n f r a r e d absorptions 
occur a t : 472s, 505w(sh), 528w(sh), 533m, 557w, 570w, 6l2w, 680m, 730m, 
842vs, 1010m(sh), 1021vs, 1111m, 1187s, 1228vs, 1333vw, 1412W. 
3 N4 T i2 6 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
CI = 32*75; S 2 N 2 T i C l 2 r e q u i r e s S = 30*1; N = 13*2; CI = 33*3; m.p. 
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The t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n v/as pumped down t o give a red s o l i d 
which on pumping turned yellow. Found: S = 57*6; N = 21*5; S^N^Ti 
r e q u i r e s 3 = 5^*76; N = 23*0; m.p. 92° (decomp.). The compound 
hydrolyses r a p i d l y i n a i r , i s i n s o l u b l e i n organic s o l v e n t s , soluble i n 
S0C1 2 and absorbs i n the i n f r a r e d a t : 213s, 227s, 339m(sh), 3Hs, 
3^7s, 35lw(sh), 353w(sh), 362w(sh), 373vs, 503w, 525w, 528vw, 5^8s, 552s, 
658w, 687s, 700s, 708m(sh), 725m(sh), 727m, 76lvw, 803vw, 928s, 1000w, 
1020w, 10*f1s, 1101w, 1l63m(sh), 1190vs. 
Reaction of t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e v/ith zirconium (IV) c h l o r i d e i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
Zirconium t e t r a c h l o r i d e (0*7 g») was r e f l u x e d i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
(20 ml.) f o r f o r t y minutes and the s o l u t i o n allowed t o coo l t o k0°. 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0»5 g«) was added w i t h s t i r r i n g and heated a t 
k0° f o r s i x t e e n hours. The immediate dark blue-green c o l o u r a t i o n s l o w l y 
disappeared t o y i e l d a l i g h t orange coloured s o l u t i o n , from which 
p r e c i p i t a t e d an orange coloured s o l i d , which was f i l t e r e d from the 
s o l u t i o n and washed seve r a l times i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . The t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n was evaporated under vacuum to give a small amount of 
a dark green residue. The orange coloured s o l i d on a n a l y s i s gave 
S = 19*22; N = 8.51; CI = 39'65; S ^ Z r C l ^ r e q u i r e s : S = 19'72; 
N = 8»62; CI = 43*50$. m.p. 132° (decomp.), i n s o l u b l e i n benzene, 
hexane, CC1,, S0C1 , pentane and toluene. I n f r a r e d absorptions occur a t : 
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227m, 233w, 242w, 247w, 250w, 2?8w, 305vs, 311vs, 321vs, 327vs, 329vs, 
339vs, 357w, 4 l 8 v s , 463m, 470m, 475m, 548vw, 570m, 6o8w, 670vw, 693w, 
714s, 745s, 772m, 782w, 829m(sh), 849vs, 893vw, 942vs, 1000w, 1035w, 
1111vw, 1169VW, 1262vw, l408s. 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and chromium ( I I I ) c h l o r i d e i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
Chromic c h l o r i d e hexahydrate (0»66 g.) was heated i n r e f l u x i n g 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (40 ml.) f o r 4 hours. Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e 
(0«46 g.) was added a t 50° w i t h s t i r r i n g . An immediate dark b l u e -
black c o l o u r a t i o n developed and the s o l u t i o n was heated a t 50° f o r 84 h r s . 
The colour of the s o l u t i o n l i g h t e n e d only s l o w l y , t u r n i n g dark green a f t e r 
60 h r s . and f i n a l l y l i g h t green, w i t h the formation of a green p r e c i p i t a t e . 
The p r e c i p i t a t e was f i l t e r e d o f f and the s o l u t i o n evaporated t o dryness. 
Only a s l i g h t amount of a yellow s o l i d was obtained from the s o l u t i o n . 
The p r e c i p i t a t e was v/ashed i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and pumped dry, Found: 
S = 26.5; N = 11-5; C l = 40-9; S„N_CrCl_ r e q u i r e s : S = 25*91] N = 
11«32; C l = 41»75I m.p. greater than 360°, i n s o l u b l e i n benzene, hexane, 
CCi^, S0C1 2 > pentane and toluene, hydrolyses r a p i d l y i n a i r w i t h the 
formation of NH^. I n f r a r e d absorptions occur a t : - 204w, 225w, 256vw, 
272vw, 284w, 305w(sh), 312w(sh), 318m, 324m, 329m, 333m, 339m, 344m, 
351m, 357m, 364m(sh), 371w(sh), 377w(sh), 407vw, 420vw, 427vw, 465m, 
565m, 667w, 6?6w, 719m, 738m, 8o6w, 860vs, 939m, 1018s, 11361*, 1174m, 
1189m, 1220w, 1255w, 1316W, 1422m. 
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Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and manganese ( I I ) c h l o r i d e i n 
Manganese ( I I ) c h l o r i d e t e t r a h y d r a t e (0»5 g.) was r e f l u x e d i n t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e f o r 3 h r s . A s o l u t i o n of t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e (0«46 g.) i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (20 ml.) was added a t room temperature. An immediate 
dark blue-green c o l o u r a t i o n v/as formed and the s o l u t i o n was heated a t 50° 
f o r 25 h r s . w i t h constant s t i r r i n g . On standing the s o l u t i o n s l o w l y 
turned from blue-green t o a burgundy r e d and deposited a dark green s o l i d . 
The s o l i d was removed by f i l t r a t i o n and washed i n S0C1,,. Found: S = 
18-59; N = 7*96; CI = Jf3«8; SNMnCl2 r e q u i r e s : S = 18.63; N = 8.15; 
CI = *f1»25$. The compound turns l i g h t green on heat i n g t o 170° and 
yellow a t 250° but does not melt belov; 360°. The colour changes which 
take place are i r r e v e r s i b l e . I t i s i n s o l u b l e i n benzene, hexane, CCl^, 
SOCl^, and toluene, and i n f r a r e d absorptions occur a t : 227m• 2if8m, 
258m, 270m, 282m, 292m, 320m, 355vw, 360vw, Vf2m(sh), 5^9m, 481s, 50%i(sh) , 
521w(sh), 543w, 571w, 6l5w(sh), 646m(sh), 676s, 69^m(sh), 725m, 8o6w(sh), 
980vs, 1022m(sh), 1032s, 11VSW, 1190m, 1212w(sh), 1266w, 132^w. 
The s o l u t i o n v/as evaporated a t room temperature t o give a brownish 
p l a t e - l i k e s o l i d w i t h a m e t a l l i c l u s t r e . R e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n of t h i s from 
benzene gave SJtf-O , ch a r a c t e r i s e d by m.p. and i n f r a r e d spectrum 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and co b a l t ( I I ) c h l o r i d e i n 
Cobalt c h l o r i d e hexahydrate (0»85 g.) was r e f l u x e d i n t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e f o r 4 hours, and allowed t o cool t o room temperature. A s o l u t i o n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
3P2 0
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
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of t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*46 g«) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (40 ml.) was 
added a t room temperature. The s o l u t i o n became dark green immediately 
on a d d i t i o n of the and, a f t e r s t i r r i n g a t 40° f o r 1 hour turned 
l i g h t green. No f u r t h e r colour change occurred and the s o l u t i o n was 
s t i r r e d a t 4 0 ° f o r a f u r t h e r 23 h r s . A f t e r t h i s time a b r i g h t green 
p r e c i p i t a t e was formed and the s o l u t i o n turned l i g h t brown i n col o u r . 
A f t e r a t o t a l of 27 h r s . the p r e c i p i t a t e was f i l t e r e d from the s o l u t i o n 
a t room temperature, and washed i n SOCl^ and CCl^. Found: S = 20*00; 
N = 8*9; CI = 40*08; SNCoCl 2 r e q u i r e s : S = 18«25; N = 8»00; 
CI = 40«32$, m.p. great e r than 360°. I n s o l u b l e i n benzene, toluene, 
CC1^» S0C1 2, hexane and pentane. The t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n was 
evaporated down t o give a dark brown s o l i d v/hich r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
benzene t o give S^^O^. c l i a r a c ' ' ' e r ^ s e d by m.pt. and i n f r a r e d spectrum. 
SNCoCl 2 absorbs i n the i n f r a r e d a t : 248m, 254m, 260m(sh), 268m(sh), 
289m, 296m, 306m, 341m, 442w(sh), 450w(sh), 475s, 563m. 570m, 609vw, 
643vw, 681m, ?20w, 735w(sh), 800m, 891vw, 1026s, 1092w, 1139w, 1182m, 
1262m, 1412s. 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and n i c k e l ( I I ) c h l o r i d e i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
N i c k e l c h l o r i d e hexahydrate (0*57 g.) v/as heated i n r e f l u x i n g 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (40 ml.) f o r 4 hours. Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0«46 
was added a t 40°C and the s o l u t i o n heated f o r 22 h r s . The immediate 
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green-black c o l o u r a t i o n turned brown a f t e r about 12 hours and a green 
coloured p r e c i p i t a t e was obtained. The p r e c i p i t a t e was f i l t e r e d o f f , 
washed i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and pumped dr y . Found S = 7*70; N = 6*61; 
CI = 45-50; N i ^ S C l r e q u i r e s S = 7«75; N = 6.77; CI = 42*87$, 
m.p. gr e a t e r than 360°, decomposes r a p i d l y i n a i r t o give NH^„ 
I n s o l u b l e i n benzene, hexane, CCl^, SOCl^, and toluene i n f r a r e d 
a b s o r p t i o n occur a t : 22?w, 250w, 271w, 280w, 284w(sh), 292w, 303w, 317w 
320w, 328vw, 439w, 522w, 562w, 680w, 724m, 733w(sh), 1012m, 1136W, 11?6w 
1218m, 1316m, 1403s. 
The SOCl^ s o l u t i o n from the f i l t r a t i o n was pumped down t o give a 
small amount (0*1 g.) of a dark green s o l i d . The s o l i d was di s s o l v e d i n 
SOCl^ and the s o l u t i o n evaporated t o about 4 ml. The s o l i d was f i l t e r e d 
from the s o l u t i o n and pumped dry. Found: S = 42*45; N = 22*00; 
CI = 11.85; S^N^NiCl r e q u i r e s S = 46*08; N = 20.13; CI = 12*74. 
I n f r a r e d absorptions occur a t : - 227m, 249m, 330m, 340m, 374m, 466s, 
474w(sh), 502vw, 526w, 548s, 551s, 565m, 58lvw, 685s, 699s, 707s(sh), 
726s, 767vw, 800vw, 927s, 943w, 96lw, 976w, 1000s, 1042m, 1163s, 1190s, 
1212w, 1264w, 1304w(sh), 1351w(sh), 1422m. 
Reaction between t e t r a s u l p h u r t e t r a n i t r i d e and copper ( I I ) c h l o r i d e i n 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
Cupric c h l o r i d e dihydrate (C85 g.) was heated i n r e f l u x i n g t h i o n y l 
c h l o r i d e (20 ml.) f o r 2 hours. Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*92 g.) was 
added a t 50° w i t h constant s t i r r i n g . An immediate black c o l o u r a t i o n 
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was formed and the solution was heated at 50° f o r 22 hrs. After one hour 
the black colouration lightened to green and a f t e r 3 hours to yellow-green. 
A light-green coloured precipitate was formed and f i l t e r e d o f f . The 
precipitate was washed i n t h i o n y l chloride and pumped dry. Found: 
S = 16.01; N = 11.63; CI = 3^*85; Cu^N^Cl^ requires: S = 17.08; 
N = 11*20; CI = 37*82, m.p. 285° (decomp.), insoluble i n benzene, 
hexane, CCl^ and S0C12. The th i o n y l chloride solution was pumped down 
to give a reddish t a r l i k e s o l i d which on pumping c r y s t a l l i s e d to give 
silver-grey plates. These were r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from hexane to give yellow 
plates of t h i o d i t h i a z y l dioxide (S^ N^ O,,) , characterised by m.p. 
infr a r e d and mass spectra (see p. 85 ) . C u^^^Cl^ gives i n f r a r e d 
absorptions a t : - 214m, 226m, 237vw, 252w, 257w, 284w, 290m, 291m, 310w(sh), 
317m, 327m, 450m, 463m, 477m, 568m, 676m, 683w(sh), 725w, 738w(sh), 
805w, 862s, 1026s, 1042m(sh), 1170m, 1190w, 1250w(sh), 1282w(sh), 
13l6w(sh). 
Reaction between tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and zinc ( I I ) chloride i n 
thi o n y l chloride. 
Zinc chloride (0*34 g.) was refluxed i n t h i o n y l chloride (40 ml.) 
for 1 hr. Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*46 g.) was added at room 
temperature and the mixture s t i r r e d at 40° f o r 90 hrs. An immediate wine 
colouration resulted on f i r s t addition of the S^ N^  and a f t e r 18 hrs. a 
fine yellow precipitate was formed. The solution gradually lightened i n 
colour so that with the formation of more precipitate the solution f i n a l l y 
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became a golden yellow colour a f t e r 90 hrs. The precipitate v/as f i l t e r e d 
from the solution and washed i n SOCl^. Found: S = 30«90; N = 12*20; 
CI = 27*70; S 2N 2ZnCl 2 requires: S = 28.06; N = 12.27; CI = 30.13$. 
The compound melts with decomposition above 215°, and i s insoluble i n 
organic solvents. Infrared absorptions occur at: 212w, 215w, 221w, 226w, 
251w, 255w, 270w, 292m, 312m(sh), 317m, 324m(sh), 329m(sh), 345vw(sh), 
357vw, 370vw, 395vw, 404vw, 433w(sh), 455m(sh), 480s, 568m, 575W, 580w, 
599w, 6l3w, 619W, 644w, 649w, 676m, 725w, 735w, 800m, 1029s, 1094w, 
1138w, 1175m» 1264m, 1305vw. The solution was evaporated to give a very-
small quantity of a t a r r y red s o l i d . 
Reaction between tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and mercury ( I I ) chloride i n 
s o c i 2 . 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (1*84 g.) was dissolved i n t h i o n y l chloride 
(50 ml.) and a solution of mercury ( I I ) chloride (0*68 g.) i n t h i o n y l 
chloride (50 ml.) added at room temperature. An immediate yellow 
precipitate resulted from the mixing of solutions and t h i s was f i l t e r e d 
o f f and washed i n S0C12 and CCl^. The t h i o n y l chloride solution was 
pumped down to give a further small amount of yellow s o l i d . The infrared 
spectra of t h i s and the o r i g i n a l precipitate were i d e n t i c a l . The 
precipitate (2«1 g.) was pumped dry at room temperature. Found: S = 21*70, 
H = 9*65, CI = 37*05; HgSjN^Clg requires: S = 21*46; N = 9*43; 
CI = 35*58$. Insoluble i n benzene, hexane, CCl^ and S0C1.,, reacts with 
formic acid and pyridine. Infrared absorptions at: 225m, 233m(sh), 
256m, 303m, 324s, 353w, 476vs, 525vw, 564m, 571m(sh), 6l2vw, 645w, 678m, 
722w, 1018s, 1136w, 1175m, 1410VW. 
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Reaction between Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and boron t r i c h l o r i d e i n 
thio n y l chloride. 
Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0.46 g.) was dissolved i n th i o n y l 
chloride (100 ml.) and cooled to 0°. Boron t r i c h l o r i d e was bubbled 
through the solution and condensed (b.p. BC1 = 12-5°)• The solution 
3 
turned deep red i n colour immediately on f i r s t addition of the boron 
t r i c h l o r i d e . The flow of gas was stopped a f t e r 90 minutes and the 
solution warmed to room temperature. The solution turned pale red on 
standing f o r 1 hr. The excess boron t r i c h l o r i d e was boiled o f f at kO° 
and the solution s t i r r e d at t h i s temperature for 36 hrs. The solution 
was evaporated at room temperature to give a yellow-orange s o l i d . This 
was redissolved i n thi o n y l chloride but would not r e c r y s t a l l i s e . The 
th i o n y l chloride solution was evaporated u n t i l about 5 ml, of solution 
remained, and the yellow-orange s o l i d f i l t e r e d o f f . The s o l i d was pumped 
dry at room temperature and washed i n CCl^. Found: S = 8«69; N = 7*74; 
CI = 33-80; o r i g i n a l s o l i d product gave S = 9-94; N = 7*09; CI = 34»30. 
Calculated analysis figures 
Found 8.69 7*74 33«80 
S N 2 B 1 4 C 1 3 1 0 , 0 2 8 * 8 2 
SN 2B 1 5C1 3 9-76 8.53 32-38 
SN 2B 1 6C1 3 9-45 8-24 31*35 
SN 2B 1 ?Cl 3 9-15 8.00 30-39 
SN 2B 1 8C1 3 8.80 7«76 29-47 
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Melting point of compound i s greater than 360°o Infrared absorptions 
occur at: 208w, 22?w, 2*f9vw, 255vw, 270vw, 28 W, 290vw, 298vw, 30W, 
3l6vw, 3^5vw, 368m, 380w, 391 m, k35v, 49*nn, 505w, 519w, 676m, 722s, 
752m(sh), 813s, 8¥tm(sh)f 9^2s, 1012m, 1050m, 109%U 
Reaction between tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and phenyl boron dichloride i n 
thi o n y l chloride. 
Phenyl boron dichloride (0«*t0 g.) was dissolved i n t h i o n y l chloride 
(20 ml.) and tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0«46 g.) added at room 
temperature. The mixture was warmed to ^ 0° and s t i r r e d . The solution 
became cl a r e t red i n colour on mixing and a f t e r 10 minutes a yellow 
•precipitate began to form. After kO minutes the precipitate redissolved 
and the solution became deep brown i n colour, The solution was f i l t e r e d 
a f t e r 21 hours to give a l i g h t brown s o l i d which rapidly decomposed 
i n dry nitrogen at room temperature. The t h i o n y l chloride solution was 
evaporated to give a black t a r r y s o l i d , from which could be sublimed at 
50° a further yellow-orange t a r . These were not investigated f u r t h e r . 
Reaction between Tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and Tin (IV) chloride i n SOCl^. 
Tin (IV) chloride (0*56 ml.) was added to a solution of SjN^ 
(0»92 g.) i n t h i o n y l chloride (25 ml.) at -20°. The solution became 
dark blue i n colour on addition and slowly lightened i n colour, so that 
a f t e r s t i r r i n g f o r 15 minutes and allowing to warm to room temperature, 
the solution became yellow with the formation of a yellow p r e c i p i t a t e . 
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The precipitate was washed i n th i o n y l chloride and pumped dry at room 
temperature. Found: S = 15*80; N = 13*38; CI = 34-25; SnN^C^Cl^ 
requires: S = 15'50; N = 13*57; CI = 34-37. SnN^Cl^ requires: 
S = 16'89; N = 14'78; CI = 36*94, m.p. 156° (decomp.), insoluble i n 
benzene, toluene, CCl^, SOCl^ and hexane. Forms a glue l i k e s o l i d with 
a c e t o n i t r i l e . Infrared absorptions occur at: 2l4w, 221w, 226w, 
285w(sh), 303m, 342w, 4o8w, 506w, 535w, 568w, 619w, 668m, 702s, 720m, 
738m, 803m, 906m(sh), 943s, 985m, 1031s, 1053s, 1198s, 1261m, 1325vw, 
1342VW, 1408m. 
Reaction between bis tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o t i n tetrachloride and 
th i o n y l chloride. 
Bis tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o t i n tetrachloride (2S^N^.SnCl^, 1»0 g.) 
was heated i n t h i o n y l chloride (40 ml.) at 50° f o r 20 hrs. A yellow 
precipitate was formed and f i l t e r e d from the solution. The precipitate 
was washed i n t h i o n y l chloride and benzene and pumped dry. Found: 
S = 18.10; N = 10-61; CI = 39*10; S^SnCl^ requires: S = 17*50; 
N = 11«4; CI = 38*7$« On heating, the compound turns white at 150° and 
decomposes slowly above 240° to give green, white and red decomposition 
products as bands of s o l i d i n the tube above the heating block; does 
not melt below 350°. Infrared absorptions occur at: 2l4w, 221w, 226w, 
245w, 296m, 310m, 403m, 426m, 463m, 483w, 513w, 571m, 621vw, 676vw, 
697vw, 719s, 743m, 752m(sh), 800 vw, 943s, 988m, 1000w, 1036m, 1062m, 
1087vw, 1170vw, 1233vw, 1266vw, 1412m. 
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Reaction between tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and antimony (V) chloride i n 
Antimony pentachloride (0*64 ml.) i n SOCl^ (10 ml.) was added to 
a solution of tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e (0»92 g.) i n S0C1., (30 ml.) at 
5 ° . An immediate dark green colouration resulted i n mixing the solutions, 
and the colour decreased i n i n t e n s i t y , u n t i l a f t e r 1 hour the solution 
was pale green/yellow. The solution was s t i r r e d at room temperature f o r 
16 hours and the r e s u l t i n g l i g h t green precipitate f i l t e r e d o f f . The 
precipitate was washed i n S0C1. and pumped dry at room temperature. 
Found: S = 19'04; N = 8.96; Gl = ¥f»99; SJ«_SbCl, requires: S = 20.36; 
N = 8*90; CI = k5'02%, m.p. 138 (decomp.), soluble i n benzene to give 
a red solution from which a green precipitate was obtained on concentration. 
The green precipitate was unstable on removal of solvent and decomposed 
on pumping via a colour range of brown and orange to a yellow compound. 
This compound turned green slowly on standing under nitrogen at room 
temperature. The in f r a r e d spectrum of the l a t t e r was very similar to 
that of SJN.ySbCl^. Infrared absorptions occur at: 205m, 227m, 3*f1vs, 
373m, teOm, 5^0m, 46lm, 532m, 569m, b25vw, 669vw, 678vw, 697w(sh), 
707w(sh), 716m, 722m, 7^m, 765m, 8o6vw, 9^2vs, 1005m, 1026m, 1053m, 
1117m, 1170m, 1266vw, 1307vw, 13^8vw, 1*n8vw. 
Reaction between tetrasulphur tetranitridoantimony pentachloride and 
S0C1 
?3 
t h i o n y l chloride. 
Thionyl chloride (10 ml.) v/as added to tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d o -
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antimony pentachloride (SjN^,SbClj_, 1*2 g.) and the mixture heated at 
50° f o r 16 hours. A yellow precipitate was formed and f i l t e r e d from the 
solution. The s o l i d v/as washed i n SCCl- and pumped dry. Found: S = 19*65; 
CI = 45,02?o; m.p. 138 (decomp.) . Characterised by m.p. and in f r a r e d 
spectrum (see p.132 ) . 
Reaction between tetrasulphur t e t r a n i t r i d e and tri p h e n y l arsenic 
Triphenyl arsenic dichloride (0-5 g.) v/as dissolved i n t h i o n y l 
chloride (20 ml.) at room temperature. A solution of tetrasulphur 
t e t r a n i t r i d e (0*25 g.) i n th i o n y l chloride (20 ml.) was added. No 
colour change occurred on addition, and the solution was s t i r r e d f o r 
18 hours at 40°, A yellow precipitate formed a f t e r 20 mins. but r e -
dissolved on standing to give a clear yellow solution. The solvent was 
removed by d i s t i l l a t i o n under vacuum to give a mixture of yellow-green 
and white solids. The mixture was dissolved i n toluene (20 ml.) to give 
a green solution which on warming to k0° turned red. The solution was 
pumped down to give a mixture of white, red and brown t a r r y so l i d s , which 
were not investigated fu r t h e r . 
Mass Spectra. 
Mass spectra were obtained on an A.E.I./M.S.9. mass spectrometer 
at 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l using a di r e c t i n s e r t i o n probe. 
N = 8.69; CI = Vf.10 JJJSbClg requires S = 2O.36; N = 8*89; 
dichloride i n thi o n y l chloride. 
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Isotopic mass and abundance patterns for the ions were obtained on an 
E l l i o t t 803 computer using a programme designed f o r mass and abundance 
147 
data of polyisotopic ions (lsocomb.4) . Data on the commonly 
occurring fragments involving sulphur, nitrogen, chlorine, oxygen and 
selenium were obtained i n t h i s way and examples of the data input, and 
the mass and abundance data obtained, are shown i n Figures 3-6. The 
f i n a l data from the computer output tape are tabulated under nominal 
mass ( i n t e g r a l mass number); m u l t i p l i c i t y (number of combinations having 
the same nominal mass); spread (difference i n extreme masses i n p.p0m«); 
peak mass (weighted arithmetic mean of contributions to mul t i p l e t masses) 
and r e l a t i v e abundance (sum of abundance products of i n d i v i d u a l 
combinations, normalised to the most abundant as 100), 
Copies of the mnenomic tape (lsocomb,4) i n either E l l i o t t 8-hole 
telecode; or an English Electric-Leo KDF9 coded version of the E l l i o t t 
programme are available from the University Computer Unit, 
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Figure 3 
Input data f o r isotopic abundance pattern i n mass spectrum of compound 
containing one atom of sulphur and one of nitrogen* 










Input data for isotopic abundance pattern i n mass spectrum of compound 
containing one atom of selenium and six of chlorine. 














Isotope Abundance Patterns. 
Peak patterns i n Mass spectra of Compounds containing one atom each of 









































































Peak pattern i n Mass spectrum of compound containing two atoms each of 
sulphur and nitrogen. 
Nominal m u l t i p l i c i t y spread Peak Mass Relative 
Mass (ppm.) (wtd. mean) Abundance 
92 singlet 91.979530 100.0000 
93 2 25 92.978491 2.3113 
94 4 50 93.975958 8.8911 
95 4 32 94.974530 0.1351 
96 5 54 95.972907 0.2332 
97 4 60 96.971010 0.0020 
98 4 59 97.972233 0.0016 
99 2 6.4 98.969595 0.0000 100 2 52 99.972069 0.0000 
101 singlet 100.969456 0.0000 
102 singlet 101.966809 0.0000 
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Figure 5 
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284 singlet 283.825721 0.5825 
285 no combination 
286 2 .82 285.823208 7.1718 
287 singlet 286.824190 5.0753 288 3 3-7 287.821456 28.4057 
289 singlet 288.821877 9.8661 
290 4 11 289.820419 73.8769 
291 singlet 290.819560 7.9914 
292 5 20 291.818908 100.0000 
293 singlet 292.817245 3.4522 
294 5 20 293.817158 76.2086 
295 single t 294.814930 0.8389 296 5 19 295.815320 35.1119 
297 singlet 296.812617 0.1087 298 4 19 297.813465 10.0434 
299 singlet 298.810302 0.0059 300 3 16 299.811625 1.7498 301 no combination 
302 2 8.6 301.809831 0.1704 
303 no combination 
304 single t 303.808101 0.0071 
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Figure 6 
Isotopic Abundance Patterns. 
s 2 c i 2 . 
Nominal mu l t i p l i c i t y - spread Peak Mass Relative 
Mass (ppm.) (wtd mean) Abundance 
134 singlet 133.924422 100.0000 
135 singlet 134.922930 1.5786 
136 3 9.3 135.921954 73.6772 
137 2 9.2 136.920535 1.0930 
138 5 25 137.919325 16.4828 
139 3 16 138.918031 0.2114 
140 5 25 139.916116 1.0843 141 2 15 140.914778 0.0075 
142 4 31 141.913237 0.0254 
143 singlet 142.914587 0.0000 
144 2 15 143.912529 0.0002 
145 no combination 
146 singlet 145.912365 0.0000 
NS0C1 
97 singlet 96.969737 100.0000 98 3 73 97.968874 1.1932 
99 6 85 98.967311 37.0432 100 8 99.966495 0.4069 101 9 84 100.964281 1.5315 102 8 101.963000 0.0067 
103 6 70 102.965421 0.0088 
104 4 69 103.963121 0.0000 
105 2 29 104.963591 0.0000 106 singlet 105.965945 0.0000 
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As well as using the mass spectrum as a diagnostic t o o l i n the 
characterisation of new compounds, the breakdown patterns of a number 
of known compounds have been established. 
a) S ^ . 
The most abundant peaks i n the mass spectrum ' of SjjN^ occur 
at mass numbers k6, 92 and 138, and correspond to the masses SN, S,,N2 
and S-^y Smaller amounts of S^, S2N, and S^ N,, are also present. 
The major breakdown pattern would appear to proceed by loss of SN 
fragments: 
— S 3 N 3 + — * S 2 N 2 + ~ > S N + 
These masses have r e l a t i v e l y long ' l i v e s ' i n the ion source and further 
subsidiary breakdowns by loss of S and/or N fragments also occur, e.g. 
syi + s^»2+ " M > S ^ I + — * S 2H + 
The r e l a t i v e mass abundances are given i n Table 7» 
b) SCI . 
The mass spectrum of SC12 i s extremely simple and contains peaks at 
mass numbers 32, 35, 6^ , 67 and 102 corresponding to the ions S +, C l + , 
S 2 +, SC1+ and SC1 2 + (plus, of course, the peaks due to the other isotopic 
combinations of these masses). 
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Table 7 
Mass spectrum of S^ N^  
(70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 100 - 120° i o n i s a t i o n chamber temperature) 
Mass number Species Relative abundance 
184 S^I* 24 1 3 
156 S^ N* 0.23 ±0.1 
138 S^ N* 100 
124 S^ N* 1*5 - 0«2 
110 S^ N* 4.3 t 0.3 
92 s2N+ 6 6 + 5 
78 S 2N + 3 2 ± 3 
64 S* 3 + 1 
46 SN+ 99 1 5 
32 s + ( s 2 + ) 9 + 2 
Results at 65-90°, 130-140° and 220-240° agree within experimental error 
except the r e l a t i v e abundances of S^ N.,, SN and S, which decrease with 
increase i n temperature. 
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The breakdown pattern i s therefore straightforward; i n i t i a l loss 
+ + + of CI to give SCI i s followed by complete fragmentation to S and CI « 
+ + 
Scavanging of S by S also occurs to give S,,. 
SC1+ * SC1+ > 8 + + CI * C l + 
4 
The r e l a t i v e mass abundances are given i n Table 8, 
Table 8 
Mass Spectrum of SCI 2 
(70 e.v, accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 6O-8O0 ionisation chamber temperature) 
Mass number Species Relative abundance 
102 SCI* 2 2 + 3 
67 SC1+ 41 ± 3 
64 S* 9 0 + 3 
35 C l + 5-4 1 C 4 
32 S + 100 
c) S 2C1 2. 
The mass spectrum of S 2C1 2 contains only three peaks, at mass 
numbers 32, 35 and 64, corresponding to the ions S+, C l + and S*. There 
+ + 
i s no evidence of the parent peak nor of the ions S_C1 or SCI . 
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Breakdown therefore proceeds by immediate loss of two chlorine atoms to 
give S*. 
S 2 C 1 2 ~ * S2 + 2 C 1 
2S T 
The r e l a t i v e mass abundances are given i n Table 9« 
Table 9 
Mass spectrum of S^Gl^o 
(70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 200° i o n i s a t i o n chamber temperature) 
Mass number Species Relative abundance 
6k s* 100 
33 C l + k-2 1 0.6 
32 S + 7 1 0.8 
d) S0G12. 
The use of the computed isotopic abundances has proved most useful 
i n i n t e r p r e t i n g the mass spectrum of S0C12» Where more than one species 
occurs at the same mass number, e.g. S 20 + and SO*, these can be separated 
by a comparison of the peak pattern with the computed patterns f o r 
S20 and SO^ . Thus i t can be shown that the peak at mass number oO i s 
mainly due to S 20 +, and s i m i l a r l y the peak at mass number 6k i s mainly 
+ + due to S0 2 rather than S,,. 
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The breakdown proceeds by loss of CI to S0C1 + and then to S 0 + . 
+ + Further breakdown to S and 0, coupled with combinations of SO , S and 0 
fragments gives the complete pattern. 
S0C1* > S0C1 + » S 0 + » S + + 0 
S ° 2 S 2 — > S 2 0 + 
The r e l a t i v e abundances are given i n Table 10„ 
Table 10 
Mass Spectrum of S0C1,,. 
(70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 6 0 - 7 0 ° ionisation chamber temperature) 
Mass Number Species Relative Abundance 
118 S0C1* 0-16 1 0.02 
83 soci + 5.6 + 0.4 
80 s 2o +(so*) 13 ± 1 
64 S 0 2 ( S 2 ? 1 0 0 
48 S 0 + 35 t 2 
35 C l + 0.8 t 0.05 
32 s + 17 + 1 
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e) ^ N C l . 
The breakdown of S^N^Cl i s complicated, and the spectrum contains 
peaks re s u l t i n g from almost every conceivable combination of sulphur 
and nitrogen atoms. The parent ion S^ N* appears to break down i n three 
possible ways, v i z : by loss of S, N, or SN fragments. The major breakdown 





s 2 r 
i 
SN 
I n addition, the species C l + i s present i n small amount and SNC1+ i s also 
+ 
formed by combination of SN with CI i n the ion i z a t i o n chamber. The 
r e l a t i v e abundances are given i n Table 11. 
f ) S^2°2' 
The breakdown of S-^gPz a P P e a r s *° P r o c e e d by two routes; either 
i n i t i a l loss of SO or SN. The parent ion S^ N^ O^  i s r e l a t i v e l y abundant 
compared with the most abundant peaks due to SN+ and S^ Ng* The breakdown 
pattern can be represented by the sequence: 
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Table 11 
Mass spectrum of S^N^Cl 
(70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 130° i o n i s a t i o n chamber temperature) 
Mass Number Species Relative abundance 
170 SjN* 0.^5 ± O'Ok 
156 S^ N* 18 + 1 
138 S^* 11 ± 1 
124 S^ N* 15 i 1 
110 6.3 ± 0.07 
92 S2N^ 48 + 1.5 
81 SNC1+ 3 - 6 + 0 - 1 
78 S 2N + 15 ± 1 
64 s* 5*4 i 0.8 
46 SN+ 100 
35 C i + 3 * 6 + 0 . 1 
32 s + 6.3 + 0.1 
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3fZ°t > S 2 N 2 ° + > S ^ 2 
S^O* » S2N0+ » S 2N + > SN+ ? S + + N + I 
The r e l a t i v e abundances are given i n Table 12. 
Table 12 
Mass spectrum of S^^O^ 
(70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , 8 5 - 9 5 ° i o n i s a t i o n chamber temperature). 
Number Species Relative abundance 
156 S / 2 0 2 16.5 - 0 .9 
110 S 2 N ° 2 3-75 ± 0.25 
108 S 2 N 2 ° + 0.15 t 0.01 
9k S2N0+ 11 + 1 
92 S 2 N 2 46 + 2 
78 S 2N + 6 + 0.5 
6k s+Cso*) 6 ± 0.5 
k6 SN+ 100 
32 S + 15 ± 1 
16 0 + 0-75 + 0.15 
14 N + 0*45 t 0.05 
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g) Mew compounds. 
The mass spectra of some new compounds, the syntheses of which are 
to be found e a r l i e r i n t h i s section are reported here. For br e v i t y only 
the species present i n the mass spectra are reported and not t h e i r 
r e l a t i v e i n t e n s i t y . Comments on the l a t t e r w i l l be made l a t e r , v/here 
appropriate, i n discussion of the compounds. 
SeS 2N 2Cl 2. 
At 8 0 ° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the following 
species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, S2» SCI, C l 2 , 
Se, SNCl, S2N2, SeN, SC12, S^ N, SeS, SeCl, S ^ , SeSN, S ^ , SeCl 2, 
SeS2N, SeS2N2, SeCl^, SeS^, SeS^, SeS^Cl, SeS^NC^ and SeS^ICl . 
TiCSN)^. 
At 215° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, SN, T i , S2, 
TiN 2, S2N, S2N2, TiSN, S^ N, S ^ , S ^ , S ^ and T i S ^ . 
At 205° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, T i , 
S2, S2N, TiCl, S 2N 2, TiSN, T i C l ^ TiCl^, T i C l ^ and TiCl^. 
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ZrS_N_Cl. . 
2 2 h 
o 
At 200 and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, S,,, 
SCI, S2N, SNC1, SC1 2 and ZrSN. 
CrS 2N 2Cl . 
At 250° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, Cr, S2, 
S_N., CrCl , CrCl. and CrCl „ 
d d 3 t 5 
MnSNCl2. 
At 2.k5° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, Mn, S,,, 
MnN, S2N, MnS, S ^ , MnCl 2 and S^Mn. 
CoSNCl2. 
At 220° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, Co, S 2, CoN, 
S2N, CoCl, S^ N, SyJ 2, CoCl 2, Sy}^, S ^ , S^y SNCoC^ and S ^ . 
NiJ5N-Cl_. 
3 2 5 
At 200° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the following 
species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, S2, S2N, S 2N 2, 




At 235° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, Ni 
S 2 W ' S 2 N 2 ' S / 2 ' S 3 N 3 ' V 2 Sk\' 
Cf 2 N 3 GV 
At 200° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, Cu 
S2N2, S^ 2 and S ^ . 
Z n S 2 N 2 CV 
At 185° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, Zn 
SCI, ZnN, S2N, SNC1, S ^ , ZnS, ZnCl, ZnSN, S ^ , ZnS2, ZnCl 2, S ^ , 
ZnS2N2, S ^ , and S ^ Z n C l ^ 
S^SnCl^. 
At 120° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, S 2 
S2N, S2N2, S^, Sn, S^ 2, and S ^ . 
S,N SbCl.. 
At 240° and 70 e.v. accelerating p o t e n t i a l , peaks due to the 
following species were observed i n the mass spectrum: S, CI, SN, S 2 




( i ) The reaction between H^CH^O^H and PCI,.. 
( i i ) The reaction between S 2 C 1 2 3 1 1 ( 1 certain azomethines. 
New routes to sulphur-nitrogen compounds. 
( i ) Condensation reactions (a) with elimination of 1^0, C02 
or H2S. 
(b) using R^J.S0C12 as a 
dehydrating agent. 
( i i ) Reactions involving S^i^O^, 
( i i i ) Reactions involving S^gClg* 
Sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 
( i ) The reaction of S^ N^  with S0C12. 
( i i ) The reaction between S^ N^  and Se 2Cl 2 i n S0C12. 
( i i i ) The reaction between S^ N^  and metal halides i n S0C12 




a) Sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds. 
The work on sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds has involved the use 
of two preparative procedures: ( i ) the reaction between H^CH^SO^ 
and phosphorus pentachloride, and pyrolysis of the products and ( i i ) the 
reaction between sulphur monochloride and certain azomethines (R^CNH). 
( i ) The reaction between aminomethylenesulphonic acid and phosphorus 
pentachloride. 
There are f i v e main methods available for the preparation of non-
metallic inorganic cyclic molecules containing nitrogen. To i l l u s t r a t e 
these types of reactions one may choose phosphorus and sulphur as 
examples of t y p i c a l non metals (X = halogen): 
a) The elimination of XY i n the reaction between compounds of the 
type YNRgj Y^ NR or Y^ N (or t h e i r s a l t s , e.g. hydrochlorides) 
and compounds containing P-X or S-X, e.g.: 
( i ) RPC1_ + H_NR» J 2HC1 + % (RP.NR1) (157) 
d.d. n 
( i i ) RPC1_ + (Me,Si)_NR' — > 2Me,SiCl + 1/n (RP.NR1) (158) 
d. 5 d. 5 n 
( i i i ) R2PG13 + NHjCl — > kEGl + 1/n (R 2P.N) n (155,156) 
( i v ) SC12 + NHj — » NHjCl + 1A (SN)^ (1b) 
b) Reaction between phosphorus halides and a source of l a b i l e 
nitrogen, e.g.: 
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( i ) R^ PX + MNj > 1/n (NPR2>n + MX + N £ (150-152) 
( i i ) PC15 + SjN^ — > 1>6(NPCl 2) n etc. (153-155) 
c) Controlled halogenation of n i t r i d e s , e.g.: 
( i ) PN + C l 0 — > 1/n (NPClJ (159) 
c. d. n 
( i i ) S ^ + 2C1 2 > % (NSC1) (1b) 
d) Pyrolysis of amides, e.g. 
3S0 2(NH 2) 2 —» (NH^.HSOg) (160, 161) 
e) Pyrolysis of compounds of the type X^ PsNSOgY, with elimination 
of POX, to give (NSOY) . 3 n 
Very many examples are known which i l l u s t r a t e the importance of the f i r s t 
four methods, but the Kirsanov procedure^^ f o r the preparation of 
sulphanuric chloride i s the only example of method ( e ) . 
C1,PNS0.C1 > P0C1, + (NSOCl), 
3 d 3 3 
The aim of t h i s section of the research programme was to investigate 
whether t h i s route could be readily adapted f o r the preparation of cycl i c 
molecules containing three elements, S, N and Z. I t was f e l t that 
compounds HgN-Z-SO^ H should i n general react with PCl^ to give the 
trichlorophosphazo compound CljP=N-Z-S02Cl and, i f the group Z i s i n e r t , 
such compounds should pyrolyse i n either (or both) of the following 
ways: 
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C1_P=N-Z-SCLC1 * P0C1_ + (=N-Z-S(0)C1=) 
? ^ 5 n 
C1,P=N-Z-S0_C1 • S0_C1„ + (-C1JP=N-Z-) 
3 2 2 2 2 n 
I n either case a useful synthetic route would be established. 
Aminomethylenesulphonic acid (R^NCH^SO^H), i s one of the simplest 
and most accessible compounds of the type H^ N-Z-SO^ H, and moreover, 
amines and acid amides, SNH^ , RCONR^ i RSO^ NH^  are a l l known to give 
trichlorophosphazo derivatives with PCl^. Consequently the reaction 
between R^ NCH^ SO^ H PCI^ was chosen as a s t a r t i n g point f o r t h i s work. 
Phosphorus pentachloride reacts with aminomethylenesulphonic acid i n 
ref l u x i n g CCl^ to give a white c r y s t a l l i n e compound of empirical formula 
CgH^Nj^Cl^O^. Hydrogen chloride i s evolved during the reaction and 
can be measured by dissolving the gas i n standard sodium hydroxide and 
t i t r a t i n g against standard hydrochloric acid. I n the case of the reaction 
of a l l other amines or acid amides with PCl^ the simple t r i c h l o r o -
phosphazo compound can be isolated, i n t h i s case no evidence f o r i t s 
presence was detected and the high-chlorine containing product which i s 
formed suggests a more vigorous and deep seated reaction has occurred. 
The reaction was carried out using an excess of aminomethylene 
sulphonic acid to ensure that a l l the PCl^ reacted. The residual acid 
was recovered from the reaction mixture and i n t h i s way the stoichiometry 
of the reaction was deduced. I t was found that the r a t i o of PCI,, to 
NR^CH^SOyi involved i n the reaction was 3*85 to 1. Comparison of t h i s 
with the reaction between ^ NSO^H and PC1,_ shows that approximately twice 
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as much PCl^. enters i n t o the reaction i n t h i s case. I t i s obvious that 
more PC1_ than i s necessary for the conversion of the acid to the 
trichlorophosphazo derivative i s involved and that therefore a completely 
d i f f e r e n t type of reaction mechanism i s involved. I t i s possible that 
the trichlorophosphazo derivative i s formed, but rapidly undergoes 
further reaction. Measurement of the hydrogen chloride evolved showed 
that 2*99 moles were obtained f o r every mole of acid present. Phosphorus 
oxychloride was formed i n the reaction and condensed on a cold finger. 
That the compound obtained contains no sulphur i s rather curious and 
disconcerting, since the sulphur must have been l o s t from the reaction 
vessel i n the form of S0 2, SO^ , S0 2C1 2 or S0C12. This i n turn means that 
the calculation of the amount of HC1 evolved i s i n error. The curious 
empirical formula obtained f o r the product from the analysis figures 
would suggest that a highly chlorinated compound has been formed. I t 
can be assumed that both the amino and sulphonic acid ends of the 
molecule have reacted with PCl^, but that the CIL, group has remained 
i n t a c t . I n spite of the fact that the reaction i s d i f f e r e n t and more 
complicated than any other reaction between PCl^ and amines or acid 
amides i t was decided to pyrolyse the product i n the hope that simpler 
molecules may be formed as a r e s u l t . 
Pyrolysis of the compound CgL^j^Cl^Cv, gave a f l u f f y white 
sublimate at k0° and a viscous black t a r r y residue when heated above 1 4 0 ° . 
The sublimate contained carbon, hydrogen, chlorine, nitrogen and 
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phosphorus, but analysis figures on the compound were t o t a l l y i r -
reproducible 
I t may well be that i n the case of I^NCI^SO^H, the N-C and N-S bonds 
are broken by the vigorous action of PCl^; the evidence would suggest 
that t h i s i s certainly true i n the case of the N-S bond. Since the 
reaction can be regarded as a conversion to the acid chloride followed 
by dehydration, i t was decided to repeat the reaction using S0C12 
instead of PClj.. The following reactions might be expected to occur: 
(i) HgNCHgSO^ + S0C12 > H2NCH2S02C1 + HCl + S0 2 
( i i ) H2NCH2S02C1 + soci 2 ) 0=S=NCH2S02C1 + 2HC1 
( i i i ) H2NCH2S02C1 + soci 2 ) C10SNHCH2S02C1 + HCl 
( i v ) H2NCH2S02C1 + soci 2 * (=NCHoS(0)Cl) + HCl + S0_ 
d n d 
The reaction however proved to be as vigorous as that involving PCl^. 
The main product isolated was ammonium chloride, i n d i c a t i n g cleavage of 
the N-C bond. From the nature of the rest of the products, which were 
not isolated, i t would appear quite l i k e l y that complete fragmentation 
of the aminomethylene sulphonic acid molecule occurs. 
F i n a l l y the e f f e c t of heat on the free acid, HgNCH^O^H and on the 
sodium s a l t was investigated. 
At 120° i n vacuo aminomethylene sulphonic acid i s almost t o t a l l y 
converted i n t o a mixture of (NH^)2S0^, CH^ and S0 2. A small quantity 
of CO- i s also evolved. Thermogravimetric analysis of the compound 
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shows that the decomposition i s a slow process which does not proceed 
via any discernable intermediate stages. Simi l a r l y the decomposition of 
the sodium s a l t proceeds analogously at 250°, the main products being 
SC^, SO^ , and a black s o l i d residue containing a high percentage of 
carbon. 
I n conclusion therefore, the reaction between PClj. and H^ NCH^ SO^ H 
does not follow the pattern, 
2PC1C + H_NZS0,H > Cl,PNZS0oCl + 3HC1 + P0C1 
5 ^ 3 3 £ 3 
but results i n the cleavage of the C-S bond and probably the N-C bond as 
we l l . The stoichiometry of the reaction suggests a very complex reaction 
which results i n the formation of the compound/mixture of empirical 
formula CgH^Nj^Cl^Cv,. The use of the reaction between PC1,_ and 
HgNGH^ SO^ H as a route to cyclic sulphur-nitrogen-carbon molecules must 
therefore be ruled out f o r the p a r t i c u l a r reaction conditions 
investigated. Further, the use of the reaction between S0C12 and 
H2NCH2S05H and the pyrolysis of H^CH^O^H or H^CH^O^a would seem to 
be l i m i t e d to the production of ammonium s a l t s by novel routes. 
Infrared spectrum of H.NCHLSCLH. 
d- d. 5 
The i n f r a r e d spectrum of H^ NCI^ SO^ H i s reported i n Table 13. 
Comparison of the spectrum with that of sulphamic acid shows many 
s i m i l a r i t i e s which can be a t t r i b u t e d to the v i b r a t i o n a l modes involving 
the H_N- and -SO H groups. Aminomethylene sulphonic acid may exist i n £ 3 
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CHJSO the s o l i d state either as a zwitter ion, H^CjXy ^, or as the molecular 
form H^&^SO^H. The observed infrare d spectrum can be s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
explained i n terms of the former, and indeed by comparison with sulphamic 
acid t h i s i s to be expected. The zwitter ion form should have no 
-1 
hydrogen modes below about 1000 cm. and should have a broad intense 
absorption band i n the low frequency N-H stretching region as does f o r 
+ + + 
example CH^ NH^ , NH^ OH and NH^H^. The molecular form would give a 
spectrum with a sharper and higher frequency N-H stretching bands, NH^ 
-1 
deformations below 1000 cm. , an OH stretching mode at higher frequency 
than the N-H stretching mode and an OH bending mode. 
Tentative assignments are given i n Table 13 with the frequency of 
similar absorptions i n the spectrum of H„NS0 H i n brackets. 
example _  and N  
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Table 13 
Infrared Spectrum of I^ NCI^ SO^ H 
frequency (cm. ) assignment 
3209m(sh) asym. NH* stretch (3200) 
3158s sym. NH* stretch (31^0) 
3030s 
2970m syra. stretch 





1510s asym. NH* deformation 05*f2) 
l¥f9w sym. NH* deformation d*f*f6) 
1316m asym. S0~ stretch (1312) 
123*fs sym. S0~ stretch (1262) 
1197s(sh) 
1172s sym. C-N stretch 
1075s 
1053s sym. S0~ deformation (106*0 3 





525s asym. S0~ deformation (526) 
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The reaction between sulphur monochloride and certain azomethines. 
The aim of this section of the research programme was to synthesise 
acyclic sulphur-nitrogen-carbon compounds for use as chelating agents 
for metal halides or organometallic compounds. I t v/as also hoped to 
obtain infrared data which would assist i n vibrational assignments for 
other sulphur-nitrogen compounds. I t was decided that a useful type of 
ligand would be R2C=N-S-S-N=CR2 since reaction of this with metal 
halides or organometallic compounds may lead to compounds containing 
a) sulphur-sulphur bonds, b) sulphur-nitrogen-metal bonds and c) R 
groups of which many variations are possible. 
e.g. R C=NS2N=CR + MX n 
R~C=N 2/ \ Y 
X H n r 
R_G=N '2 






tion between diphenylketimine and was therefore investigated 
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Diphenylketimine reacts with S^Ci^ i n hexane at -?8° to give 
diphenylketimine hydrochloride and sulphur. The formation of HC1 
therefore, from the i n i t i a l reaction between Pl^ CNH and S 2C1 2 only 
serves to convert the diphenylketimine to the hydrochloride and does 
not result i n the formation of an N-S bond. The reaction between 
S2 C 12 5 1 1 ( 1 P h 2 C = N L ^ w a s t h e r e ^ o r e investigated next. 
Ph^CsNLi i s easily prepared by the reaction of methyl lithium with 
diphenylketimine at room temperature:^^ 
Ph2G=NH + CH^Li — > Ph2C=NLi + CH^  
Diphenylketiminolithium was found to react with S2C12 a t t o s ^ v e 
LiCl and bis diphenylketimine disulphide, Ph2C=N-S-S-N=CPh2. 
2Ph2C=NLi + S 2C1 2 — > (Ph2C=N)2S2 + 2LiCl 
The analogous reaction between tetramethylguanidinolithium and S 2C1 2 
was also carried out, but this was found to lead to the formation of 
the azome thine sulphur chloride, (MegN^CsNSCl. 
One cannot say with any certainty why the disulphide should not 
be formed i n this case. I t would appear that the intermediate 
(Me2N)2C=NS2C1 i s unstable and decomposes to (Me2N)2C=NSCl and sulphur. 
I t may well be that the alkyl derivatives R2C=NS2C1 are i n t r i s i c a l l y 
unstable with respect to R2C=NSC1 and sulphur, but that the 
introduction of phenyl groups lends a measure of s t a b i l i t y to the system 
iff 
Similar effects have been observed i n compounds of the type RSNSNSR. 
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Thus i t has been possible to synthesise compounds of the type 
R^CsN-S-S-NsCR^ where R = phenyl, but not when R = Me^ N, by the reaction 
between R^CsNLi and S 2C1 2. 
Bis-diphenyIketimine disulphide, (Ph2C=N)2S2, i s a white micro-
crystalline solid, m.p. 152° which i s soluble i n most organic solvents 
and can be recrystallised from diethyl ether. The use of this compound 
as a ligand i n reactions with metal halides or organometallic compounds 
has not yet been investigated since other reactions described i n section 
(c) were thought to be more important and interesting. 
A study of the infrared spectrum has resulted i n the assignment 
of a broad weak band centred at 459 cm. to the sulphur-sulphur 
stretching vibration. This compares with the values 495-520 cm. , 
—1 —1 —1 450-500 cm. , 480-^90 cm. and 418-448 cm. i n compounds of the 
type R 2 S 2 , 1 6 2 " 1 6 ^ RS nX, 1 6 5 (MelO^S 1 6 6 and RN(S) nNR 1 6 7 respectively. 
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b) New routes to Sulphur-nitrogen compounds. 
The following types of reactions were considered as a basis for 
possible new routes to cyclic sulphur-nitrogen compounds: 
(1) Condensation reactions (a) with elimination of ^ 0 , CI>2 or H2S 
(b) using Byj.SOCT,, as a dehydrating agent, 
(2) Reactions involving S^ I^ O^ o 
(3) Reactions involving S-^Cl^. 
(1a) Condensation reactions with elimination of H^ O, C02 or H^ S. 
The aim of this section of the research programme was to study 
the reactions between readily available materials from which i t might 
be possible to eliminate H20, C02 or H2S to give new sulphur-nitrogen 
compounds. 
The reaction between sulphamide and elemental sulphur was studied 
f i r s t , i n the hope that H2S might be eliminated with the formation of 
(e.g.) 
+ / S ^ 2 ^ 2 NH?IT XS NH ^NH 
or 
Sv. ^NNH! S S 
x s o 2 ^ S ^ 
No reaction was found to occur below 300°, and indeed sulphur and 
sulphamide were found to be immiscible i n the liq u i d phase. Heating 
above 300° only resulted i n the sublimation of the sulphur and 
decomposition of the sulphamide. 
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The condensation reactions of ketones with organic amines are well 
established. Similarly the reactions between sulphoxides and iso-
cyanates have been studied, and condensation reactions have been found 
to occur. 
e.g. 02S(NC0)2 + 0SMe2 } 02S(N=SMe2)2 + 2C02 
C1S02NC0 + 0SMe2 > ClS02N=SMe2 + C02 
I t was therefore decided to try the reaction between sulphoxides and 
amines as a possible synthetic route. 
I t was found that dimethyl sulphoxide does not react with p-
nitroaniline i n refluxing absolute alcohol. The reaction between 
dimethyl sulphoxide and sulphamide was then studied, i n the hope that 
H20 might be more easily eliminated than with organic amines. The 
reaction sequence could be envisaged as follows: 
S0 2(NH 2) 2 + 0SMe2 — » H2NS02N=SMe2 + H20 
H2NS02NSMe2 + 0SMe2 > 02S(N=SMe2>2 + H20 
Heating sulphamide i n refluxing dimethyl sulphoxide however, resulted 
i n the formation of ammonium sulphate. I t i s conceivable that this i s 
formed as a reaction product: 
(H 2N) 2S0 2 + Me2S0 ; * H^IS0^l=SMe2 + H20 
(H„N)nS0o + H„0 i lyiSO^NH^ 2 '2 2 2 
HJISO^IH^ + H20 » (NH^SO^ 
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The reaction was repeated many times under various conditions, but no 
other product was obtained. One i s led to the conclusion that i f a 
condensation reaction does occur, then the H^ O formed immediately 
hydrolyses the product and an equilibrium i s set up: 
Me2S0 + (NH 2) 2S0 2 i = L ^ 0 + H2NS02N=SMe2 
Attempts were then made to remove the water as i t was formed and thus 
displace the equilibrium i n favour of the formation of I^ NSO^ sSMe., 
by using cone, sulphuric acid. This had l i t t l e effect, and at this 
stage the reaction was abandoned. 
Finally the reaction between phenyl isocyanate and dimethyl 
sulphoxide was carried out. I t was thought that the probable product 
would be triphenyl cyanurate, but there seemed a possibility that CO,, 
might be evolved with the formation of PhN=SMe2. I t was found however 
that dimethyl sulphoxide did cause the phenyl isocyanate to trimerise. 
Me SO 
3PhNC0 — > (PhNCO)_ 
Hence the condensation reactions of dimethyl sulphoxide with 
sulphamide, p-nitroaniline and phenyl isocyanate, and the reaction 
between sulphur and sulphamide do not give rise to new sulphur-nitrogen 
compounds under the conditions investigated. The reaction between 
sulphamide and dimethyl sulphoxide may however deserve further 
investigation. 
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(1b) Condensation reactions using R^ N.SOC^  as a dehydrating agent. 
The reactions of tertiary amines with thionyl chloride were 
studied for two reasons. First the reaction between NH^  and S0C12 i s 
reported to give a yellow solid of unknown composition which acts 
169*"172 
as a very good dehydrating agent. The NH^ -SOCl^  complex i s 
however rather unstable and decomposes to sulphur, ammonium chloride, 
170 
sulphate and sulphamate. I t was hoped that the reaction between 
SOCI2 and tertiary amines would lead to more stable compounds which 
would be of greater use as dehydrating agents© 
Secondly, the reactions were undertaken as a preliminary study 
of the ava i l a b i l i t y of sulphur (IV) as an acceptor site i n the 
formation of adducts. 
Numerous phosphorus (V) adducts are known (e.g. Me^ N.PF^ , 
MeCN.PF^ ) and i n the phosphonitrilic halides, (NPX^^ appreciable 
d - p bonding occurs. This i s probably pa r t i a l l y replaced by 
71 71 
external d donation to phosphorus on adding a strong base e.g. 
178 
pyridine. Sulphur (VI) compounds, e.g. S0^ and S0 2C1 2 similarly 
form adducts by acting as Lewis acids to a wide variety of bases. 
The sulphur-nitrogen compound isoelectronic with (NPCl,,)^, a _ 
102 
sulphanuric chloride, also readily forms adducts, again suggesting 
that the ring d^ - p^ bonding can be par t i a l l y replaced by external 
a bonds. The formation of d - p bonding i n the phosphonitrilic and 
I t TI 
sulphanuric halides i s accompanied by slight angle widening at 
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nitrogen above the expected 120°„ The wide nitrogen angle i n the 
sulphur (IV) ring compound (NSCl)^ might suggest therefore that unless 
l a t t i c e forces are solely responsible, 7t-bonding i s also present here 
and that i t may be possible to form adducts of (NSCl)^ similar to 
those of (NPG12)5 and (NSOCl)^. 
The synthesis of sulphur (IV) adducts with regard to this thesis 
i s mainly on account of their possible use as dehydrating agents (with 
a view to the synthesis of new sulphur-nitrogen compounds); but the 
possibility of the formation of sulphur (IV) adducts with Lev/is bases 
i s a subject of wider importance, and a more detailed study of base 
adducts with sulphur oxyhalides and with cyclic sulphur-nitrogen 
102 
compounds has been made by Banister and Moore. 
Whilst several adducts of SeOCl2 (e.g. 2C^H^N.SeOCl2, 
CH^CN.SeOCip177 and S02 (e.g. Me^l.SO^ Et^N.SO^176 are known, 
only one adduct of thionyl chloride has been reported; viz Me^.S0Cl2. 
173 
Schenk and Steudel have reported the preparation of the 
adduct Me^N.S0Cl2 from Me^ and S0C12 at - 3 0 ° , and i t was therefore 
decided to repeat this work before attempting to synthesise further 
adducts of the type E^I.S0C12. 
Following the procedure of Schenk and Steudel, thionyl chloride 
was added to a solution of trimethylamine i n chloroform at - 3 0 ° . 
No compound analysing to Me^I.S0Cl2 was obtained from the reaction 
even after repeating the preparation many times. Instead, a white 
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solid of inconstant composition was obtained. This decomposed a) 
above - 30° , b) on removal of solvent and c) i n excess thionyl chloride. 
(Schenk and Steudel report that Me^ N.SOCl^  sublimes unchanged at - 2 0 ° ) . 
The reaction was also carried out i n hexane, ether and i n the gas 
phase but i n a l l cases no adduct was obtained. In the gas phase 
reaction colourless crystals were obtained i n excess thionyl chloride 
vapour but these decomposed to a white powdery material when isolated. 
The reaction between triethylamine and thionyl chloride i n 
chloroform was found to lead to the formation of triethylamine 
hydrochloride, but i n hexane, pentane and petroleum-ether no compound 
was isolated* 
Similarly the reaction between pyridine and thionyl chloride did 
not yield any adduct. The reaction at room temperature i s violent, 
giving highly coloured, e v i l smelling decomposition products; at -78° 
i n hexane a mixture of white and green precipitates was formed which 
decomposed rapidly above - 3 0 ° . 
Hence i t has not been possible to synthesise any SOCl^ adduct of 
MeJJ, EtJI or CJ3_N under the conditions investigated. I t i s d i f f i c u l t 
to explain why the adducts are not formed. On the face of i t a l l the 
conditions necessary for adduct formation would seem to be f u l f i l l e d . 
Sulphur (IV) possesses the necessary ' d' orbitals for accepting up to 
two donor molecules, the co-ordination i s readily increased to six 
and both SO- and SeOCl form adducts. One can postulate that the 
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adduct may i n fact be formed, but with strong Lewis bases such as 
EtjN, Me^ N or pyridine the heat of formation of the adduct i s 
sufficiently large to bring about the decomposition of the donor and 
hence the adduct. Indeed i t has been noted that a l l three reactions 
are very exothermic. Similar reasoning has been used to explain the 
102 
i n s t a b i l i t y of some sulphur (VI) adducts, notably Et^N.SO^C^. I t 
may well be that use of weaker donors such as triphenyl phosphine 
or sulphur (IV) acceptors of higher thermal s t a b i l i t y e.g. SOF^ may 
lead to stable adducts and that further research i n this f i e l d would 
be most useful. 
2) Reactions of Thiodithiazyl dioxide. 
Few reactions of S^H^p^ a r e reported i n the literature; i t reacts 
9k 
with SOj to give an adduct, S^t^^oZSOy which on heating forms S02 
and S^Oy I t also reacts with SbCl,. and TiCl^ to give S^N^.SbCl^ 
95 
and SjN^.2TiCl^ respectively. No mechanism has been suggested for 
the formation of SjN^ adducts from &-^2®2 ^ne T e a c ^ o n ^s 
presumably accompanied by evolution of S02: 
S ^ 2 ° 2 - * S2 N2 + S ° 2 
23^2 + SbCl^ } S^.SbCl^ 
By analogy, S^H^)^ could possibly react with other covalent 
chlorides, leading to loss of S02 and the assimilation of the 
fragment into new ring systems, e.g. 
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N N 
2 + S 2 C 1 2 I + SO, 
N SCL. 
No reaction was found to occur however with either S^Cl^ or 
SOCLjo The reaction with chlorine gave S^N^Cl and a dark coloured 
residue which probably contained further sulphur-nitrogen compounds 
which were not isolated. 
SjN2^2 w a s ^ o u n^ n o ^ *° r e a c " t with pyridine or bipyridyl. With 
ox<i>£ 
triphenyl phosphine, reaction occurred to give triphenyl phosphine^and 
probably S^ N,,. 
Although S^N2^ 2 m a y ^ e regarded as the di-N-sulphinylamine of 
sulphur,S(N=8=0)2» i t does not undergo the characteristic reactions 












CHPh S CHPh y \ / \ / \ 
CH N N CH 
CH / S . Sv. „CH 
X CHPh 0 0 CHPh 
S^^Og therefore appears to be rather chemically inert. The 
only reactions i t has been found to undergo appears to be those i n 
which the molecule breaks up to give an S2N2 unit which then reacts. 
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3) Reactions of Thiodithiazyl dichlorideo 
A study of the reactions of thiodithiazyl dichloride, S^^Cl^, 
25 
has recently been made i n these laboratories. Here, a further 
reaction i s reported. 
S^N2C12 r e a c ^ s wit* 1 thionyl chloride at 60° to give t h i o t r i -
thiazyl chloride and a dark red tarry solid. The conversion of 
+ + 
S^ N^ Cl to S^ N^  could be of great significance since i t represents a 
simple route from a five membered sulphur-nitrogen ring to a seven 
membered ring. The mechanism of the reaction must be rather complex 
and may involve the four stages: cleavage of the S-Cl bond i n the 
S^N2C1+ cation, the cleavage of the S^ N., ring, introduction of SN 
and ring closure. I t i s possible hov/ever that chlorine may be removed 
attached to sulphur to give S,^ ,, a n d S C 1 1 1 1 1 1 t s? reaction of S2N2 with 
S0C12 would then give S^N^Cl. 
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c) Sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 
Less than sixty sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds (including organic 
derivatives) are at present known, (see pp. 29-39)• Four main synthetic 
routes are available for the preparation of these compounds: a) reaction 
of S^^.2NE^ with metal salts, b) reaction of S^ N^ H^  with metal salts, 
c) reaction of S^ IVIH with metal salts and d) reaction of S^ N^  with metal 
halides i n various solventso 
Routes a), b) and c) are well defined, i n that similar products are 
obtained i n each case, under a variety of conditions. The products 
obtained by using method d) however seem to depend largely on the solvent 
used. Group V I I I metal halides react with SjN^ i n ethyl alcohol to give 
compounds of the type MeH^N^, MeHS^ N or Me 2 sgN 2 (where Me - metal) J o 6 ' 1 1 5 
In dimethylformamide, compounds of the type S^ N^ CuX,, have been prepared by 
120 
reaction of S^ N^  with copper halides. The adducts S^ N^ .BF^ , S^N^SbCl^, 
118 
SjN^.BCl^ and S^ N^ .BCl^ .SbCl,. have been prepared i n methylene chloride 
and several adducts S^ N^ .MC^  have been prepared i n chloroform, benzene, 
toluene or hexane.^^'''^'''''7 The reaction between S^ N^  and Se 2Cl 2 
i n thionyl chloride i s reported to give the compound S2N2SeCl^. 
I t was decided to use the reaction between SjN^ metal halides 
i n thionyl chloride as a possible synthetic route to new cyclic sulphur-
nitrogen-metal compounds i n view of the curious odd-electron structure ( I ) 
4-1 






( I ) 
Since i t i s possible for this compound to be formed either by the reaction 
of SjN^ with S e 2 G 1 2 i n S 0 C 1 2 ' o r b v reaction of Se 2Cl 2 with some product 
of the reaction between S^ N^  and S0C1,, ( i f any), two preliminary 
investigations were carried out before embarking on the reactions of 
S^ N^  with metal halides i n thionyl chloride. The reaction of S^ N^  with 
S0C12 was investigated and the reaction of S^ N^  with Se 2Cl 2 i n S0C12 
reported by Garcia-Fernandez v/as repeated. 
This section i s therefore divided into four parts: 
i ) The reaction of S^ N^  with S0C12, 
i i ) The reaction between S^ N^  and Se 2Cl 2 i n S0C12, 
i i i ) The reaction between SjN^ and metal halides i n SOCl,,, 
and iv) The reaction between S^N^-metal halide adducts and S0C12. 
i ) The reaction of S^ N^  with S0C12. 
The reaction between tetrasulphur tetranitride and thionyl chloride 
at room temperature resulted i n the formation of S^ N^ Cl and &-^^2' 
Although the reaction gives rise to only two products, the mechanism may 
well be very complex. 
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Tetrasulphur tetranitride probably exists i n thionyl chloride i n the 
form of sulphur nitrogen fragments, SN, °r S3^3 a S v / e 1 1 a s SlfN2f 
moleculeso I t i s also possible that S^ N^  may ionize i n SOCl^, e.g. to 
give S^ N^ +SN . This i s suggested by the rapid rise i n conductance of 
thionyl chloride on adding S^ N^ ; (this could however be due to S^N^Cl" 
i n solution before precipitation begins.) 
Thionyl chloride can also provide a number of reactive species. 
Fir s t by ionization to give S0G1+ and SOCl~j 
3S0C1,.-^=L S0C1+ + SOCl" 
3 
secondly by decomposition: 
2SOCI 2I=L so 2 + s c i 2 -F=L so 2 + £s2ci2 + ^Cl 
This reaction occurs slowly at the boiling point and i s probably the 
reaction which results i n the production of a yellow colour on standing 
at room temperature. 
Given that both S^ N^  and S0C12 can provide such reactive species, 
a large number of i n i t i a l reactions can be envisaged. Nevertheless three 
reaction routes (A, B and C) seem quite l i k e l y : 
A. S02, S 2C1 2 and C l 2 a l l react with S^ N^  i n inert solvents to give 
S^ I2°2' S 4 N 3 G 1 a n d ^ N S C 1 ^3 respectively. 
(i) S^/N^  + S02 » S f z ° z (92) 
( i i ) j j s ^ + &2.C12 » S 4 N 3 C 1 ( 2 5 ) 
( i i i ) 3rS^k + C l 2 > 2NSC1 » |(NSC1) (19) 
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I t i s therefore possible that SOCl^ reacts with S^ N^  as i f i t were a 
mixture of these three breakdown products without any of SC^j S^Gl^ or 
Cl^ being formed as such. No (NSCl)^ was isolated from the reaction 
however and so any postulated mechanism which involves the production 
of chlorine must be viewed with some caution. I t could be that (NSCl)^ 
i s i n fact formed but reacts with S0C12 to give S^ N^ Cl ((NSCl)^ reacts 
with S,,C12 for example to give S^N^Cl) or i s liberated i n the form 
of gaseous NSC1. The most obvious reaction mechanisms which can be 
suggested do involve at some stage the liberation of some chlorine-rich 
species. I n fact, without the escape of such a species from the reaction 
vessel, no equation can be made to 'balance1 for this reaction. The 
liberation of chlorine or NSC1 gas would however be more feasible than 
postulating the existence of some other product which was not isolated. 
No evidence for any other product i n the solid or li q u i d phases was 
obtained even after careful scrutiny of the infrared and mass spectra of 
the products. 
B. SjN^ reacts with EtO.SOCl to form EtO.SO.NS which disproportionate 
on d i s t i l l a t i o n to give OS(NS)2 and (Et0)2S0. Analogously therefore, 
S^ N^  may react with S0C12 to give C1S0.NS. (For a balanced reaction one 
also anticipates the formation of NSCl) . Rearrangement of C1S0.NS could 
produce C1S-NS0 which on disproportionation gives S>^^>^ and SC12« 
C1+-S-N=S=0 
i 
2CIS.NSO — * ;„.i+ ) s c i 2 + s ^ i 2 o 2 
Cl-S uN=S=0 
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The SC12 i s then available for reaction with S^ N^  to give S^ N^ Cl as i n 
A above. 
C. Thionyl chloride may also react with for example S^2.° R e a c t i n g 
as a Lewis base, i t may give rise to the as-yet unknown intermediate 
S2N20: 
soci 2 + DS 2N 2] » C12S=0—» S=N-SHN 
CI 2S + [0=S=N-S2N] f c i 2 s 0=S=N-SBN 
I f S2N20 exists as an intermediate, then several possible steps are 
possible for i t s conversion to s ^ 2 ° 2 ° h a S b e e n s n o w n ^ s e e P»1°9) 
that S_N 0 i s a poor acceptor, and one can assume a similar behaviour 3 2 2 
i n S2N20. Thionyl chloride may, therefore, now reverse i t s i n i t i a l 
role and act as a Lewis acid i n the second stage: 
[S2N20] + S0C12 f 0=S=N-S=N—» S0C12 
0=S=N-S-N=S=0 + C l 2 < 0=S=N-S£N-S0C12 
C 1 2 + ^ S/fNif f 2 N S C 1 
One can say no more than that these mechanisms are possible and feasible. 
A further study of the S.N,-S0C1- reaction could lead to more 
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positive evidence of the actual species involved. The reactions between 
a) NSC1 and S0C12 and b) (NSCl)^ and S0C12 should be carried out, and i f 
the reaction between S^ N^  and SOCl^ were followed conductimetrically i t 
may be possible to say with more certainty whether species of the type 
S^ N^  are present. I f S^f^ exists i n solution (and there i s no reason 
why SjN^ should not exist as t r i t h i a z y l thionitrosyl i n a polar solvent), 
then i t may be possible to isolate one of i t s salts. ^^J^ represents a 
very important 'gap1 i n sulphur-nitrogen chemistry. The five and seven 
membered cyclic cations are known but S^ N^ , which should be highly 
symmetrical and delocalised, i s not. 
( i i ) Reaction between S^ N^  and S e 2 c i 2 i n S 0 C 1 2 * 
k2 
Garcia-Fernandez has described the reaction between diselenium 
dichloride and tetrasulphur tetranitride i n thionyl chloride solution. 
The precipitated product, after washing i n CCl^, analysed as SeS2N2Cl^ 
and a monomeric (and therefore odd-electron structure ( i ) was proposed). 
C1H SCI 
I I I 
CIS. ^SeCl 
NCI 
( I ) 
Following the experimental procedure of Garcia-Fernandez we were 
unable to obtain selenium dithiazyl pentachloride. Analysis and infrared 
spectrum of the insoluble reaction product indicated that i t was a 
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mixture of t h i o t r i t h i a z y l chloride S^N^Cl, and a compound of empirical 
formula SeS^N^Cl^i which could be re crystallised from formic acid. 
The infrared spectrum of recrystallised (SeS^^l^) i s very 
similar to that of [S^N^]+C1 , (see Fig. 7) and so two of the most 
li k e l y structures are: 
(S iN 5) +(Cl 2SeNSeCl 2)" (SeS^J ) j5eCl|" 
I I I I I 
On the basis of analogy with existing compounds, I I I i s more l i k e l y than 
I I . The anion (Cl^SeNSeCl^) i s unknown i n other compounds. Hexachloro-
selenates on the other hand are well known and the as yet unknown 
selenotrithiazyl cation i s analogous to the t h i o t r i t h i a z y l cation. The 
structure of the selenotrithiazyl cation may be postulated as a seven 











I l i a I l l b 
The infrared spectrum of the compound i s consistent with either 
structure I l i a - or I l l b , and i s compared with the infrared spectrum 
of S^ N^ Cl i n Figure 7 and Table 1*f. 
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The strong band which occurs i n the spectrum of ^ S e S 2 ^ 2 C 1 2^n a t 
-1 + 
951 cm. and which i s absent from the spectrum of S.N, i s probably 
«f 3 
due to the presence of a selenium-nitrogen bond. (S-N and S=N 
stretching vibrations generally absorb i n the regions 680-930 cm. and 
—1 7 179 + —1 1280-1500 cm. The band i n S ^ which occurs at 590 cm. i s 
replaced i n (SeS^NgCl^)^ by one at 578 cm. and the l a t t e r may contain 
contributions from an Se-S stretching mode. (S-S stretching modes 
—1 179 
generally occur between 320 and 67O cm. ) . I t i s probable that 
most absorptions i n the spectra of both S,N,C1 and (SeS_N_Cl_) 
4 j d d d n 
result from overall ring modes and not from individual localised 
vibrations. Absorptions i n the far infrared at 303 1 281, 254 and 212 cm. 
181 182 
a l l f a l l within the ranges suggested ' for vge_Q^ ^ "n ^ e2^"'"6 
SeClg". 
In the formation of (SeS_N_Cl ) , Se_Cl^ reacts with S,N, dissolved 
2 2 2 n 2 2 <f 4 
i n SOCl^. I t has been established however that Se 2Cl 2 readily 
chlorinates S^ N^  i n CCl^ solution with the formation of S^ N^ Cl and 
/i2 
elemental selenium, and that S^ N^  reacts with SOClg to give S^ N^ Cl 
and S^N.,02 ^ s e e previous section). I t i s therefore possible that the 
Se**2^2^2 m a ^ ^ 6 ^ o r m e < * ^ r o m ^ e2^^2 ^  reaction of one or more of: 
SjN^, S^N^Cl, S^N202, some intermediate not isolated i n the S^ N^ -SOC^  
reaction or an intermediate i n the S^N^-Se2Cl2 (chlorination) reaction. 
The last possibility i s unlikely since no elemental selenium was found 
i n the reaction product. In separate reactions, thionyl chloride 
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solutions of S^N^Cl and S^N^g were found not to react with Se^C^J the 
former contrasts with the reaction between S^N^Cl and SeCl^ which i s 
reported to give a low yield of the 'selenium dithiazyl pentachloride'. 
The selenium compound i s precipitated immediately on mixing the thionyl 
chloride solutions of Se^il^ and S^ N^  and so the slow formation of 
SjN^Cl i n the S^ N^ -SOCl^  reaction may be a further indication that 
SiN,Cl i s not involved i n the formation of the selenium compound. We 
therefore conclude that the (SeS 2N 2Cl 2) n i s probably formed by the 
reaction of the Se 2Cl 2 with S^ N^  or (SN)x fragments formed i n the thionyl 
chloride solution and that the two products SjN^Cl and ( S e S 2 N 2 C 1 2 ^ n a r e 
formed independently and simultaneously. 
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Table 14 
Infrared spectra of S,N,C1 and (SeS_N^ClJ 
4 3 2 2 2 n 
S.N,C1 (SeS_N_Cl_) 4 3 2 2 2 n 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (a) 
1160VS 1159s 1163s 1171vs 
1125w 1125w 
1102vw 
993vs 999vs 998vs 1008VS 
951 vs 
723w 717s 722w 




608w 6o6w 609w(sh) 
590vw 578w 
565s 565s 561s 562s 
555w(sh) 555m(sh) 
463s 46?s 466s 463s 
451s 450s 451s 
330s 336m 317m 330m 
324m 
312w(sh) 312w(sh) 303ra 
28lw 
254w 
249m 250m 24?w 
227w 226w 227w 
212m 208w 212m 
(a) This work, (b) spectrum obtained by Dr. B.P. Straughan 
(University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne) on an E.I.I.C. Fourier spectro-
photometer (FS520) with a Melinex beam divider. 
x 
(c) 0. Glemser and E. Wyg^omirski, Chem. Ber., 1961, 94, 1443« 












( i i i ) The reactions between S^ N^  and metal halides i n thionyl chloride. 
I t has been shown that the reaction between S^ N^  and Se^pi^ i n 
thionyl chloride gives rise to the new compound (SeS^N^Cl^)^, and that 
this i s probably selenotrithiazyl hexachloroselenate, (SeS^N^^SeClg. 
The reactions of metal halides, therefore, with S^ N^  i n thionyl chloride 
might be expected to give rise to new sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds, 
and i n particular to new cyclic systems. 
We have studied the reaction of S^ N^  i n thionyl chloride with 
fifteen metal halides or organo substituted metal halides and have shown 
that the empirical formulae of the products obtained can be sub-
divided into five types: (a) SNMeCl , (b) S N MeCl , (c) S_N MeCl , 
(d) S^N^MeClx and (e) other compositions; (Me = metal, x = 1 to 6 ) . 
(a) Compounds of empirical formula SNMeCl^ .. 
Reaction of S^ N^  i n thionyl chloride with MnCl^ and CoCl^ leads to 
the formation of SNMnCl_ and SNCoCl_ respectively. S_N„0 i s also 
d d y d d 
formed as a product of both reactions; no evidence for the formation of 
S^ N^ Cl i s found i n either case. 
Since the oxygen-containing S^N^^ i s f o r m e d » S 0 C l 2 must be 
involved i n the reaction and so for a balanced equation a further chlorine-
containing compound must also be formed (as was the case i n the S^ N^ -SOCl^  
reaction, see p.112). The required chlorine compound may have been 
gaseous CL-, or NSC1 or some chlorine-rich compound which was not 
isolated. In this case i t may well be that SCl^ i s formed. The reaction 
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between S^ N^  and SCI,, has not been reported, and i t i s possible that, 
either they do not react, or that when SCl^ i s formed a l l the S^ N^  has 
reacted. I f ^ C ^ or (NSCl)^ were formed then one would expect S^ N^ Cl 
to be a product of the reaction. 
The reaction may therefore be represented by the equation: 
SjN^ + MeCl2 + 2S0C12 > SNMeClg + ^2°2 + 2 S C 1 2 + ^2 
Both SNMnCl2 and SNCoCl,, are insoluble i n non-polar solvents and 
have melting points greater than 360°. This would suggest that they 
are either ionic or polymeric. Also, they are both insoluble i n SOCl,,, 
whereas most sulphur-nitrogen ionic compounds, e.g. S^ N^ Cl and S^t^pl^, 
are at least sl i g h t l y soluble. The infrared spectra are t o t a l l y 
different from SjN^ and S/N^  adducts, hence considerably reducing the 
likelihood of structures of the type SjN^(MeCl 2) x. The most l i k e l y 
structure would appear to be polymeric, involving S2N2 units and 
chlorine bridges linking MeCl2 groups: 
CI CI 
i I Me-S-N=S=N-Me i I 
CI CI 
Jx 
The mass spectra support a structure of this type, the most 
abundant fragments being MeCl2 and S2N2; the fragments SNCoCl2 and 
S2N2Mn also appear i n the spectra of the Co and Mn compound, respectively. 
The mass spectrum of SNCoCl,, has an unusually abundant peak due to 
chlorine. I t may well be therefore, that on pyrolysis of this compound, 
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chlorine is easily liberated and further sulphur-nitrogen-cobalt 
compounds may result. The pyrolysis of these compounds would therefore 
be worth investigation. 
(b) Compounds of empirical formula SgNgMeCl . 
Compounds of empirical formula S_FLZnCl_, S_N_ZrCl, and S0N_CrCl_ 
2 2 2 2 2 f 2 2 3 
have been prepared by reaction of SjN^ i n thionyl chloride with ZnCl 2, 
ZrCl^ and CrCl^ respectively. 
The compounds S-^ZnCL^ and S2N2ZrCl^ appear to exist as simple 
molecules. This may be because i n these instances a monomeric formula 
gives the metal atom i t s common complex co-ordination number: 
S = N V ,C1 S=N 
Zn and ZrCl. 
N = S CI N = S' 
The mass spectrum of S2N2ZnCl2 strongly supports the structure 
proposed. The species SN, Zn, ZnN, Z n S ' Z n C 1 » Z n S N » ZnCl 2, 
ZnS2N2 and ZnS2N2Cl2 are a l l present and there i s no evidence for 
ZnCl^ or ZnCl^ species. I t i s possible that i n the solid phase a 
certain amount of polymerisation occurs to give the zinc atom a co-
ordination number of six, (this occurs especially i n the case of 
nitrogen containing ligands e.g. Zn(NH^)g+), but on the other hand 
tetrahedral symmetry i s usually preferred, especially i n the halides and 
2-
halo-anions e.g. ZnCl 2 and ZnCl^ . There i s no reason to suppose 
therefore that S.,N2ZnCl2 i s not a simple tetrahedrally co-ordinated 
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compound i n the solid phase. Further work, i s necessary to establish 
the structure definitely. 
The mass spectrum of S2N2ZrCl^ shows only a few species, the most 
abundant being SN and ZrSN. The compound has a low melting point (132°) 
and i t i s quite l i k e l y that the mass spectrum i s obtained from discrete 
S2N2ZrCl^ molecules, unlike the chromium compound which probably 
decomposes thermally f i r s t . The low melting point and the absence i n 
the mass spectrum of 2rCl x fragments suggest that i t i s not polymeric 
or ionic. 
The infrared spectrum of S^-jCrCl^ appears more complex than those 
of S2N2ZnCl2 and S^ZrCl^. The melting point i s greater than 360°, 
compared with 132° and 215° for the zirconium and zinc compounds 
respectively. The mass spectrum of SgNgCrCl^ also differs i n character 
from those of the zirconium and zinc compounds; the most abundant 
species i n S^CrCl^ are due to SN, CI, S2N2, CrCl, CrCl 2, CrCl^, 
CrCl^, CrCl,. and CrClg. The CrCl^ g peaks may originate from CrCl^ 
decomposition products, since the chromium co-ordination number i n 
• • 182 solxd CrCl-, i s six. 3 
The high melting point and insolubility indicate that the compound 
i s either ionic or polymeric (or both). With these facts i n mind, we 
propose the following possible structures: 
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( i ) 
N = 
N C} .CI °1 S = N 
M l / \ I S Cr , ^ Cr 
3 CI 0 1 J l N = S 





( i i i ) N-
S N CI CI 
W \ / 
*~ C1~~JfT^~ 0 1 * / r\* polymer 
« S CI CI 
— N 
Structure ( i ) seems to be the most l i k e l y . 
Further work on this compound i s obviously needed before any 
structure can be established with certainty; for instance the visible, 
ultraviolet and far infrared should be studied. The l a t t e r would show 
i f CrClg ions are present. 
The infrared spectra of S^ZnCl^ S^ZrCl^ and S^CrCl are 



















(c) Compounds of empirical formula S^N^MeCl^. 
The reaction between S^ N^  and SbCl^ i n thionyl chloride leads to 
the formation of S^N^SbClg. T n e product which i s l i g h t green i s soluble 
i n benzene giving a red solution, from which the compound may be 
recrystallised. The compound decomposes on pumping down at room 
temperature to give a yellow solid which on standing under nitrogen 
reverts to green S^N^SbClg after a few hours. 
The infrared spectrum i s relatively simple compared with the other 
sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds prepared and this may indicate a high 
degree of symmetry. The mass spectrum contains major peaks due to the 
species SN, Sb, SbCl, SbCl2, SbCl^ and SbCl^. A simple structure 
S^N^+SbClg, therefore, would seem most l i k e l y for this compound. 
I t has already been suggested (see p.113) that S^ N^  may exist i n 
thionyl chloride as S^ N*SN , and a large anion such as SbClg may 
stabilize the S^N^ cation sufficiently to form salts. would be a 
highly symmetrical and delocalised cyclic cation: 
N + N <? 1 || + |f 4 » I + ll 
The infrared spectrum shows a single strong absorption i n the 
—1 + + 
region expected for S=N, at 9^2 cm. The cations S^ N^  and S ^ C l 
each have two strong absorptions i n this region at 1160 and 998 cm. , 
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and 1014 and 935 cm, respectively. The average values of these 
stretching frequencies for S.N* (1072 cm."1) and S_N_C1+ (97k»5 cm."1) 
* 3 3 2 
and their respective average S-N bond distances (1«55A and 1»59A), f i t 
n 
quite closely the relationship which has been established between 
stretching frequency and bond length: (see Figure 9). 
dSN = v [ / f 8 3 + 1 , ° 9 9 v 3 
where dg N = sulphur-nitrogen bond length i n Angstroms and v = 
-1 
stretching frequency i n cm. 
Since only one strong absorption appears i n the same region i n the 
spectrum of S^N^SbClg, the average value of the symmetric and asymmetric 
stretching frequencies cannot be used, but the frequency of the one 
absorption which does appear predicts a value of 1»60A for the S-N 
bond length i n S^ N^ ; this compares favourably with the values 1»59A and 
1«55A for SjN* and S^Cl*. 
I f the proposed structure (D^) i s correct, then the absorption 
which appears w i l l be an asymmetric stretching mode. The t o t a l l y 
-mas wtukKj 
symmetric stretching modej^ahaula bejinfrared inactive for a planar 
molecule, but should appear i n the Raman spectrum. A study of the 
Raman spectrum therefore should prove most useful. 
In the far infrared a strong wide band appears centred at 3^ 1 cm. 
-1 -1 
t l i i s compares with the absorptions reported at 3^9 cm. and 337 cm. 
for i n K+SbClg and NH^SbClg respectively, 1 1^ and supports the mass 
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s p e c t r a l evidence f o r the presence of the SbClg i o n . A f u r t h e r 
absorption i s t o be expected near 1 8 1 cra0 due t o v^. The i n f r a r e d 
spectrum i s shown i n F i g u r e 1 0 o 
F I G U R E 9 
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d) Compounds of e m p i r i c a l formula SjNjMeCl 
The compounds S^N^HgClg and S^N^NiCl have been synthesised by the 
r e a c t i o n of S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e w i t h HgCl 2 and N i C l 2 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
The formation of S^N^NiCl i s a l s o accompanied by form a t i o n of a product 
SNJNi,Cl_. The l a t t e r i s probably a mixture of two or more compounds 
<^  3 5 
a l l of which melt above 3 ° 0 ° and are i n s o l u b l e i n most s o l v e n t s . 
S^NjNiCl, however, seems t o be a w e l l - d e f i n e d compound w i t h a sharp 
m e l t i n g p o i n t ( 1 7 0 ° ) and may be r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
The e m p i r i c a l formula i n d i c a t e s t h a t i f the compound i s monomeric i t i s 
e i t h e r an odd-electron compound of N i ( l l ) or a compound of N i ( l ) . I t 
i s q u i t e l i k e l y however t h a t the compound i s polymeric, and may be 
e i t h e r i o n i c or covalent. There i s no evidence from e i t h e r the i n f r a r e d 
or mass spectra t o support any discussion of the s t r u c t u r e . 
The compound S^N^HgClg was only obtained i n small amount and 
S.N C I was also obtained from the r e a c t i o n . The i n f r a r e d spectrum would 
^ 3 
suggest t h a t the compound i s s i m i l a r i n s t r u c t u r e t o S^N^Cl or 
(SeS^N^^SeClg, but the possible compounds which are analogous e.g. 
( S j N ^ H g C l g , S^ N H g C l ^ H g S ^ C l , (HgS 5N 3)HgCl 3 and ( H g S ^ ) ^ g C l g a l l 
r e q u i r e a much smaller percentage of c h l o r i n e than was found f o r t h i s 
compound. 
On account of the very great v a r i e t y of n i c k e l - s u l p h u r - n i t r o g e n and 
mercury-sulphur-nitrogen compounds which are p o s s i b l e , there seems l i t t l e 
p o i n t i n s p e c u l a t i n g on the possible s t r u c t u r e s of S^N^NiCl and S^N^HgClg, 
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(e) Other compositions. 
The r e a c t i o n between S^N^ and- SnCl^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e leads t o 
the formation of the compound S^N^SnCl^. The an a l y s i s f i g u r e s on which 
t h i s formula are based are i n only moderately agreement w i t h the 
ca l c u l a t e d f i g u r e s . I f however, oxygen i s present i n the compound then 
the c a l c u l a t e d a n a l y s i s f i g u r e s f o r S^N^SnCl^O^ are i n e x c e l l e n t 
agreement w i t h those found (Found: S = 1 5 * 8 ; N = 1 3 * 3 8 ; Gl = 3 ^ 2 5 ; 
c a l c u l a t e d f o r S ^ S n C l ^ : S = 1 5 » 5 ; N = 1 3 * 5 7 ; C I = 3 i i " 3 7 # ) . 
V/ithout a metal a n a l y s i s i t i s d i f f i c u l t t o say w i t h any c e r t a i n t y 
whether the compound does contain oxygen or no t . I f the compound i s 
S^H^SnGl^^ then the only reasonable s t r u c t u r e would be: 
CI 
C I — S = N ' ^ 0 = N 
Grl 
This i s a s i m i l a r type t o t h a t proposed f o r the compounds ^N^ZnCl^ 
and S^NgZrCl^ (see p. 1 2 4 ) . Further work on t h i s r e a c t i o n i s 
obviously needed before any f i r m conclusions can be reached. 
The r e a c t i o n s between CuGl^ and T i C l ^ w i t h S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
lead t o the forma t i o n of compounds which give a n a l y s i s f i g u r e s f o r 
sulphur, n i t r o g e n and c h l o r i n e which correspond f a i r l y w e l l t o the 
e m p i r i c a l formulae S^^Cu^Cl^ and S y i^Q^Clg r e s p e c t i v e l y . I f oxygen i s 
present i n the compounds then the formulae S^l^CuCl^O^ and S y^TiClgOg 
also f i t the a n a l y s i s f i g u r e s . Again, f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n s are needed 
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before any s t r u c t u r a l conclusions can be drawn from these data. 
The r e a c t i o n between BCl^ and S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e leads t o the 
formation of a compound having a r a t i o of s u l p h u r : n i t r o g e n : c h l o r i n e of 
1 » 0 0 : 2 « 0 0 : 3 « l 4 o The elemental analyses r e q u i r e a l a r g e percentage of 
boron (even i f a s u b s t a n t i a l amount of oxygen i s p r e s e n t ) . The formulae 
suggested f o r t h i s compound are of the type SNJ3 0 C L , where x = 14 to 
ei x y $ 
1 8 ; y = 0 t o ^fo I f the a n a l y s i s f i g u r e s are r e l i a b l e , the compound must 
ther e f o r e c o n t a i n a t l e a s t a duodecahedron of boron atoms. The 
i m p l i c a t i o n s of the formation of such a compound by a simple route are 
most important and f u r t h e r research on t h i s r e a c t i o n may lead t o u s e f u l 
s y n t h e t i c routes t o molecules c o n t a i n i n g boron-boron bonds. The 
r e a c t i o n s between S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and TeCl^, PhBCl^ and 
Ph,AsCl gave very a i r and moisture s e n s i t i v e compounds which vrere not 
i s o l a t e d . 
Although no products were i s o l a t e d i n the r e a c t i o n s between S^N^ 
and organometallic h a l i d e s i n SOCl^, the r e a c t i o n s appeared t o be 
completely analogous t o those i n v o l v i n g the metal h a l i d e s ; s i m i l a r 
colour changes were observed and the products were formed i n s i m i l a r 
r e a c t i o n times. I t may w e l l be t h a t w i t h more s t a b l e organometallic 
d e r i v a t i v e s (e.g. those of Mg, A l or T i ) i n t e r e s t i n g compounds w i l l be 
formed. 
I n conclusion t h e r e f o r e , the r e a c t i o n s of S^N^ i n SOCl^ w i t h metal 
h a l i d e s give r i s e t o a v a r i e t y of compounds of i n t e r e s t i n g s t r u c t u r e . 
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This type of r e a c t i o n as a route t o new sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds 
i s obviously i n i t s e a r l y stages of i n v e s t i g a t i o n . . An idea of the 
d i f f e r e n t types of molecules formed and of the great number of possible 
r e a c t i o n s which need t o be i n v e s t i g a t e d has been given. The p o t e n t i a l 
i n t h i s type of r e a c t i o n i s enormous and a more d e t a i l e d and systematic 
study of the r e a c t i o n i n general i s a c l e a r n e c e s s i t y . 
The r e a c t i o n s already discussed and the s t r u c t u r e s of the compounds 
po s t u l a t e d are summarised i n Tables 1 5 and 1 6 . 
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Table 15 
Summary of the r e a c t i o n s of S,N, w i t h metal h a l i d e s i n S0C1. 
metal 
h a l i d e 
product(s) colour m ap« 0 
MnCl 2 SNMnCl2, S^z02 dark green, yellow >36o, 101 
CoCl 2 SNCoCl 2, S ^ 2 0 2 l i g h t green, yellow >360, 101 
S e 2 C l 2 S 2N 2SeCl 2, S^NCl ye l l o w , yellow 85-5, 170 
Z r C l ^ orange 132 
CrCl^ S 2 N 2 C r C l 5 green >360 
ZnCl 2 S 2N 2ZnCl 2 yellow 215 
SbGl^ S 3 N 3 S b ° 1 6 l i g h t green 138 
HgCl 2 S ^ H g C l g yellow 185 
N i C l 2 S ^ N i C l , SNgNi C l ^ green, green >36o, >3G 
T i C l ^ V ^ C l g y e l l o w 1A2 
CuCl 2 l i g h t green 285 
SnCl^ S_N.SnCl. O, yellow 156 
B C l j S N 2 B 15 C 1 3 yellow-orange >360 
TeCl^ - yellow -
PhBCl 2 - l i g h t brown -
Ph^AsC^ - y e l l o w -
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Table 16 
Summary of the s t r u c t u r e s proposed f o r new sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. 










C I CI x 




N=S C I 
S ^ Z r C l ^ ZrCl, 
N= S^ 
Sgj y J r C l 
S = N. , „C1 9" S = N 
Cr Cr 
N = s c i 0 1 c i N s S 
S,N,SbCl. 
3 3 o 
I T N 
+ | SbCl, 
S 
N 
S 2N I fSnCl i f0 2 
N = 0 Z } / N = S - C 1 
Sn 
y I "V 1 
C l — S = N ^ ' 0 = N 
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( i v ) Reactions of S^N^-metal h a l i d e adducts w i t h SOCl,,. 
Adducts of S^N^ w i t h metal h a l i d e s may be formed i n hexane, benzene, 
toluene and methylene c h l o r i d e . These adducts were found t o r e a c t w i t h 
t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e t o give sulphur-nitrogen-metal compounds. The r e a c t i o n s 
between t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and f o u r S^N^-metal h a l i d e adducts have so f a r 
been s t u d i e d . 
S j f ^ . T e C l ^ r e a c t s w i t h S0C1,, t o give a very unstable yellow s o l i d 
( c f . t h e r e a c t i o n between S^N^ and TeCl^ i n SOCl^) which has not been 
ch a r a c t e r i s e d . 
SjN^.SbCl re a c t s w i t h SOCl^ t o give S^N^SbClg which has also been 
synthesised by the r e a c t i o n of S^N^ w i t h SbCl,_ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e , and 
has already been discussed. This i s the only r e a c t i o n of those 
i n v e s t i g a t e d which gives the same product by the two routes: ( i ) S^N^ + 
S0C1„ + SbCl_ and ( i i ) S.N,.SbCl^ + S0C1„. 
The r e a c t i o n between S^N^.TiCl^ and t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e leads t o the 
f o r m a t i o n of two compounds, S^N^TiCl^ and S^N^Ti. 
The i n f r a r e d spectrum of S ^ T i C l i s s i m i l a r t o those of S ^ Z n C ^ 
and S^N^ZrCl^ which have been discussed p r e v i o u s l y . An analogous 
s t r u c t u r e would seem t o be i n d i c a t e d , i . e . 
S = N N C I 
T i 
N — ^ C l 
The m e l t i n g p o i n t (130°) i s very close t o t h a t of the zirconium compound 
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( 1 3 2 ° ) . The i n f r a r e d spectrum i s r e p o r t e d i n Figure 8. 
Three of the l i k e l y s t r u c t u r e s f o r S^N^Ti are: 
( i ) Ti^CNS"),. 
( i i ) 
S=N N=S 
N = S 
( i i i ) 
N-S' N—S 
The f a c t t h a t T i ( l V ) compounds are u s u a l l y covalent and the low 
m e l t i n g p o i n t ( 9 2 ° ) suggest the s t r u c t u r e ( i i i ) i s q u i t e l i k e l y . The 
mass spectrum shows the species TiN, TiNS and TiN^S^, i n d i c a t i n g 
t i t a n i u m - n i t r o g e n bonds, and the i n f r a r e d spectrum shows s i m i l a r i t i e s w i t h 
S^i^±Cl^ suggesting the presence of the S^N^Ti u n i t i n the molecule. 
The r e a c t i o n between 2S 1N^.SnGl^ and t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e leads t o the 
formation of S ^ S n C l ^ . 
The mass spectrum of S 2N^SnCl^ contains the species, SN, ^ N,,, 
S^y SnCl, SnCl 2, SnCl^, SnCl^, S ^ S n C ^ and S ^ S n C l ^ , which would 
suggest the presence of an S-N-Sn-Cl molecule r a t h e r than ions of the 
type or SnClg". 
The r e a c t i o n s of metal h a l i d e "S^N^ adducts w i t h t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
are summarised i n Table 17 • 
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Table 17 
Summary of the r e a c t i o n s of S^N^-metal h a l i d e adducts w i t h t h i o n y l 




s A * r £ i C 1 4 
product(s) 
S 3 N 3 S b C 1 6 
colour m.p,^ 
l i g h t green 138 
yellow >360 
y e l l o w 
y e l l o w 130 




The r e a c t i o n s between S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and a f u r t h e r three 
metal ha l i d e s have been s t u d i e d and are re p o r t e d here. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The r e a c t i o n between I r o n ( I I I ) c h l o r i d e and S^N^ i n SOCl^. 
F e r r i c c h l o r i d e (0«41 g.) was r e f l u x e d w i t h t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (30 ml.) 
f o r 30 minutes and the s l u r r y allowed t o c o o l t o room temperature. 
SjN^ (0*46 g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (20 ml.) was added a t room temperature 
and the mixture heated a t 45° f o r 2k hours. A burgundy red coloured 
s o l u t i o n was obtained which was f i l t e r e d a t room temperature and 
evaporated t o dryness t o give a black s o l i d . The s o l i d was di s s o l v e d 
i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and r e p r e c i p i t a t e d by the a d d i t i o n o f hexane. 
Found: S = 23«90; N = 10-74; C I = 40.90; S^JgFeCl r e q u i r e s S = 25*22; 
N = 11»02; CI = 41»73$. m.p. 82-84°. Absorptions occur i n the i n f r a r e d 
a t : 207w, 2'l4w, 227w, 323w, 324w, 357w, 373w, 400w, 420w, 429w, 526w, 
568w, 573w, 6l7w, 6?0w, 6?6w, 694w, 718s, 741m, 758w, 78lw, 8iOw, 820w, 
940s, 966w, 990w, 1033m, 1053m, 1143m, 1168m, H98w(sh), 1242W, 1264W, 
1332W, 1351w, 1426m. 
The r e a c t i o n between b e r y l l i u m c h l o r i d e and S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
B e r y l l i u m c h l o r i d e (0*35 g») was r e f l u x e d i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e 
(20 ml.) f o r 30 minutes and the s l u r r y allowed t o coo l t o room temperature. 
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A s o l u t i o n of S^N^ (0»8o g.) i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (40 ml.) was added a t 
room temperature. A black o i l was formed a f t e r f i v e minutes on heating 
the mixture a t 40°. A f t e r ten minutes the black o i l dissolved and a 
f i n e yellow p r e c i p i t a t e began t o deposit i n the Schlenk. The yell o w 
s o l i d was f i l t e r e d from the orange coloured s o l u t i o n a f t e r 20 hours, 
washed i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e and pumped dr y . Found: S = 34*01; N = 15-06; 
CI = 37-40; Be = 4-76; 1 8 5 S^BeC^O r e q u i r e s S = 34*10; N = 14-90; 
CI = 37-7Q; B© = 4-79$. m.p. 288° (decomp.). I n f r a r e d absorptions 
occur a t : 215m, 221m, 225m, 245w, 253w, 280w(sh), 291w, 317w(sh), 
323m, 348w, 435m, 458w(sh), 463w(sh), 473w(sh), 479m, 568m, 636m, 
678s, 694m, 719w(sh), 735w(sh), 758m, 885s, 910s, 1023m, 1l62w, 1225w, 
1266w(sh), 13l6w(sh), 1403W. 
The s o l u t i o n was evaporated t o dryness t o give a brownish-yellow 
s o l i d which was characterised as S^ N^ O^  from the i n f r a r e d spectrum 
and m e l t i n g p o i n t (101°). 
The r e a c t i o n between niobium pentachloride and S^N^ i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e . 
NbCl,. (0-70 g.) was dis s o l v e d i n t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e (40 ml.) a t room 
temperature and the s o l u t i o n f i l t e r e d . S^N^ (0-46 g.) was added and the 
mixture s t i r r e d a t 40°. An immediate dark green c o l o u r a t i o n developed 
which slowly gave way t o a redd i s h c o l o u r . A f t e r two hours a r e d s o l i d 
began t o form, and a f t e r 24 hours the s o l i d was f i l t e r e d from the r e d -
green s o l u t i o n . The s o l i d was orange when pumped dry and was r e -
c r y s t a l l i s e d from t h i o n y l c h l o r i d e t o give orange coloured needles. 
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nup. 111°. Analysis figures are not yet available on t h i s compound,. 
Infrared absorptions occur at: 207m, 213m, 225m, 2Vw(sh), 246w, 
282w(sh), 290w(sh), 29*fw(sh), 305m, 325s, 368w(sh), 377«(sh), Vl3m, 
425w(sh), 433w(sh), 515m, 53&V, 551W, 566m, 588w, 671w, 680m, 710m, 
725s, 7*f6s, 775m, 810s, 893m(sh), 934s, 976m, 1020s, 1162m, 1273m, 1309m 
DISCUSSION 
The reaction between FeCl^ and S^ N^  i n t h i o n y l chloride leads to 
the formation of S^N^FeCl « The in f r a r e d spectrum of the compound i s 
similar to that of S_N0CrCl_. and i t seems reasonable therefore to 
d. Z 3 
propose a similar structure: 
S-N ^ CI ^ S«N 
Fejf ^ Fe^ 
y\ * \ / 1 
N - f i c i 0 1 c i N s S 
The reaction between BeC^ and S^ N^  i n t h i o n y l chloride leads to the 
formation of S„NJ3eCl_0 and S,N 0 . The mass spectrum of the product 
c. d. d. 3 2 2 
before p u r i f i c a t i o n showed that sulphur was also present as a reaction 
product. The main species i n the mass spectrum of S^N^BeCl^O were 
BeS, BeCl, SN, S2N, BeCl 2, S ^ , SNO, SN^, SNOBe and SN^ OBe. The 
infra r e d spectrum indicates that the structure may be similar to that 
of S^^ivSyL^, The mass and inf r a r e d spectra are consistent with either 
of the structures: 
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, S c i c i 
N ^ B e ' ^Kn, I T X C 1 or I J ^ C l 
Analysis figures on the crystals obtained from the reaction between 
SjN^ and NbCl i n SOCl^ are not yet available, but the infrared spectrum 
i s very s i m i l a r to that of S^N^SbClg (see Figure 12). The mass spectrum 
shows the species SN, S^ N, S ^ , Nb, NbO, S ^ , NbCl, , NbOCl, 
NbCl_, NbOCl_, NbCl,, NbOCl,, NbCl, and NbCl_. The in f r a r e d and mass 
2 2 3 3 4 5 
spectral data suggest that the compound i s a s a l t of the S^ N^  cation with 
a chloro or oxochloro-anion of niobium e.g. NbClg, NbOCl^ or NbOCl". 
This compound i s more suitable than S,N,SbCl,. f o r further s t r u c t u r a l 
investigation since i t can be readily obtained as well-formed crystals. 
The s i m i l a r i t y between the compounds obtained by reaction of S^ N^  
i n SOCl. with SbCl_ and NbCl._ suggests that the S,N* cation may be most 
2 3 3 3 3 
readily formed when the metal halide MX q forms a stable halo anion 
MX n + yj . Similar compounds may therefore be prepared by reaction of 
S^ N^  i n S0C12 with e.g. PCl^ and TaCl^. 
< 
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APPENDIX I I 
Introduction 
The characterisation of new compounds and a r a t i o n a l i s a t i o n of 
t h e i r structures r e l i e s to a large extent on the in t e r p r e t a t i o n of t h e i r 
i n f r a r e d spectra. I n the synthesis of new sulphur-nitrogen compounds 
i t has proved most useful to know i n what regions of the in f r a r e d 
spectrum, absorptions due to sulphur-X vibrations (where X i s any other 
element, including sulphur) are l i k e l y to occur. Since t h i s thesis 
represents one of the f i r s t to be presented i n t h i s p a r t i c u l a r research 
'school', i t has been necessary to review the information at present 
i n the l i t e r a t u r e , both from a di r e c t r e l a t i o n to the present problem, 
and f o r the use of future workers i n the same f i e l d . 
The in f r a r e d data on numerous sulphur-X bonds have been collected 
together f o r a chapter of a book which i s shortly to be published. 
From these data three sections were found to be most relevant to our 
work, v i z : the study of sulphur-nitrogen, sulphur-oxygen and sulphur-
halogen bonds. 
Although the preparatory l i t e r a t u r e survey on these three sections 
has been done j o i n t l y with L.F. Moore, the f i n a l w r i t i n g f o r the f i r s t 
two sections has been the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y of Mr. Moore and that of the 
sulphur-halogen section has been mine. This section i s now presented. 
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Spectroscopic Investigations of Sulphur-Halogen Bonds. 
Many compounds containing sulphur-halogen bonds have been 
investigated spectroscopically, some i n great d e t a i l , but there are few 
overall correlations or compilations to be found i n the l i t e r a t u r e . 
The sulphur-halogen stretching frequencies of many inorganic compounds 
are tabulated and discussed. 
a) Sulphur-fluorine bonds. 
Sulphur fluorine stretching frequencies occur i n the range 496 cm. 
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The high electronegativity of fluorine and i t s a b i l i t y to participate 
i n mesomeric electron release i s responsible for the p a r t i a l double bond 
character i n many sulphur-fluorine compounds. The sulphur-fluorine bond 
order w i l l be greatest when the mesomeric e f f e c t of fluorine i s enhanced 
by a positive charge on the sulphur atom, as i n SF*. Here an appreciable 
amount of d - p bonding i s to be expected. 
Of the simple sulphur-fluorides, SFg, i n which the sulphur exhibits 
i t s maximum covalency, i s expected to show l i t t l e S-F double bonding 
- 1 
character, and the stretching frequency of 775 cm. f o r the sulphur-
fluo r i n e bond might be close to that which one would expect f o r a 
VI 
' pure S -F single bond 1. When one of the fluo r i n e atoms i n SFg i s 
replaced by chlorine fewer flu o r i n e atoms are competing f o r the empty 
sulphur J>& o r b i t a l s and so increased S-F double bonding i s not u n l i k e l y 
i n SF^Cl; the S-F asymmetric stretching frequency increases from 615 cm. 
i n SFg to 908 cm. i n SF^Cl. The symmetric stretching frequency remains 
—1 —1 
roughly constant, being 775 cm. i n SFg, and 706 and 85^ cm. i n 
SF.-C1. Comparison of the stretching frequencies i s however of doubtful 
5 
v a l i d i t y on account of the d i f f e r e n t symmetry of the molecules. 
The substitution of a l k y l groups i n SFg to give ESF^ leads to 
sulphur-fluorine stretching frequencies of the order 85O-903 cm. , 
which may represent s t i l l stronger S-F bonding. 
I n a l l the SF^ compounds known, strong absorptions have been 
—1 —1 
observed at 58O-6IO cm. and very strong absorptions at 860-910 cm. 
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By comparison with the spectrum of SF,_C1 these absorptions may be 
assigned to asymmetric and symmetric sulphur-fluorine stretching 
frequencies respectively. The band which occurs i n the spectrum of 
SFj-Cl at 706 cm. and i s described as an SF^ stretelling mode i s often 
very weak or absent from the spectra of other SF,_ compounds. The high 
stretching frequencies i n SF^ _ compounds would suggest a bond order somewhat 
greater than one f o r the S-F bond, and the narrow range over which these 
vibrations occur suggests an almost constant S-F distance with varying 
R group. Unfortunately no s t r u c t u r a l data are at present available f o r 
these compounds. 
The compounds H^ NSF^ , F^ SNSF,- and (F^C^NSF,. a l l show a strong 
—1 - 1 
absorption between 835 cm. and 930 cm. , again suggesting a high 
S-F bond order. 
The i n f r a r e d and Raman spectra of SF^ are consistent with a t r i g o n a l 
bipyramidal structure with one e q u i t o r i a l position occupied by the 
sulphur lone pair . The frequency associated with the SFg stretching 
mode (889 cm. ) i n SF^ i s much higher than that reported f o r the other 
sulphur (IV) fluoride &=SF^ (757 cm. ) . This can be explained by 
assuming some 'd character' i n the d bonds i n SF^ and postulating that 
the sulphur 'd' o r b i t a l s w i l l be contracted by the approach of four 
fluo r i n e atoms and w i l l hence re s u l t i n shorter and stronger S-F 
bonds. 
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Table A2o Sulphur oxyfluorides. 
Compound S-F stretching frequency (cm. ) referenc 
V V 
S AS 
S0F 2 8 o i R 7 2 1 R 21-2^ 
SOFk 933 797,7VI 20 
S0 2F 2 8h8 885 25-27 
S02FC1 823 28,29 
S02FBr 814 20,31 
RS02F 780-852 32-34 
R0S02F 832-858 3^,35 
XOS02F 820-850 33 
S0 2F" 496 36 
S 2 ° 5 F 2 
8 7 2 R 37 
S 2 ° 6 F 2 8^3 33 
•R1 refers to Raman s h i f t 
Thionyl and sulphuryl fluoride have been studied by many 
workers. Thionyl flu o r i d e has C symmetry; the symmetric and 
s 
—1 —1 
asymmetric SF 2 stretching frequencies occur at 801 cm. and 721 cm. 
respectively. Sulphuryl fluoride however has C^ y symmetry and three 
vibrations which can be associated with the valency deformations of the 
SF 2 group (symmetric stretch at 8^8 cm. , asymmetric stretch at 885 cm. 
and a bending mode at 5^5 cm. ) . 
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By comparison with S 0 2 F 2 ' a b s o r P t i o n s a t $23 cm. and 8l*f cm. 
have been assigned to the sulphur-fluorine symmetric stretching 
frequency i n SC>2FC1 and SC^FBr respectively. Substitution of a l k y l 
groups i n S 0 2 F 2 t 0 g i V e R S ° 2 F h a s l i t t l e e f f e c t on the sulphur-fluorine 
stretching frequency. This i s to be contrasted with the large e f f e c t 
noted e a r l i e r when a l k y l groups are substituted i n SFg. The presence of 
tv/o sulphur oxygen double bonds and the reduction i n the number of 
flu o r i n e atoms substantially reduces the ef f e c t of further substituents 
on the sulphur atom0 
The SO^ F anion has the lowest sulphur-fluorine stretching 
frequency reported (^96 cm. ) . The reduced sulphur-oxygen bond order 
i n SO^ F compared with SC^F^ results i n the frequency of the sulphur-
oxygen vibrations being close to the frequency of the sulphur-fluorine 
modes, and mixing of vibrations almost certainly occurs, with the 
re s u l t that the S-F stretching frequency i s reduced. Also, sulphur (IV) 
i s less able to act as an acceptor to electronegative ligands than 
sulphur (VI) ( c f . work on S0C1,, as a Lewis acid, p. 107) . The sulphur 
1 d 1 o r b i t a l s i n SC^F- may therefore be less available f o r donation from 
fl u o r i n e i n SO^ F than they are i n , f o r example, s°2^2 o r S F 6 * 
Comparison of the sulphur-fluorine stretching frequencies i n the 
pairs of sulphur (IV) - sulphur (VI) compounds i n Table A3A shows that 
an increase i n frequency i s not associated with a decrease i n bond length 
and so i n these compounds any l i n k between these two quantities i s 
obscured by other e f f e c t s . 
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This i s not surprising i n view of the d i f f e r e n t symmetries of the 
molecules and the differences i n modes of v i b r a t i o n . 
Table A3A. S-F stretching frequencies and bond lengths. 
Sulphur IV Sulphur VI 
v S F(cm." 1) dS-F v S F(cm. "
1 ) dS-F 
S AS S AS 
NSF 640 1-446 NSF 
3 
775 811 1-4K 
S0F 2 801 721 1.60 SOF^ 933 797,741 -
SF^ 889 867,728 1.58 S F 6 775 615 1.56 
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For the iminosulphur oxyfluorides, RN=S0F2, sulphur-fluorine 
stretching frequencies f a l l w i t h i n the range 833~78l cm. The sulphur-
fluo r i n e stretching v i b r a t i o n i n TF^SO^F i s assigned to a strong band 
—1 —1 
at 846 cm. ; the same mode i n NF20SC>2F i s displaced to 838 cm. The 
asymmetric and symmetric sulphur-fluorine stretching frequencies i n 
FN(S0 2F) 2 occur at 896 and 84-9 cm. respectively; the same modes i n 
pyrosulphuryl fluoride occur at 873 and 824 cm. 
b) Sulphur-chlorine bonds. 
Sulphur-chlorine stretching frequencies f a l l w i t h i n the range 
372-545 cm."1 
Table A4. Sulphur chlorides. 
compound symmetry 
class 
S-Cl stretching frequency 
—1 —1 I.R. (cm. ) Raman (cm. ) 
d(S-Cl) 
A° 
r e f s . 
v s VAS VS VAS 
S CI 
2 2 C 2 438 538 443 537 1»99 46-50 
s c i 2 C2V 514 535 519 535 2*02 51-54 
F^SCl C 4V 404 2.00 14,20 
The i n f r a r e d and Raman data f o r S 2C1 2 were o r i g i n a l l y interpreted i n 
46-48 
terms of a planar cis C^y. model. Raman polarisation measurements 
were both reinterpreted to support a non planar (C,,) structure. The 
calculated frequencies for the C2 model agree with observed values, so 
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that along with results obtained from electron d i f f r a c t i o n , the t o t a l 
evidence i s i n accordance with a non planar molecular arrangement. The 
51 52 49 55 inf r a r e d , Raman spectrum, electron d i f f r a c t i o n data '"^ and force 
constant calculations' 53 f o r SCI2 are a l l consistent with G^. symmetry. 
Compound 
Table A5. Sulphenyl chlorides. 




Cx-HSCl 6 5 512 56 
4-CH3C6HifSCl 512 56 
4-ClCgHjSCl 515 56 
4-BrCgHjSCl 515 56 
4-FCgHjSCl 520 56 
5,2-(CH 5) 2C 6H 3SCl 490 56 
4,2-(CH3)2C6R\5SCl 490 56 




C1,CSC1 3 532 60 
F,CSC1 
3 535 59 
The sulphur-chlorine stretching frequencies i n the substituted sulphenyl 
chlorides show l i t t l e deviation from those of the parent compound. The 
small s h i f t s which do occur can be explained i n terms of the inductive 
- 16? -
effects of the substituents. The position of substitution i n the benzene 
nucleus, s i m i l a r l y does not a f f e c t the sulphur-chlorine stretching 
frequency. The u l t r a v i o l e t absorption spectra of these compounds show 
maxima i n the range 2*tO-252 mu and a second peak at about 220 mu- appears 
i n the spectra of disubstituted phenyl sulphenyl chlorides. The band at 
- 1 
520 cm. i n the i n f r a r e d spectrum of NCSG1 i s actually a doublet, with 
frequencies at approximately 523 and 516 cm. , of which the lower 
frequency i s the weaker. The r a t i o of these frequencies i s exactly 
35 37 
that for the vibrations of the diatomic species S "^Cl and S CI. The 
spectrum of NCSCl^ also shows t h i s type of doubling i n the 524 cm. 
- 1 - 1 
band. Bands at 532 cm. and 535 cm. have been assigned to the S-Cl 
stretching v i b r a t i o n i n C1^C«SC1 and F^C«SC1 respectively; the small 
s h i f t may be due to the e f f e c t of changing the electron withdrawing 
nature of the substituent on the S-Cl stretching frequency ( c f . k3& cm. 
i n ^ C l ) * ^ k i - s change could however be only a mass e f f e c t . Thionyl 
chloride shows s i x in f r a r e d and Raman active fundamental vibrations, and 
i s consistent with a pyramidal (Cg) structure giving r i s e to k polarised 
and 2 depolarised Raman l i n e s . This structure i s favoured rather than 
the planar (C^y) structure, which would give rise to 3 polarised and 3 
depolarised Raman l i n e s . A six constant Urey-Bradley-Simanouti force 
f i e l d has been investigated f o r SOC^, and although a set of force 
constants can be found which exactly reproduce the observed frequencies, 
these force constants are not s a t i s f a c t o r i l y consistent with the physical 
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Table A6. Sulphur oxychlorides. 
Compound S-Cl stretching frequency other bands reference 
•"1 — 1 - 1 
v^Ccm. ) v A C(cm. ) cm. 
s o c i 2 492 455 344 (6S-C1) 61-63 
490 R 443 R 284 (pS-Cl) 64 
s o 2 c i 2 403 362 R 282 ^oSCl2) 37,61,65 
408 218 (6SC12) 28,66 
OHSO CI 416 R 312 ( t o r ^ o n ) 67 
FS02C1 430 28 
RS02C1 372-390 33-36,45,68-76 
Cl^CSO^l 416 68 
s 2 o 5 c i 2 412 427 200 (uSCl) 
235 (w SCI) 
77,78 
S o0_FCl 2 5 432 204(wSCl) 
231 (w SCI) 
79 
s 3 o 8 c i 2 412 434 200( co SCI) 78,79 
226(to SCI) 
R represents Raman band; 6, bend; , rock; and u> , wag. 
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model underlying the UBS f i e l d . The f a i l u r e arises p r i n c i p a l l y from 
a neglect of the interactions involving the lone pairs on the sulphur 
atom. The doubtful nature and extent of the e f f e c t of the lone pairs 
on the v i b r a t i o n a l frequency of sulphur ( I I ) and sulphur (IV) compounds 
I I IV VI 
i s one of the main d i f f i c u l t i e s i n t r y i n g to make S -S -S comparisons. 
23 37 65 61 66 Raman ' ' and infrared ' data f o r sulphuryl chloride are 
consistent with a roughly tetrahedral molecule of symmetry. This 
gives r i s e to nine fundamentals, a l l of which are Raman active, and 
eight of which are infrare d active. There has however been some 
37 6*1 65 
disagreement over the assignments, ' * though those of Gillespie and 
37 
Robinson seem to be preferred by most authors. The symmetric and asymmetric SCI,, stretching vibrations can be assigned to Raman s h i f t s 
of 405 and 362 cm. respectively, and the SCl^ rocking and bending 
—1 —1 
modes to s h i f t s of 282 cm. and 218 cm. respectively. The S-Cl 
stretching frequency i n the mixed oxyhalide SG^CIF occurs at 4-30 cm. 
The mean value of the S-Cl stretching frequency (the arithmetic 
mean of the symmetric and asymmetric modes) of the chlorides i n the 
series S C 1 2 (525 cm."1), S0C1 2 (466 cm."1) and S 0 2 C 1 2 (383 cm."1) shows 
a marked decrease from S"^  to S^ ". The decrease cannot be due to a weaking 
of the sulphur-chlorine bonds i n the series, since the S-Cl bond 
distances are 2 « 0 2 , 2«07 and 1«99S respectively. 
The Raman spectrum of chlorosulphuric acid shows a strongly 
•oolarised l i n e at 416 cm. which has been assigned to the S-Cl 
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_1 
stretching v i b r a t i o n , and a l i n e at 312 cm. i s thought to be a 
67 t o r t i o n a l mode since i t i s the only low frequency depolarised line© 
Organic sulphonyl chlorides have been studied by several workers^ 36,45,6o 
and these a l l show sulphur-chlorine stretching frequencies i n the range 
_1 
372-416 cm. Of these, v i r t u a l l y a l l the aromatic sulphonyl chlorides 
show a band wi t h i n the range 380 £ 10 cm. which may be assigned to 
VS Cl" Introduction of electron withdrawing substituents i s accompanied 
68 
by a s h i f t to higher frequencies. King and Smith have shown that 
whilst there i s no precise correlation with the ordinary Hammett 
parameters, a reasonably good li n e a r p l o t may be obtained using Taft's a 
values, indicating a direc t connection between stretching frequency and 
the inductive e f f e c t of the substituents. With the al i p h a t i c sulphonyl 
chlorides the same tendency of electron withdrawing substituents to 
raise the frequency of the absorption maximum i s found, but the 
correlation with d* f o r example i s less convincing. The following 
table i l l u s t r a t e s the e f f e c t of electron withdrawing groups on the 
sulphur-chlorine stretching frequency. This e f f e c t of electron 
68 
Table A7. Sulphonyl chlorides. 
sulphonyl chloride VS-C1 ^ c m* ^ 
c 6H 5 373 
p.OH.CgH^  377 
p.OMe.CgH^  377 
p.Br.CgH^ 379 
p o 0 2NC 6H 4 380 
2 .4 . (0 2N) 2C 6H3 390 
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68 withdrawing groups, led King and Smith to suggest that of the two 
=1 —1 
bands at 379 cm. and 416 cm. which occur i n the spectrum of t r i -
chloromethane sulphonyl chloride, the band at 4 l 6 cm. i s probably the 
_1 
sulphur-chlorine stretching mode, even though the band at 379 cm. 
f a l l s w i t h i n the normal range. I t i s useful to note that the S-Cl 
stretching frequency i n Cl^CSCl also occurs at a frequency (532 cm. ) 
which i s higher than the normal range (490-520 cm. ) f o r organic 
sulphenyl chlorides. 
The polysulphuryl chlorides, S20,_C12, S^OgC^ and S ^ C I F a l l 
—1 —1 
show Haman s h i f t s between 410 cm. and 4-35 cm. which can be assigned 
to the S-Cl stretching vibrations. I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g to note that the 
mean value of the S-Cl stretching frequency i n S^O^Gl^ (4-33 cm. ) 
f a l l s midway between those f o r SO^L, and SOCl^, and as would be 
expected there i s l i t t l e difference i n the stretching frequencies of any 
of the polysulphuryl chlorides. 
c) Sulphur-bromine bonds. 
Sulphur-bromine stretelling frequencies occur i n the range 280-4-50 
—1 8o 
cm. Bradley et a l . have reported the infrared spectrum of S^Br^j 
- 1 - 1 
and assigned bands at 302 cm. and 355 cm. to the symmetric and 
asymmetric sulphur-bromine stretching frequencies. From the simultaneous 
82 
i n f r a r e d spectra of S 2Br 2 and CS2, Ketelaar et a l . have obtained three 
—1 —1 —1 
fundamentals at 176 cm. , 196 cm. and 354 cm. A fourth fundamental 
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Table A8. Sulphur-bromine compounds«, 
Compound S-Br stretching frequency other bands r e f s . 
—1 —1 
(cm. ) (cm. ) 
S 2Br 2 302 ( v s ) , 355 ( v ^ ) 175(a), 198(b) 80 
S0Br 2 405 ( v g ) , 379 ( v ^ ) l 20(6SBr 2) , 223 ( /> SBr 2) 21 
S02BrF 270 ( v g ) 176(coSBr) 37 
HeSOgBr 286 R 73 
EtS0 2Br 285 R 73 
NCSBr 451 81 
(NC)3SBr 450 58 
BrN=C(Br)SBr 450 58 
H represents Raman band; 6, bend; /a , rock; W, v/ag; (a) sym. 6SBr 
angle def.; (b) antisym 6SBr angle def. 
v i b r a t i o n (531 cm. ) was observed i n the in f r a r e d spectrum of pure 
S 2Br 2 > along with overtones and combination bands. The Raman spectrum 
also shows a strong band at 355 cm. 
The symmetry properties and point group of the t h i o n y l halides 
have been discussed i n the previous section. Thionyl bromide shows 
the same symmetry, and gives rise to s i x normal vibrations, of which 
52 
four are Raman polarised. The assignments made by Stammreich and 
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21 used, by Long and Bailey are given i n TableA8. The in f r a r e d spectrum 
of sulphuryl broraofluoride, SO^BrF has been reported by Crow and 
31 
Lagemann, who have assigned the observed frequencies i n terms of the 
37 
vibrations of the SO^ and SFBr groups. Gillespie and Robinson however 
have considered the S-F and S-Br bonds separately and assigned eight 
of the nine fundamentals i n a manner consistent with the assignments 
which have been made for SO^ Cl,, and SO^ F^ . These authors assign the band 
- 1 - 1 
at 270 cm. to the S-Br stretching v i b r a t i o n , and a band at 176 cm. to 
- 1 
the S-Br wag. The band which occurs at 353 cm. could also be assigned 
to an S-Br stretching v i b r a t i o n , but Gillespie and Robinson prefer to 
regard t h i s as the f i r s t overtone of the S-Br wag. 
75 
The Raman spectra of some organic sulphonyl bromides give an 
extraordinarily strong band at about 285 cm. By comparison with the 
corresponding chlorides and fluorides, t h i s i s assigned to an S-Br 
stretching v i b r a t i o n . Force constant and bond energy calculations 
indicate that i n a l l cases the C-S bond i s somewhat stronger than the 
75 
S-Br bond. 
Bands at, or about 450 cm. i n the spectra of NCSBr, (NC)^SBr 
57 58 
and BrN=C(Br)SBr have been assigned ' to the S-Br stretching v i b r a t i o n . 
This i s surprisingly high f o r t h i s type of stretching frequency ( c f . 
—1 —1 
354 cm. i n s 2 B r 2 a n < i 2 ^ C m * ^ n H 3 C ^ B r ^ 2111(1 represents the highest 
frequency recorded f o r sulphur-bromine bonds. 
- 1?4 -
(d) Sulphur-iodine bonds. 
The sulphur-iodine stretching frequency i n the d i t h i a n - I ^ adduct 
84 -1 
occurs at 212 cm. The absorption due to S-I could not be located 
i n other sulphur compound-I^ adducts owing to the presence of other 
85 
absorptions i n t h i s region. 
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Discussion 
As would be expected, the change from fluorine to iodine i n sulphur-
halogen compounds i s accompanied by a decrease i n the sulphur-halogen 
stretching frequency. No simple correlation i s found, however, and the 
s h i f t s are apparently caused by a combination of f i v e variables: mass 
and s t e r i c e f f e c t s of groups attached to sulphur, mixing of vibrations, 
t h e i r inductive e f f e c t and 7i-donation of the halogen, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n 
the case of fluorine, where a strong mesomeric e f f e c t causes increase 
i n the sulphur-halogen bond order. 'Ihe r e l a t i v e contributions of these 
factors for the fluorides, chlorides and bromides appear to be markedly 
dependent upon the type of compound. Nevertheless, i n any s e r i e s of 
sulphur-halogen compounds, e.g. the thionyl halides, the sulphur-
halogen stretching frequencies i n general decrease i n the order fluorine, 
chlorine, bromine; i . e . with (a) increasing s i z e of halogen atom, 
(b) decreasing electronegativity and (c) increasing bond length. The 
decrease r a r e l y seems to be related to one factor alone. 
The e f f e c t of electronegative substituents on the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
frequency of other groups has been observed i n several cases, e.g. 
for phosphoryl halides and for carbonyl compounds, and attempts have 
been made to devise quantitative relationships between vibration 
frequencies and e f f e c t i v e electronegativity of the substituents. By 
assuming the Pauling values (*f«0, 3*0 and 2»8) for the electronegativity 
of fluorine, chlorine and bromine respectively, B e l l et a l . have been 
able to show a correlation between the Raman s h i f t s of the P=0 group 
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and the sura of the e l e c t r o n e g a t i v i t i e s of the halogen attached to 
phosphorus i n the phosphoryl halides. Robinson, however, has pointed 
out that the evaluation of e l e c t r o n e g a t i v i t i e s for groups i s complicated 
by the probable occurrence of double bonding, and that i n the case of 
phosphorus-fluorine bonds, a value of 3»6 i s required for the e l e c t r o -
negativity of fluorine to make the phosphoryl fluorides ' f i t ' the 
plot of against Vp_Q. I n view of the defects i n calculations of 
the e f f e c t i v e electronegativity he does not attempt to evaluate the 
el e c t r o n e g a t i v i t i e s of groups attached to the SO^ group i n sulphuryl 
compounds. 
Some correlation between the inductive e f f e c t of substituents and 
the sulphur-halogen stretching frequency i s found i n the case of the 
aromatic sulphonyl chlorides, where there i s a d i r e c t relationship 
between the Taft a values and the S-Cl stretching frequency. I n general 
however, correlations between physical properties and frequency s h i f t s 
appear to work best when the comparison involves some experimental 
measurement of bond pol a r i t y e.g. change i n covalent bond distance, 
ionisation potential or r e a c t i v i t y , and that correlations with more 
general functions such as electronegativity are l e s s l i k e l y to be 
meaningful. 
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